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Abstract
Internet applications need a substantial amount of bandwidth in order to guarantee access
to different applications with minimal delays. Ring networks are suited to deliver a large
amount of bandwidth in a reliable and inexpensive way.
An optimal load balancing is of paramount importance because it increases the system
capacity and improves the overall ring performance. In this context an important
optimisation problem is the Weighted Ring Loading Problem (WRLP). That is the design
of a direct path for each request, in a communication network, in a way that high load on
the arcs/edges will be avoided, where an arc is an edge endowed with a direction. The
load of an arc is defined as the total weight of those requests routed through the Arc in its
direction (WRALP), and the load of an edge as the number of routes traversing the Edge
in either direction (WRELP). WRALP/WRELP ask for a routing scheme such that the
maximum load on arcs/edges will be minimum. In this Thesis, we study these two
problems without demand splitting.
The work presented in this Thesis is also focused in other two problems that arise in the
design of optical telecommunication networks, namely the Synchronous optical network
Ring Assignment Problem (SRAP) and the Intraring synchronous optical network Design
Problem (IDP). In SRAP, the objective is to minimise the number of rings and in IDP,
the objective is to minimise the number of Add-Drop Multiplexers (ADMs). Both
problems are subject to a ring capacity constraint.
To solve these four NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard) problems, are
proposed several metaheuristic algorithms including bio-inspired randomised search
heuristics such as Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Swarm Intelligence (SI) algorithms,
and hybridisations with Local Search (LS).
The foremost objectives of this work were those of defining/applying new algorithms for
solving the four problems addressed in this Thesis, capable of producing better results in
smaller times comparing with the results already obtained in literature. Were performed
several modifications to the basic form of the algorithms in order to improve their
efficiency. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
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1. Introduction
In these last years, several Combinatorial Optimisation (CO) problems have arisen in the
communication networks field. In many cases, to solve these problems it is necessary the
use of emergent optimisation algorithms.
The WRLP is an important optimisation problem in the communication optical network
field. In this Thesis, we study this problem in two different ring types: Synchronous
Optical NETworking (SONET)/ Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) rings and
Resilient Packet Ring (RPR). In RPR, the purpose is to minimise the maximum load on
the ring Arcs (WRALP). In SONET/SDH rings, the purpose is to minimise the maximum
load on the ring Edges (WRELP). The load of an arc is defined as the total weight of the
requests that are routed through the arc in its direction and the load of an edge is the total
weight of the routes traversing the edge in either direction.
In a SONET/SDH network, each customer (or node) is connected to one or more rings
and the entire network is made up of a collection of such rings. The choice of assigning a
customer to a single ring or to multiple rings, and the way the rings are connected,
determines different designing issues. In this Thesis, we consider two different designing
techniques determining different network topologies.
In the first topology we consider the SRAP (Aringhieri and Dell’Amico, 2005b;
Aringhieri et al., 2001; Goldschmidt et al., 2003a). The objective is by satisfying a ring
capacity constraint, assign each customer to only one ring, in order to minimise the
number of rings (i.e., Digital Cross Connect devices - DCCs). In the second topology
customers can be connected to more than one ring. This CO problem is called IDP and
the objective is to minimise the number of ADMs (Aringhieri and Dell’Amico, 2005a;
Lee et al., 2000). This problem is also subjected to a ring capacity constraint.
We study these four problems without demand splitting and to solve them we propose
several metaheuristics.
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1.1

Introduction

Motivation

During the last years the number of internet based application users has exponentially
increased, and so has the demand for bandwidth. To enable fast transmission of large
quantities of data, the optical fiber technology in telecommunication is the current
solution. When managed properly, the ring networks are uniquely suited to deliver a
large amount of bandwidth in a reliable and inexpensively way. An optimal load
balancing is very important, as it increases the system capacity and improves the overall
ring performance.
The real-world CO problems stated in this Thesis have already been solved using
optimisation techniques; however there is still space for improving the resolution
techniques, so as the quality of the solutions found. By that reason, strategies that reduce
or explore the search space in a different way are suitable to solve these problems.
We think the work developed and presented in this Thesis has significant interest, since it
allows finding good solutions for the WRELP, WRALP, SRAP and IDP problems saving
computation time and improving the methods already used in literature. The algorithms
proposed to solve these problems can be applied to other related problems.

1.2

Metaheuristics

In these last decades, computer systems have been developed in a reliable and consistent
way. The impact of this advancement is such, that nowadays computer systems play a
major role on our global society. This evolution is sustained by the technological
achievements at hardware level and in the optimisation of the software that uses such
equipments.
The field of metaheuristics for the application to CO problems is a rapidly growing field
of research (Bianchi et al., 2009; Blum and Roli, 2003; Gendreau and Potvin, 2005). This
is due to the importance of CO problems for the scientific as well as the industrial world.
The success of most optimisation algorithms depends to a large extent on the careful
balance of two conflicting goals, exploration (diversification) and exploitation
(intensification). While exploration is important to ensure that every part of the solution
domain is searched enough to provide a reliable estimate of the global optimum; on the
other hand, exploitation is important to concentrate the search effort around the best
solutions found so far by searching their neighbourhoods to reach better solutions.
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Metaheuristics achieve these two goals by using local search methods, or global search
approaches, or an integration of both global and local strategies: these algorithms are
commonly known as hybrid methods.
Since the problems studied in this Thesis are NP-hard CO problems (Cosares and Saniee,
1994; Goldschmidt et al., 2003a; Kubat and Smith, 2005), it is necessary to use emergent
optimisation algorithms. Metaheuristic methods are effective methods to obtain
best/optimal solutions. They can be divided into two categories: single-solution
metaheuristics also called LS methods, where a single solution (and search trajectory) is
considered at a time, and population metaheuristics, where multiplicity of solutions
evolves concurrently. In such a case, different solutions are combined, either implicitly
or explicitly, to create new solutions (Blum and Roli, 2003; Gendreau and Potvin, 2005).
Examples of LS metaheuristics are: Tabu Search (TS), Simulated Annealing (SA) and
Iterated Local Search (ILS). We apply these algorithms in this Thesis to solve the
WRELP.
Bio-inspired randomised search heuristics such as EAs, SI algorithms and their
hybridisations with LS are population-based metaheuristics (Yang, 2010). These
algorithms are very popular among practitioners, as they can be applied in the case of
problems for which the formulation of explicit fitness function is difficult. A recent trend
is to hybridise bio-inspired heuristics with LS to refine newly constructed solutions
(Memetic Algorithms Website).
EAs simulate the natural evolution of species by iteratively applying evolutionary
operators such as mutation, recombination, and selection to a set of solutions for a given
problem (Eiben and Smith, 2003; De Jong, 2006). EAs, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA),
and Differential Evolution (DE), have been successfully applied in literature to CO
problems. In the Internet there are several springer books with the proceedings of the
European Conference on Evolutionary Computation in Combinatorial Optimisation
(EVOCOP). The EVOCOP series started in 2001 and happens annually since then, being
the first event specifically dedicated to the application of evolutionary computation and
related methods to CO problems (EVOCOP Website).
We explore several EAs for WRALP and WRELP: GA, GA with Multiple Operators
(GAMO), Hybrid Scatter Search (HSS) algorithm, Hybrid DE (HDE) algorithm, Hybrid
Discrete DE (HDDE) algorithm, HDE with Multiple Strategy (HDEM) algorithm, and
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Hybrid Population Based Incremental Learning (HPBIL) algorithm. For the SRAP and
IDP we only explore the HSS algorithm.
SI comprises Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)
algorithm, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm, as well as Bees Algorithm (BA) and
Honey Bees Mating Optimisation (HBMO) algorithm (Karaboga and Akay, 2009a;
Kennedy et al., 2001). These modern search paradigms rely on the collective intelligence
of many single agents to find good solutions.
In this Thesis, we also explore several SI algorithms to solve WRELP and WRALP:
Hybrid ACO (HACO) algorithm, Hybrid Discrete PSO (HDPSO) algorithm, other
variants of Binary PSO (BPSO), ABC algorithm, and Hybrid BA (HBA). For SRAP and
IDP we only apply the ABC algorithm, the HBA and the Hybrid HBMO (HHBMO)
algorithm.

1.3

Problem Focus

In this Thesis, we study the problems WRELP, WRALP, SRAP and IDP that arise in
optical networks (Cosares and Saniee, 1994; Goldschmidt et al., 2003a; Kubat and Smith,
2005; Lee et al., 2000).
Nowadays, SONET/SDH rings are widely used in telecommunications. In a
SONET/SDH ring, nodes (typically telephone central offices) are connected among them
by a fiber ring. Nodes send, receive and relay messages by means of an ADM that
determines the actual bandwidth available along any edge of a SONET ring (Babcock,
1990; Goralski, 2002). An important optimisation problem arising in this context is the
Weighted Ring Edge-Loading Problem (WRELP). It consists of designing a transmission
route (direct path) for each request in a way that the high load on the edges will be
avoided. The load of an edge is the number of routes traversing it in either direction. In
general, each request is associated to a non-negative integer weight, and the load of an
edge is defined as the total weight of those requests that are routed through the edge in
both directions. The weight of a request can be interpreted as a traffic demand or the size
of the data to be transmitted (Dell’Amico et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2008; Lee and Chang,
1997; Myung, 2001; Myung and Kim, 2004; Myung et al., 1997; Schrijver et al., 1998;
Wang, 2005).
RPR, also known as IEEE 802.17, is a standard, designed to optimise the transport of
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data traffic through optical fiber ring networks (Davik et al., 2004; RPR Alliance, 2004;
Yuan et al., 2004). The RPR aims to combine the appealing functionalities of
SONET/SDH networks with the advantages of Ethernet networks. The load balancing
model for RPR differs from the SONET/SDH ring loading in several significant aspects.
Namely, the SONET/SDH demands are bi-directional and the demands assigned to go
clockwise compete for common span capacity with the demands assigned to go
counterclockwise. In RPR there are two distinct rings (clockwise and counterclockwise)
and the demands do not compete for the common capacity. In SONET/SDH, the
demands are “circuit-switched”, and deterministic, while RPR is based on “packet”
stream technology with Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). In this Thesis, we also
consider the Weighted Ring Arc-Loading Problem (WRALP), which arises in
engineering and planning of RPR systems. Specifically, for a given set of non-split and
unidirectional commodities (point-to-point demands), the purpose is to find the routing
for each commodity (i.e., its assignment to either clockwise or counterclockwise ring) so
that the maximum link segment load will be minimised (Cho et al., 2005; Kubat and
Smith, 2005; Yuan and Zhou, 2004).
In the design of SONET networks, we consider the two topologies described by
Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a) and we use the same model based on graph theory
for SRAP and IDP. In both topologies, the objective is to minimise the total cost of the
network and, at the same time, to guarantee that the customer’s demands, in terms of
bandwidth, are satisfied.

Fig. 1. Network Topologies – SRAP (a)/ IDP (b) (Pelleau et al., 2009).

In SRAP, each customer has to be assigned exactly to one SONET ring and a special ring
called federal ring interconnects the other rings together through a special device, the
DCC, which is the most expensive network component. In SRAP, it is imposed a
capacity constraint on each ring. The capacity of each bidirectional ring, including the
federal ring, has to accommodate the sum of bandwidth requests between all pairs of
nodes connected by that ring. The problem is to find a feasible assignment of the
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customers, minimising the total number of rings used (i.e. DCCs used). This problem has
been proved in literature to be NP-hard (Goldschmidt et al., 2003a). An example of this
SONET network topology is given in Fig. 1a.
If two customers want to communicate, they have to be connected to the same ring. In
this case, the DCCs and the federal ring are not needed; however, the number of ADMs
increases substantially in this topology. Since ADMs are the most expensive components
in this network topology, then it is important to obtain the smallest number of ADMs, in
order to reduce the network cost. This CO problem is called IDP (Aringhieri and
Dell’Amico, 2005a; Goldschmidt et al., 2003b; Lee et al., 2000; Pelleau et al., 2009).
Similar to SRAP, the capacity of each ring is limited. This problem is also NP-hard
(Goldschmidt et al., 2003b). Fig. 1b illustrates this topology.

1.4

Major Contributions

Relevant contributions include the application of different algorithms to WRALP and
WRELP: GA, HDE, HDDE, HSS, HPBIL, HACO, HDPSO, four variants of BPSO,
ABC and HBA. We also propose a GAMO algorithm – a GA with multiple genetic
operators and a HDEM algorithm with a multiple strategy to solve WRLP. This work
presents the first attempt (to the authors’ knowledge) to use GAMO, HDE, HDEM,
HDDE, HSS, HPBIL, HDPSO, four variants of BPSO, ABC and HBA, to solve WRELP
and WRALP. It was also used the HSS to solve SRAP and IDP.
Other relevant contributions of this Thesis include the application of hybrid algorithms
based on the intelligent foraging behaviour of bee colonies to solve SRAP and IDP:
ABC, HBA and HHBMO. This work presents the first attempt (to the authors’
knowledge) to use Bees-inspired algorithms to optimise SRAP and IDP.
We verify that the main purpose of the previous works was to produce near optimal
solutions for WRELP/WRALP in a reduced amount of time. Our purpose is different we want to compare the performance of our proposed algorithms with others in the
achievement of the best-known solution.
SRAP and IDP were also solved in order to obtain the best-known solution.
In our study, we use larger instances to test the performance of the different algorithms.
With large instances it is possible to determine which algorithms are better to solve
complex optimisation problems.
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Published research contributions

The relevant published research contributions related with the problems studied in this
Thesis include a paper entitled “Genetic Algorithms and Iterated Local Search to Solve
the Ring Loading Problem” published in 2008, that includes some original features,
including the application of ILS and new methods of crossover and mutation when GA
are used to solve the WRELP (Bernardino et al., 2008c).
Also in 2008, it was published the paper “A Genetic Algorithm with Multiple Operators
for Solving the Ring Loading Problem” (Bernardino et al., 2008a). In this paper, it was
used a GAMO employing multiple crossover and mutation operators to solve the
WRELP. Two sets of available crossover and mutation operators are initially established.
In each generation, a crossover method is randomly selected for recombination, and a
mutation method is randomly selected for mutation. Comparisons with the different
methods implemented (GA and GAMO) are performed.
In 2008, it was published another paper, entitled “Solving the Ring Loading Problem”
that reports the results of the application of GAMO, DE - a newer implementation to
solve this problem, and SA to solve the WRELP (Bernardino et al., 2008e).
It was included in the series “Advances in Soft Computing” and published by Springer in
2008 another paper entitled “Solving the Ring Loading Problem using Genetic
Algorithms with intelligent multiple operators” (Bernardino et al., 2008d). In this paper,
we applied an improved GAMO employing multiple crossover and mutation operators.
Initially, we establish two sets of available crossover and mutation operators. In each
generation, a crossover method is selected for recombination, and a mutation method is
selected for mutation based on the amount fitness improvements achieved over a number
of previous operations (recombinations/mutations). It was used a tournament selection
for this purpose. We compared the different methods implemented.
In 2009, it was published the paper “Solving the non-split weighted ring arc-loading
problem in a Resilient Packet Ring using Particle Swarm Optimisation” (Bernardino et
al., 2009a). This paper suggests four variants of PSO: Modified discrete Binary PSO
(MBPSO), Constriction Coefficient PSO (CCPSO), Discrete Binary PSO (DBPSO), and
Probability Binary PSO (PBPSO), combined with a LS method to efficient non-split
traffic loading on the RPR. Numerical simulation results show the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed methods.
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Also in 2009 was published by IEEE another paper with the title “Solving the weighted
ring edge-loading problem without demand splitting using a Hybrid Differential
Evolution Algorithm” (Bernardino et al., 2009b). In this paper were reported the results
of the application of a HDE algorithm, a newer implementation to solve the WRELP. It
were also performed comparisons with other algorithms from literature: standard DE, GA
and TS.
In 2010, a paper entitled “Efficient Load Balancing for a Resilient Packet Ring using
Artificial Bee Colony”, was included in the book “Applications of Evolutionary
Computation” published by Springer in the series Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(Bernardino et al., 2010d). This paper suggested an efficient traffic loading algorithm for
the RPR - the ABC algorithm. The results were compared with the ones obtained by the
standard GA, TS and LS-PBPSO. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the ABC
algorithm.
The paper “Hybrid Ant Colony Optimisation Algorithm for Solving the Ring ArcLoading Problem”, was included in 2010, in the book “Artificial Intelligence: Theories,
Models and Applications” published by Springer in the series Lecture Notes in Computer
Science (Bernardino et al., 2010b). In this paper, it was presented an ACO algorithm
coupled with a LS (HACO), applied to the WRALP. The HACO uses pheromone trail
information to perform modifications on WRALP solutions, unlike the more traditional
ant systems that use pheromone trail information to construct complete solutions. The
performance of HACO was compared with the standard GA and LS-PBPSO. This paper
was one of the 7 papers nominated for the best student paper award in the SETN 2010
conference.
In 2010 was also published a paper entitled “A Discrete Differential Evolution Algorithm
for solving the Weighted Ring Arc Loading Problem”, in the book “Trends in Applied
Intelligent Systems”, by Springer in the series Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(Bernardino et al., 2010a). This paper suggests an efficient load balancing algorithm –
Discrete DE (DDE). It was used a LS embedded in the DDE algorithm to improve the
solutions’ quality. The HDDE was compared with four algorithms: GA, DE, TS and LSPBPSO.
The paper entitled “Solving the ring arc-loading problem using a Hybrid Scatter Search
Algorithm”, was published in 2010 (Bernardino et al., 2010e). In this paper, it was
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studied the non-split WRALP. To solve this problem it was proposed a HSS algorithm.
Coupled with the SS algorithm, it was used a LS algorithm to locate the global minimum.
The performance of the HSS algorithm was compared with five algorithms: LS-PBPSO,
GAMO, HDE, HACO and HDDE. This paper has received an invitation to submit an
extended version to be included in the “Lecture Notes”, more specifically in the series
“Studies in Computational Intelligence”, published by Springer-Verlag. This book
includes the updated and extended versions of only a short list of selected papers from
IJCCI2010. In the paper entitled “Solving SONET problems using a Hybrid Scatter
Search Algorithm” was proposed a HSS algorithm to solve WRELP, SRAP and IDP
(Bernardino et al., 2012b). For the WRELP, the performance of the HSS algorithm was
compared with five algorithms: LS-PBPSO, GAMO, HDE, HACO and HDDE. For
SRAP and IDP, the results were compared with those obtained using: Basic Tabu Search
(BTS), Path Relinking (PR1, PR2), eXploring Tabu Search (XTS), Scatter Search (SS)
and Diversification by Multiple Neighbourhoods (DMN, DMN2). For the SRAP the
results were also compared with: GA and a Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search
Procedure (GRASP) algorithm. All the algorithms used for comparison were used in
literature to solve the same problems.
In 2010, it was published another paper entitled “A Hybrid Population-Based
Incremental Learning Algorithm for load balancing in RPR” (Bernardino et al., 2010c).
In this paper, it was studied WRALP without demand splitting and was proposed a
HPBIL algorithm to solve it. The performance of the HPBIL algorithm was compared
with five algorithms: GAMO, TS, LS-PBPSO, HDE and HACO.
The paper “Solving Ring Loading Problems using Bio-inspired Algorithms” was
published in 2011 in the “Journal of Network and Computer Applications” (Bernardino
et al., 2011b, impact factor 0.660-10). In this paper was studied the WRELP and the
WRALP without demand splitting. Were proposed three bio-inspired algorithms:
GAMO, HDE algorithm with a multiple strategy, and Hybrid Discrete PSO algorithm. It
was also performed comparisons with other algorithms: TS, LS-PBPSO, HDE, ABC,
HACO and HDDE.
In 2011, a paper entitled “Efficient Load Balancing Using the Bees Algorithm”, was
published in the book: “Modern Approaches in Applied Intelligence”, published by
Springer in the series Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Bernardino et al., 2011a). In
this paper, it was proposed a BA coupled with a LS algorithm to solve the WRALP. The
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performance was compared with the algorithms: GAMO, HDEM, HDPSO, TS, LSPBPSO, HDE, HACO, ABC and HDDE.
A paper submitted in 2011 to the journal “Optical Switching and Networking” has also
been accepted (impact factor 0.962-10). The paper entitled “Solving large-scale SONET
Network Design Problems using Bees-inspired Algorithms” presents two Bees-inspired
algorithms applied to SRAP and IDP: HBA and ABC algorithm (Bernardino et al.,
2012a). The performance of the proposed algorithms is compared with other heuristics
from literature, including LS methods and EAs. For SRAP and IDP, the results were
compared with: DMN, DMN2 and HSS. For the SRAP the results were also compared
with: standard GA, GA with Evolutionary Path-Relinking (GA-EvPR), GRASP, GRASP
with Path-Relinking (GRASP-PR), and Memetic Algorithm with Vocabulary Building
(MA+VB). All the algorithms used for comparison were used in literature to solve the
same problems. We used large-scale instances to prove the efficiency of the algorithms.
Also in 2011, it was published in the ACM Library another paper entitled “Using a
Hybrid Honey Bees Mating Optimisation Algorithm for solving SONET/SDH Design
Problems” (Bernardino et al., 2011d). This paper presents a HHBMO algorithm to solve
SRAP and IDP. The results were compared with: DMN, DMN2 and HSS. For the SRAP,
the results were also compared with: GA, GA-EvPR, GRASP, GRASP-PR, and
MA+VB.
Other contributions in related problems can be found in Appendix A.

1.6

Thesis Outline

The first chapter initially presents the background subject underlying this Thesis. After
discussing technical issues in which this Thesis was built on, we disclose the specificity
and significance of the work we purpose to do. Finally we present the problems and our
primary goals, leading towards the Thesis major contributions.
Chapter 2 provides background information on the subjects addressed throughout the
remaining document.
Chapter 3 reviews and contextualises related work associated with the problems studied.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the WRLP and the SONET/SDH design problems are respectively
overviewed. The algorithms used to solve these problems, the studied instances, the
results obtained for each instance and the discussion of the results obtained are also
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presented in the correspondent problem chapter.
The final chapter summarises the essence of the work developed and contributions of this
Thesis by presenting some reflections of the results obtained. We also present some
considerations for further work.

Background and Terminology
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2. Background and Terminology
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 describes the two types of optical
networks studied in this Thesis: SONET and RPR; Section 2.2 presents the CO problems
studied: WRELP, WRALP, SRAP and IDP; Section 2.3 presents several optimisation
algorithms: LS and population based-search algorithms used to solve the problems
studied, and Section 2.4 summarises the concepts presented in this chapter.

2.1 Optical Networks
As the name suggests, optical networks form a class of networks where optical, rather
than electronic, components are the building blocks of the network. Compared to metallic
cable, fiber optic systems offer greater bandwidths, lower attenuation, and no crosstalk or
electrical interference. Those advantages have led to the dramatic growth of fiber optic
systems worldwide. Today, nearly all long-haul telecommunications depend on the use
of optical networks for their large capacity and robust performance.
In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in bidirectional ring networks,
especially for Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). The ring topology offers two
primary benefits - first, the connectivity of the cycle protects against failure of either a
node or a link, and increases the survivability of the network. In addition, if there is a
high demand congesting a determinate link, the ring offers an alternative route for
communication; second, the ring topology allows the network resources to be shared in a
cost-effective way (Davik et al., 2004; Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005; RPR Alliance,
2004; Yuan et al., 2004).
There are currently two prevalent modern MAN ring technologies: SONET ring
(Babcock, 1990; Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995), which is based in a virtual
circuit, and a more recent RPR (Davik et al., 2004; RPR Alliance, 2004; Yuan et al.,
2004), which is based in a packet but allows reserved bandwidth transmissions. Both
technologies allow bidirectional traffic in either of the two directions clockwise or
counterclockwise. The ring capacity is equal in both directions and fixed in the design
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phase. Therefore, it is important to route the requested demand efficiently to avoid
congestion (load) on any particular link in the ring.

2.1.1 Synchronous Optical Network
SONET is a standard for optical transport that was formulated by the Exchange Carriers
Standards Association (ECSA) for the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
which sets standards for telecommunications and other industries in the United States.
The standard was proposed in 1984 by Bellcore on behalf of the Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOC’s) for the following key purposes (Babcock, 1990; Wu, 1995):
• "Mid-span meet" which is the compatibility of equipment by all vendors who
manufacture to a certain standard;
• Synchronous networking;
• Enhanced operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning;
• Efficient add drop multiplexing (ADM);
• Standards-based survival rings;
•

Transport of new services, such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM).

In 1988, the initial SONET standards were approved as ANSI documents T1.105, which
described optical rates and data format, and T1.106, which described the physical
interface. The Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone
(CCITT) established a similar standard in Europe - the SDH. The CCITT organisation
reorganised and formed the International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication
Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) in 1993 (Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005).
The ANSI SONET standard has been widely accepted and implemented by service
providers and equipment vendors in North America, whereas the ITU-T SDH standards
and equipment are standard used throughout the rest of the world. Both are Time
Division Multiplexing (TDM) schemes designed to operate on fiber optic cables, and
both provide highly reliable transport services over very long distances. Most storage
replication solutions traverse SONET or SDH circuits, though the underlying
SONET/SDH infrastructure may be hidden by a network protocol such as Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP) or ATM. SONET and SDH are often collectively called SONET/SDH,
because they are nearly identical (Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005).
One of the most interesting characteristics of SONET/SDH is its support for a ring
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topology. Fig. 2 illustrates the concept of a SONET/SDH ring. Normally, one piece of
fiber - the working ring, handles all data traffic, but a second piece of fiber - the
protection ring remains on standby. If the working ring fails, SONET/SDH includes the
capability to automatically detect the failure and transfer control to the protection ring in
a very short period of time, often in a fraction of a second. For this reason, SONET/SDH
can be described as a self-healing network technology (Goralski, 2002).

Fig. 2. SONET ring.

2.1.1.1

SONET Transport Hierarchy

Telecommunications technologies are generally explained using layer models. SONET
can also be depicted in the same way. SONET networks are subdivided into various
layers directly related to the network topology (Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005).
A section is a single fiber run that can be terminated by a network element (Line or Path)
or an optical regenerator. The main function of the section layer is to properly format the
SONET frames, and to convert the electrical signals to optical signals. Section
Terminating Equipment (STE) can originate, access, modify, or terminate the section
header overhead.
Line-Terminating Equipment (LTE) originates or terminates one or more sections of a
line signal. The LTE does the synchronisation and multiplexing of information on
SONET frames. Multiple lower-level SONET signals can be mixed together to form
higher-level SONET signals. An ADM is an example of LTE.

Fig. 3. Example configuration.
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Path-Terminating Equipment (PTE) interfaces non-SONET equipment to the SONET
network. At this layer, the payload is mapped and demapped into the SONET frame. This
layer is concerned with end-to-end transport of data.
The optical interface layers have a hierarchical relationship; each layer builds on the
services provided by the next lower layer. Each layer communicates with the peer
equipment in the same layer, processes information, and passes it up or down to the next
layer. As an example, consider the Fig. 3.
2.1.1.2

SONET Signals

Until the introduction of SONET, Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) systems
commonly used data multiplexing technology. The primary problem with PDH was that
to extract low-speed traffic, all traffic that was multiplexed to higher speeds had to be demultiplexed into lower speeds. With PDH, the equipment had to support multiplexing
and de-multiplexing signals, adding cost and complexity to the network. SONET was
introduced as a synchronous transmission system that could directly extract low-speed
signals from multiplexed high-speed traffic. SONET and SDH give carriers much more
bandwidth to carry voice and data traffic than PDH technology (Babcock, 1990;
Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).
Table 1. SONET/SDH signal and bit rate hierarchy.

Optical

Electrical

Line Rate

Payload Rate

Overhead Rate

SDH

Level

Level

(Mbit/s)

(Mbit/s)

(Mbit/s)

Equivalent

OC-1

STS-1

51.840

50.112

1.728

STM-0

OC-3

STS-3

155.520

150.336

5.184

STM-1

OC-12

STS-12

622.080

601.344

20.736

STM-4

OC-48

STS-48

2488.320

2405.376

82.944

STM-16

OC-192

STS-192

9953.280

9621.504

331.776

STM-64

OC-768

STS-768

39813.120

38486.016

1327.104

STM-256

SONET defines a technology for carrying many signals of different capacities through a
synchronous, flexible and optical hierarchy. This is accomplished by means of a byteinterleaved multiplexing scheme. Byte-interleaving simplifies multiplexing and offers
end-to-end network management. The first step in the SONET multiplexing process
involves the generation of the lowest level or base signal. In SONET, the base rate is 51
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Mbps and the base rate for SDH is 155 Mbps. The SONET frame in its electrical nature is
called Synchronous Transport Signal-level N (STS-N). The SDH equivalent is called
Synchronous Transport Module level N (STM-N). After conversion into optical pulses it
is known as Optical Carrier level N (OC-N). The line rates for different levels of SONET
and SDH signals are shown in Table 1.
2.1.1.3

SONET Devices

Carriers require an extremely reliable network and cannot afford downtime. Therefore,
most SONET/SDH networks have a ring structure, which adds high reliability to the
overall transmission network. Fig. 4 shows an example of a SONET ring.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of hybrid communications networks.

A SONET/SDH transmission network is composed of several pieces of equipment (see
Fig. 5), including Terminal Multiplexer (TM), ADM, Regenerator and DCC (Babcock,
1990; Goralski, 2002; Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).
TMs are used to combine plesiochronous and synchronous input signals into higher bit
rate STS-N signals.
Plesiochronous and lower bit rate synchronous signals can be extracted from or inserted
into high-speed SONET bit streams by means of ADMs. This feature makes it possible to
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set up ring structures, which have the advantage that, in the event of a fault, it is possible
to automatic back-up path switching using elements in the ring.

Fig. 5. Network Elements.

A regenerator is needed when, due to the long distance between multiplexers, the signal
level in the fiber becomes too low. The regenerator clocks itself off of the received signal
and replaces the section overhead bytes before retransmitting the signal.
Traditionally the DCC has the function of switching various bit rate input ports to various
bit rate output ports.
2.1.1.4

SONET Ring

SONET/SDH devices are typically interconnected to form a SONET/SDH ring.
SONET/SDH rings are known as Self-Healing Rings (SHRs); which means that they can
automatically recover from link failures. SHRs use two or more transmission paths
between network nodes, which are typically DCCs or ADMs. If there is a break in one
line, the other may still be available (Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).
In Fig. 6, we show three examples of SONET rings interconnecting four ADM devices.
A SONET/SDH ring can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In a unidirectional ring,
signals are only transmitted in one direction of the ring; in a bidirectional ring, signals are
transmitted in both directions.
The SHR can be classified into three types: Unidirectional SHR (USHR), Bi-directional
SHR with 4 fiber strands (BSHR/4), and Bi-directional SHR with 2 fiber strands
(BSHR/2). This architecture has been proposed by the SONET network designers for its
superior survivability to any cable or node failures. Depending on the amount of traffic
demand between locations on the ring, the distance between adjacent ring locations, the
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cost of SONET equipment, and the cost of fiber facilities, one of these designs will be
most economical (Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).

Fig. 6. SONET/SDH rings.

A SONET/SDH ring can consist of either two or four fibers (see Fig. 6). In the two-fiber
unidirectional ring, half of the fibers are used to form the working ring, and the
remaining fibers are used to form the protection ring. Transmission on the working ring
is clockwise; on the protection ring, it is counterclockwise (as indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 6). In another variation of the two-fiber ring, the bi-directional, each set of fibers
form a ring that can function as both a working ring and a protection ring. In this case,
the capacity of each fiber is divided into two equal parts: one for working traffic and the
other for protection traffic. In a four-fiber SONET/SDH ring, there are two working rings
and two protection rings (one per working ring).
USHR is the simplest SONET ring topology. All data are transmitted on the working or
active path, while the standby path (protection path) lies in waiting. When a failure in the
active path occurs, the two affected network nodes immediately switch to the standby
line. Four fibers may be used in a unidirectional system, but it is not usually done. The
capacity of a SONET ring must be large enough to accommodate the load resulting from
the failure of any one of its links. For unidirectional designs, all of the demands are
routed in the same direction. To allow for the required protection, one unit of capacity is
reserved around the entire ring for every unit of demand. This means that the capacity of
a unidirectional ring must be as large as the sum of all of the point-to-point demands that
are carried on the ring (Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).
BSHR architecture is complex in its operation; it has the advantage of maximising
bandwidth utilisation and has a higher capacity, because the BSHR provides the ability to
reuse bandwidth and support extra traffic on the protection capacity. In BSHR/2
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architecture, traffic flows in both directions, but half the capacity of the line is used as a
data channel and the other half for protection. In the case of network system failures,
protection switching is accomplished by using the time slot interchange method. BSHR/4
is the most robust architecture which can withstand multiple failures, since the lines are
routed in different locations. Both active and standby paths are duplicated in this
topology, which is common in large carrier networks that cannot afford a breakdown
(Perros, 2005; Wu, 1995).
The required capacity in bidirectional rings is dependent on how each one of the
demands is routed through the ring. The capacity required in a BSHR/4 ring is at least as
large as the maximum of the loads experienced on the links. For BSHR/2 rings, the
capacity must be at least twice this amount, in order to provide the required protection.
So it is important to find an economical bidirectional ring design, that is, to determine a
routing of the demands into the ring that minimises the maximum load experienced in
each link; this requires solving the WRELP (Cosares and Saniee, 1994).
In bidirectional rings the traffic between two nodes can be sent clockwise or
counterclockwise. The volume of traffic is limited by the ring capacity, which is equal in
both directions. On the grounds of reliability, a major European telecommunications
company has made the decision to send all traffic in one direction (Goldschmidt et al.,
2003a). A direct consequence of this decision is that the capacity of the unidirectional
ring must accommodate the sum of bandwidth requests between all pairs of nodes
connected by the ring. This telecommunications provider has decided to use a network
topology that interconnects a set of customer sites using unidirectional SONET rings of
equal capacity through a DCC. Each site is assigned to exactly one ring and a special
ring, called the federal ring, connects the other rings together. Note that the federal ring
must have the same capacity as the other rings in the network (Goldschmidt et al.,
2003a). We study in this Thesis the SRAP associated to this topology, where the
objective is to find a feasible assignment of the customers, minimising the total number
of DCCs used.
In other SONET network topology with multiple rings, customer sites are connected via
a ring of fiber-optic cable, each one sending, receiving, and relaying messages through an
ADM. A bandwidth request, or demand, is given for every pair of sites. Each SONET
ring serves a collection of demand pairs (Goldschmidt et al., 2003b; Lee et al, 2000). The
capacity of each ring must accommodate the sum of the bandwidth requests of all the
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demand pairs it serves. The problem is to partition all customer demand pairs into subsets
so that the traffic in each subset is bounded by a given capacity limit. A site may be
assigned to more than one ring, but the traffic between two sites cannot be split between
rings. It is assumed that there are no DCC to transfer the traffic from one ring to another.
A site requires an ADM for each ring to which it is assigned. The objective is to
minimise the total number of the ADMs. The problem here is called IDP, also studied in
this Thesis.

2.1.2 Resilient Packet Ring
RPR is a standard finished and approved in June 2004 marked as IEEE 802.17 (RPR
Alliance, 2004). It is based on Dynamic Packet Transport (DPT), the solution for MAN
and Wide-Area Network (WAN) networks proposed by Cisco in 2000. The main goals of
DPT and RPR are: fast and manageable transmission, spatial reuse, fairness and fast
reaction to any failure (Davik et al., 2004; RPR Alliance, 2004; Yuan et al., 2004).

Fig. 7. Resilient Packet Ring architecture.

RPR employs a ring structure using unidirectional, counter-rotating ringlets (see Fig. 7).
These ringlets are set up by creating RPR stations at nodes where traffic is supposed to
drop, per flow (a flow is the ingress and egress of data traffic). RPR uses Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol messages to direct the traffic, which can use either ringlet of the
ring. The use of dual fiber-optic rings provides a high level of packet survivability. If a
station fails or fiber is cut, data are transmitted over the alternate ring. Proactive span
protection automatically avoids failed spans within 50 ms (Davik et al., 2004; RPR
Alliance, 2004; Yuan et al., 2004).
Some advantages of RPR over SONET/SDH are:
• Support packet optimised data while also supporting TDM traffic;
• Support all SONET/SDH rates: OC-3/STM-1, OC-12/STM-4, OC-48/STM-16,
OC-192/STM-64, etc.;
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• Support full concatenated payloads for data traffic and channelization for mixed
data and TDM traffic;
• Protection switching at Layer 1 or MAC layer;
• Co-existence of RPR and USHR on the same ring;
• Interwork with any other standard ring architecture (e.g., USHR and BSHR);
•

Allow sharing of SONET/SDH paths for data traffic among multiple nodes on a
ring to gain efficiency.

Similar to SONET/SDH, RPR is able to provide fast recovery from a single link or node
failure and is able to carry legacy TDM traffic with a high level of Quality of Service
(QoS). Similar to Ethernet, RPR provides the advantages of low equipment cost and
simplicity and exhibits an improved bandwidth utilisation due to statistical multiplexing.
Furthermore, RPR provides fairness, as opposed to today’s Ethernet, and allows the full
ring bandwidth to be utilised under normal (failure-free) operation conditions, as opposed
to today’s SONET/SDH rings, where 50% of the available bandwidth is reserved for
protection (Davik et al., 2004; RPR Alliance, 2004; Yuan et al., 2004).
One of the main advantages of RPR is spatial reuse. In RPR, packets are removed from
the ring by the destination node instead of the source node. As a result, nodes
downstream from the destination node are able to use the bandwidth to transmit data.
This so-called destination stripping technique enables nodes in different ring segments to
transmit simultaneously, resulting in spatial reuse and an increased bandwidth use (Davik
et al., 2004; RPR Alliance, 2004; Yuan et al., 2004).
RPR networks are optimised to transport data traffic rather than circuit-based traffic. This
packet transport, with bandwidth consumed only between source and destination nodes,
is more efficient than a TDM transport such as SONET/SDH. RPR also offers the ability
to differentiate and provide improved service for jitter- and latency-sensitive traffic on
the ring. The RPR architecture is often added to SONET networks to enable them to
carry packets. RPR nodes, which contain the RPR interface cards, are typically routers
and switches in a packet environment (Ethernet), or ADMs in a TDM environment
(SONET) (Maier, 2008).
RPR technology is designed to enable service providers to build carrier-class data
optimised networks. However, today most of the revenues of carriers come from TDM
services over their legacy TDM network. The ability to provide TDM and SONET
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services over RPR-based networks enables carriers to keep their current high-revenue
SONET-based services, as well as offer new services over their packet optimised
network and gradually migrate to Ethernet-based services. Thus, delivering
TDM/SONET services over RPR-based networks is an essential complementary
capability to the RPR technology (Maier, 2008).
It is common that a RPR management system route point-to-point traffic demands over
either the clockwise or counterclockwise ring, according to some internal optimisation
criteria, usually based on a Shortest Path Algorithm (SPA). SPA is a simple traffic
demand assignment rule in which the demand will traverse the smallest number of
segments. However, this method can lead to unbalanced traffic loads, which will
negatively affect the overall system performance. In this Thesis, we present solutions to
the WRALP, where the objective is to assign the customer demands to either clockwise
or counterclockwise ring so that the maximum segment load for all segments and both
directions is minimised. This method seeks uniformity in the load balancing, thus
eliminating potential bottlenecks and, in turn, earning more effective use and better
performance from the entire system (Kubat and Smith, 2005).

2.2 Combinatorial Optimisation Problems studied
Many optimisation problems are concerned with the choice of the best configuration of a
set of variables to achieve some goals. They seem to be naturally divided into two
categories (Blum and Roli, 2003): those where solutions are encoded with real-valued
variables, and those where solutions are encoded with discrete variables. Among the
latter ones, there is a class of problems called CO problems. According to Papadimitriou
and Steiglitz (1982), CO is a topic that involves finding an optimal object from a finite
set or possible countable infinite set of objects. This object is typically an integer
number, a subset, a permutation, or a graph structure.
In many problems, exhaustive search is not feasible. CO operates on the domain of those
optimisation problems, in which the goal is to find the best solution. CO problems that
are NP-hard are difficult to be solved (Bianchi et al., 2009; Blum and Roli, 2003;
Gendreau and Potvin, 2005).
The problems discussed in this Thesis are NP-hard CO problems, and are presented in
the next subsections.
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2.2.1 Load Balancing Problems
An optimal loading balance in optical rings is of paramount importance as it increases
system capacity and improves the overall ring performance. In this Thesis, we consider
two loading problems: WRELP and WRALP.
Let Rn be a n-node bidirectional ring with nodes {n1, n2, …, nn} labelled clockwise. Each
edge {ek,ek+1} of Rn, 1≤ k ≤ n, is taken as two arcs with opposite directions, in which the
data streams can be transmitted in either direction (Schrijver et al., 1998):
a k+ = (e k , e k + 1 ),

a k− = (e k + 1 , e k ) .

A communication request on Rn is an ordered pair (s,d) of distinct nodes, where s is the
source and d the destination. We assume that data can be transmitted clockwise or
counterclockwise on the ring, without splitting. We use P+(s,d) to denote the directed
(s,d) path clockwise around Rn, and P-(s,d) the directed (s,d) path counterclockwise
around Rn.
Often a request (s,d) is associated with an integer weight w>=0; we denote this weighted
request by (s,d; w). Let Z = {(s1,d1; w1),(s2,d2; w2),...,(sm,dm; wm)} be a set of integrally
weighted requests on Rn. For each request/pair (si,di) we need to design a directed path Pi
of Rn from si to di. A collection P = {Pi : i= 1, 2, ..., m} of such directed paths is called a
routing for Z.
Given a set of non-split and unidirectional point-to-point requests (weights), the purpose
of the WRLP is to find the routing for each request in a way that the maximum arc
(WRALP)/ edge (WRELP) load will be minimised (Kubat and Smith, 2005; Schrijver et
al., 1998).

2.2.2 Network Design Problems
In SONET networks, we consider the two topologies described by Aringhieri and
Dell’Amico (2005a) and we use the same model based on graph theory for SRAP and
IDP. In both topologies, the objective is to minimise the total cost of the network and at
the same time to guarantee that the customer’s demands, in terms of bandwidth, are
satisfied.
Considering a set of n customers and a symmetric traffic matrix [dsd], where s, d = {1, ...,
n} and s ≠ d, each entry of the matrix gives the amount of traffic between customer s and
d. Note that dsd = dds and that dss =0. Given an undirected graph G = (N,E), the node set
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N contains one node for each customer and the edge set E contains one edge (s, d) for
each pair of customers s, d such that dsd > 0.

Fig. 8. Relation between the node partitioning and

Fig. 9. Relation between the edge partitioning and

the network topology (Pelleau et al., 2009).

the network topology (Pelleau et al., 2009).

The SRAP and IDP correspond to two different partitioning of the above graph, subject
to capacity constraints. In particular, SRAP involves a node partitioning (Fig. 8), whereas
IDP (Fig. 9) an edge partitioning.
2.2.2.1

SONET Ring Assignment Problem

Formally, let V1, V2, . . . Vk, be a partitioning of V in k subsets, the corresponding SRAP
network is obtained by defining k local rings and a federal ring. All the customers of the
subset Vi are associated to the i-th local ring by means of an ADM and to the federal ring
that uses a DCC to connect each local ring. As a result the corresponding SRAP network
uses n ADMs and k DCCs (see Fig. 1a).
Solving SRAP corresponds to find the partition V1, . . . Vk that minimises k (number of
rings), taking into account that the traffic volume on any ring is limited by the link
capacity, called B. In other words, the total traffic demands of all the customers
connected to a ring must be lower or equal to the bandwidth (see Eq. 1) and moreover the
total traffic of the federal ring cannot be larger than the bandwidth B (see Eq. 2).

∑ ∑d

sd

≤ B,

∀i = 1,...k

s∈Vi d ∈V ,d ≠ s
k −1

k

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑d
i =1

2.2.2.2

(1)

sd

≤B

(2)

j = i +1 s∈Vi d ∈V j

Intraring Synchronous Optical Network Design Problem

In IDP, there is no need to assign each customer to a particular ring since customers can
be connected to several rings. For this problem the used model is based on the edges of
the graph, where a subset of the partition corresponds to a ring (see Fig. 9).
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Given a partition of P into k subsets P1, P2, . . . Pk, the IDP network can be obtained by
defining k rings and connecting each customer of N (Ei) to the i-th ring by means of an
ADM. In this case, the DCCs are no longer needed and neither is the federal ring.
Solving IDP corresponds to find the partition P1, P2, . . . Pk for each edge, in order to
minimise the number of ADMs (Aringhieri and Dell’Amico, 2005a; Pelleau et al., 2009).
In this problem, like in SRAP, the traffic volume inside each ring is also limited by the
link capacity B (see Eq. 3).

∑d

sd

≤ B , ∀i = 1,..., k

( s ,d )∈Pi

(3)

2.3 Optimisation Algorithms
Many real-world problems require the manipulation of a number of system variables in
order to optimise a given quality parameter, such as the reliability or accuracy of a
process, or the cost or performance of a product. Optimisations become even more
important as resources diminish. There has been a steady evolution over the past forty
years in the development of heuristics, which produce solutions of reasonably good
quality in a reasonable amount of time (Bianchi et al., 2009; Blum and Roli, 2003;
Gendreau and Potvin, 2005; Yang, 2010). The first proposed heuristics tried to systemise
decision-making processes done by hand. With the help of computers, which can test a
huge amount of combinations in a short amount of time, solutions could easily be
generated which turned out to be of much better quality when compared to what an
expert in the field could produce by hand. In these early heuristics, much of the emphasis
was put on quickly obtaining a feasible solution and possibly applying to it a postoptimisation procedure.
In the last years, a new kind of approximate algorithm has emerged which basically tries
to combine basic heuristic methods in higher level frameworks aimed at efficiently and
effectively exploring a search space. Nowadays these methods are commonly called
metaheuristics. The term metaheuristic was first introduced by Glover (1986).
Metaheuristics are general CO techniques, which are not dedicated to the solution of a
particular problem, but are rather designed with the aim of being flexible enough to
handle as many different combinatorial problems as possible. These general techniques
have rapidly demonstrated their usefulness and efficiency in solving hard problems.
There are success stories reported in many papers. While in theory metaheuristics can
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handle any CO problem, it is often the case that an important effort must be put on
finding the right way to adapt the general ingredients of these methods to the particular
considered problem (Bianchi et al., 2009; Blum and Roli, 2003; Gendreau and Potvin,
2005; Yang, 2010).
Metaheuristics have been demonstrated by the scientific community to be a viable, and
often superior, alternative to more traditional (exact) methods. Especially for complicated
problems like NP-hard problems or large problem instances, metaheuristics are often able
to offer a better trade-off between solution quality and computing time. The field of
metaheuristics for the application to CO problems is a rapidly growing field of research.
This is due to the importance of CO problems for the scientific, as well as the industrial
world. Prominent examples of metaheuristics include: SA, GRAP, SS, TS, Variable
Neighbourhood Search, Hyper-heuristics, Constraint Programming, ILS, GRASP, bioinspired algorithms like GAs, MAs, ACO or other SI algorithms, and several other
paradigms. Successfully solved problems include scheduling, timetabling, network
design, transportation and distribution problems, vehicle routing, travelling salesman,
graph problems, satisfiability, packing problems, planning problems, and general mixed
integer programming (Bianchi et al., 2009; Blum and Roli, 2003; Gendreau and Potvin,
2005; Yang, 2010).
Over the last ten years, the research effort was concentrated on the development of
metaheuristics, using mainly two principles: LS and population search, discussed in
Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 respectively.

2.3.1 Local Search
In local search methods, an intensive exploration of the solution space is performed by
moving at each step from the current solution to another promising solution in its
neighbourhood. The objective is to find better solutions by searching neighbourhoods.
SA, TS and ILS are some of the most famous LS methods.
The SA algorithm exploits an analogy between the way in which a metal cools and
freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure (the annealing process), and the
search for a minimum in a more general system. It was independently presented by
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983), and by Cerny (1985).
The ILS method is a neighbourhood exploration paradigm introduced by Lourenço et al.
(2003). It is simple, easy to implement, robust, and very effective for finding high quality
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approximate solutions for CO problems.
The basic concept of the TS method was described by Glover (1986). TS allows the
search to explore solutions that decrease the objective function value only in those cases
where these solutions are not forbidden (Glover and Laguna, 1997).
We apply these three algorithms to the WRELP. TS was also applied to the WRALP.

2.3.2 Population-based
Population search methods are iterative solution techniques that deal with a population of
individuals and make them evolve according to some rules that have to be clearly
specified. At each iteration, periods of self-adaptation alternate with periods of cooperation. Self-adaptation means that individuals evolve independently, while
cooperation implies an exchange of information among the individuals. Classical
examples are EAs, SI algorithms and their hybrids.
2.3.2.1

Evolutionary Algorithms

EAs are randomised search heuristics, inspired by the natural evolution of species (Eiben
and Smith, 2003; De Jong, 2006). The main idea is to simulate the evolution of candidate
solutions for an optimisation problem. An EA works with an initial set of solutions called
population. The quality of the solutions in the population is given by the objective value
of the function to be optimised, called fitness function. The algorithm iteratively tries to
evolve the current population into a population of better fitness. This is done by selecting
parents from the current population, applying mutation and/or recombination operators to
create new solutions, called offspring, and finally selecting good solutions from the old
population and the newly created offspring to form a new population.
The basic concept of GA is designed to simulate processes in a natural system necessary
for evolution, specifically those that follow the principles first laid down by Charles
Darwin - the survival of the fittest (Holland, 1975; Eiben and Smith, 2003). GAs are EAs
that use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology, such as inheritance, mutation,
selection and crossover (Goldberg, 1989).
The DE was introduced by Storn and Price in (1995). It is a method of mathematical
optimisation of multidimensional functions, and like GAs it belongs to the class of EAs
(DE Website; Price and Storn, 2005; Storn and Price, 1997).
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The DDE algorithm was proposed by Pan et al. (2007) to solve the permutation flowshop
scheduling problem. The solutions of the algorithm are based on discrete values and can
be applied to all types of CO problems (Tasgetiren et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2008, 2009).
The evolutionary approach, called SS, contrasts with other evolutionary procedures, such
as GAs, by providing unifying principles for joining solutions based on generalised path
constructions in Euclidean space and by using strategic designs where other approaches
resort to randomisation. Additional advantages are provided by intensification and
diversification mechanisms that exploit adaptive memory, drawing on foundations that
link SS to TS (Glover et al., 2003). The SS was first introduced in 1977 by Glover and
extensive contributions have been made by Laguna (2002) and Glover et al. (2003).
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are a class of EAs. EDAs use sampling
with probabilities instead of traditional crossover and mutation operators. The Population
Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) algorithm is an EDA, first proposed by Baluja
(1994). The PBIL uses a stochastic guide search process to obtain new solutions based on
the directional information from the previous best solution. The PBIL maintains statistics
about the search space (learning probabilities) and uses them to direct its exploration
(Baluja, 1994; Baluja, 1996a; Baluja, 1996b).
We have applied the algorithms described above (in some cases with several adaptations)
for the WRELP and WRALP. The SS was also applied to the problems SRAP and IDP.
2.3.2.2

Swarm Intelligence Algorithms

Another important topic addressed by this Thesis is the analysis of recent bio-inspired
optimisation paradigms. The area of SI relies on the collective intelligence of agents that
interactively explore the search space. Some of the best known areas of swarm
intelligence are ACO, PSO and bees-inspired algorithms (Karaboga and Akay, 2009a;
Kennedy et al., 2001).
The ACO algorithm is essentially a system based on agents which simulate the natural
behaviour of ants, including mechanisms of cooperation and adaptation. The ACO
algorithm was presented by Dorigo, Maniezzo and Colorni (1991, 1996), and Dorigo
(1991). This metaheuristic has shown to be both robust and versatile. The ACO
algorithm and related variants have been successfully applied to a range of different CO
problems (ACO Website; Gambardella et al., 1999).
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PSO is an optimisation procedure that was originally developed by Eberhart and
Kennedy (1995), inspired by the behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling (PSO
Website). Individual solutions in a population are viewed as “particles” that evolve or
change their positions with time (Eberhart and Shi, 2001; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995;
Kennedy et al., 2001).
In literature there are several variants of PSO, including the DBPSO, CCPSO, MBPSO,
PBPSO, and Discrete PSO (DPSO). Kennedy and Eberhart (1997) proposed the DBPSO,
where the particles take the values of binary vectors. The CBPSO was introduced by
Clerc and Kennedy (2002) as an outcome of a theoretical analysis of swarm dynamics.
According to an information sharing mechanism of PSO, a MBPSO algorithm was
proposed by Shen and Jiang (2004). Wang et al. (2008) propose the PBPSO. In PBPSO,
a novel updating strategy is adopted to update the swarm and search the global solution.
The DPSO algorithm was proposed by Pan et al. (2008) for the no-wait flowshop
scheduling problem. It updates the particle position based on discrete permutations.
Honey bees live in hives around the world in well organised colonies. These colonies are
characterised by the division of labour, where specific bees perform specific tasks. Bees’
swarming around their hive is another example of SI (Karaboga, 2005; Karaboga and
Akay, 2009a). A review of literature on algorithms inspired by the behaviour of bees
(Karaboga and Akay, 2009a) suggests that the topic is evolving and that there is no
consensus on a single descriptive title for metaheuristics based on bees’ behaviour. In
literature, it is possible to find several bee inspired algorithms that use different algorithm
models: Bee System, BeeHive, Virtual Bee Algorithm, Bee Swarm Optimisation, Bee
Colony Optimisation, ABC, BA, and HBMO.
In this Thesis, we consider the ABC algorithm and the BA. Both algorithms simulate the
foraging behaviour of bees using a different algorithmic model (Karaboga, 2005;
Karaboga and Akay, 2009a; Pharm et al., 2005, 2007). The BA was proposed by Pham et
al. (2005), and the ABC was proposed by Karaboga (2005). We also consider the HBMO
algorithm which simulates the mating process of real honey bees (Abbass, 2001a, 2001b,
Karaboga and Akay, 2009a).
We apply several variants of the above algorithms to the CO problems studied in this
Thesis.
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Hybrid algorithms

Hybridisations are a growing area of intelligent systems research, which aims to combine
the desirable properties of different approaches to mitigate their individual weaknesses.
Hybridisation can be done in several ways some of which are: (1) initiate the algorithm
with one technique and then apply the other technique on the final population obtained
by the first technique; (2) embed the unique operators of a particular technique into the
other technique, for example mutation and crossover operators of GA can be used in PSO
and; (3) apply LS to improve the solution obtained by the global search and so on
(Thangaraj et al., 2011).
Nowadays it is common to hybridise the evolutionary process of an EA with LS. The
purpose is to apply LS to newly constructed solutions in order to find good solutions.
Inspired by both Darwinian principles of natural evolution and Dawkins’ notion of a
meme, the term MA was first introduced by Moscato in 1989, where he viewed MA as
being close to a form of population-based hybrid GA coupled with an individual learning
procedure, able of performing local refinements.
We propose several hybrid metaheuristics that use concepts of EA, SI and LS to solve the
optical network problems described in Section 2.2.

2.4 Summary
At present, the SONET transmission standards allow three distinct survivable ring
designs: the (two-fiber) unidirectional ring, the two-fiber and four-fiber bi-directional
rings. In order to select the appropriate ring design for a given situation, one must first
determine how the traffic would be distributed onto each of the ring design alternatives.
The capacity of the ring is then set to accommodate this traffic and any additional traffic
that would be created because of a link or node failure. Once the required capacity for
each alternative is calculated, the associated costs for equipment and facilities can be
compared and a selection can be made.
In designing a network that includes rings, it is naturally chosen the cheapest rings that
afford full survivability from single failures. Determining the capacity required for
survivability depends on the particular type of the ring being constructed. In bidirectional
rings with time-slot interchange, the capacity required for survivability depends on the
routing of the demands around the ring. Given a particular routing for each demand
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(clockwise or counterclockwise), the smallest capacity required to assure survivability is
linearly related to the maximum amount of traffic routed on any link. The process of
assigning each demand to one of two possible routes around the ring is known as ring
loading. The WRELP is the related CO problem that minimises the maximum traffic on a
link.
The RPR technology is optimised for robust and efficient packet networking over a fiber
ring topology. This technology incorporates extensive performance monitoring, proactive
network restoration, and flexible deployment capabilities. The RPR networks have the
ability to carry multiple services, including jitter- and latency-sensitive traffic, such as
voice and video, in addition to Ethernet and Internet protocol services. RPR aims at
combining SONET/SDH’s carrier-class functionalities of high availability, reliability,
and profitable TDM service support and Ethernet’s high bandwidth utilisation, low
equipment cost, and simplicity.
RPR is a data optimised ring network, where one of the key issues lays on load balancing
for competing streams of elastic traffic. RPR has two counter-rotating rings, where
multiple stations share the bandwidth. The WRALP is a CO problem that arises in RPR
systems. Since the cost of the ring increases with its capacity, it is desirable to route the
demands in order to minimise the maximum load on the links in each direction (denote
that the maximum load is the maximum of the clockwise and counterclockwise link load,
respectively).
This Thesis also presents two real-world CO problems related to the design of optical
telecommunication networks, namely the SRAP and the IDP. Both problems consist in
finding optical networks configurations in a particular network topology. The objective is
to minimise the cost of the configuration, while respecting some constraints expressing
that the customers’ demands are satisfied. These network design problems can be
represented as a graph partitioning with capacity constraints. Previous works have
described a mathematical model for these problems based on graph partitioning.
CO plays an important role in decision-making, since optimal decisions often depend on
a non-trivial combination of various factors. Most CO problems are NP-hard, which
means that partial enumeration based on exact algorithms have a slow convergence rate,
and they can only solve small instances to optimality. Real-life CO problems are
typically of big dimensions, and since exact approaches are inadequate, metaheuristics
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are commonly used in practice.
Metaheuristic algorithms are also called optimisation methods. They can be distinguished
from exact methods that do come with a proof that the optimal solution will be found in a
finite amount of time. Therefore, metaheuristics are developed to find a solution that is
good enough in a reasonable computing time. As a result, they can be used for NP-hard
problems where the computing time required finding the optimal solution increases as an
exponential function of the problem size.
Metaheuristics can be divided in LS and population-based search. A LS algorithm starts
off with an initial solution and then continually tries to find better solutions by searching
neighbourhoods. Population search consists of maintaining a pool of good solutions and
combining them in order to hopefully produce better solutions. Hybridisation is a method
of combining two or more techniques in a judicious manner, such that the resulting
algorithm contains the positive features of both algorithms. Hybridisation of algorithms
is an interesting and promising field that can give more insights regarding the behaviour
of different metaheuristics.
This Thesis suggests several efficient traffic loading algorithms to WRELP and WRALP,
including LS algorithms, population-based algorithms and several hybrid algorithms. In
this Thesis, we also apply four metaheuristics to solve the SRAP and the IDP.
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3. Related Work
This chapter reviews and contextualises related work associated with ring loading
problems (Section 3.1) and SONET design problems (Section 3.2), studied in this Thesis.

3.1 Weighted Ring Loading Problem
Due to its practical significance, in recent years, the WRLP has been extensively studied.
Research in the area of bidirectional SONET rings has focused on the WRELP
(Dell’Amico et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2008; Lee and Chang, 1997; Myung, 2001; Myung
and Kim, 2004; Myung et al., 1997; Schrijver et al., 1998; Wang, 2005). WRELP was
introduced by Cosares and Saniee in 1994. Here, the concern is to set the initial capacity
of the ring based on forecasted traffic demands dst from each source s to each destination
t. In the original WRELP, the entire demand between two given nodes must be routed in

one of the two possible directions, and the objective is to minimise the maximum load on
the ring, where the load between two adjacent nodes is the sum of the demands routed
over the edges connecting them in both directions. Note that this differs from the
WRALP since the load is separately calculated in each direction.
The more general relaxed WRELP is the split WRELP (Myung and Kim, 2004; Myung
et al., 1997; Wang, 2005) that allows demands to be split arbitrarily in two directions.
The WRELP with integer demand splitting (Lee and Chang, 1997; Myung, 2001; Wang,
2005) also allows demands to be split, but the amount of demand assigned to each
direction must be an integer. Therefore, there are three models used in literature: (i)
demands may be sent either on the front or on the back route with demand splitting (split
WRELP); (ii) each demand must be entirely routed in either one of the two directions
without demand splitting (non-split WRELP); (iii) demands are allowed to be split into
two parts, but restricted to be Integrally split (split WRELPI).
Cosares and Saniee (1994) proved the NP-hardness of the load balancing problem when
demand splitting is not allowed. Since demand splitting is not allowed, each demand
must be entirely routed to one of two directions clockwise or counterclockwise. They
proposed an approximate heuristic solution based on dual-ascent approach. Good
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computational results are obtained with the dual-ascent scheme particularly for instances
with high demand volume.
The problem with unit demands is solvable in polynomial time (Frank et al., 1992).
Dell’Amico et al. (1999) were the first to give an exact algorithm to solve this problem in
SONET rings.
Schrijver et al. (1998) developed an O(n2|K|) algorithm which solves the split WRELP
and provided a rounding algorithm on solutions to the non-split WRELP to provide an
approximation algorithm that achieves a load that is, at most, 3/2 times the maximum
demand. When all demands are equal to 1, the heuristic is showed to be an exact
algorithm. Khanna (1997) improved on this result by showing that a Polynomial Time
Approximation Scheme (PTAS) exists for the non-split WRELP.
Myung et al. (1997) provided an O (n|K|) algorithm for the split WRELP, and more
recently Myung and Kim (2004) improved the results by offering an O(min{n|K|, n2})
algorithm for the split WRELP.
Lee and Chang (1997), also proposed an efficient algorithm for the split WRELP, which
always satisfies the optimality at termination. The algorithm iteratively decreases the
maximum load by considering counterclockwise routing of a demand which passes
through the arc with maximum load.
Myung (2001) developed an O(n|K|) algorithm for the split WRELPI, improving upon
previous algorithms given by Dell'Amico et al. (1999) and Schrijver et al. (1998).
Wang (2005) derived an O(|K|+ts) algorithm for both the split WRELP and the split
WRELPI, where ts is the time for sorting |K| nodes.
Recently, Nong and Yuan (2009) in their paper first proved that if demands are allowed
to be arbitrarily split then the WRELP is polynomially solvable. They then presented a
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the case in which demands are allowed to be
integrally split. Finally, for the case in which each demand must be entirely routed in
either of the two directions they derive a PTAS.
Most research on the loading problems has been on the two-fiber bi-directional SONET
ring except for Wan and Yang (2000). They noticed that each link on the two-fiber
bidirectional SONET ring requires a capacity of at least the sum of both directional
working traffic, due to the protection requirement. In their paper, they first explore
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general flow properties in counter rotated rings and then introduce flow rounding and
unsplitting techniques. After, they provided an optimal integral routing algorithm.
Finally, they showed the NP-completeness of optimal unsplit routing and present several
polynomial-time approximation algorithms. This problem is related with the WRALP
studied in this Thesis.
Becchetti et al. (2002) studied the problem of routing and scheduling requests of limited
durations in an all-optical networks. The task was servicing the requests, assigning to
each of them a starting time and a wavelength, with restrictions on the number of
available wavelengths. The goal was to minimise the overall time needed to serve all
requests. The authors proposed constant approximation algorithms for both ring and
chain networks. By doing this, they also proposed a PTAS for the problem of routing
weighted calls on a directed ring with minimum load. In this study they proved that the
non-split WRALP is NP-hard.
The non-split WRALP considered in the present Thesis is identical to the one described
by Kubat and Smith (2005) (non-split WRALP), Cho et al. (2005) (non-split WRALP
and WRALP) and Yuan and Zhou (2004) (WRALP).
Yuan and Zhou (2004) studied the WRALP with integer splitting. They considered a set
of communication requests, each associated with a non-negative integer weight. The
problem is to find a routing scheme such that the maximum load on arcs of the ring is
minimised, subject to that, the weight of each request may be split into two integral parts
routed in two directions around the ring, where the load of an arc is the sum of the parts
routed through the arc. This problem is identical to the one studied here, however the
problem was studied for SONET rings with demand splitting. Wilfong and Winkler
(2005) proved that, for an arbitrary set D of unit requests, the non-split WRALP can be
solved in polynomial time. Yuan and Zhou (2004) implied a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm for the split WRALP by a result in Wilfong and Winkler (2005). By refining
the rounding technique developed in that paper, Yuan and Zhou (2004) proved that the
split WRALP can be solved in polynomial time.
The traffic-loading model applied to RPR was considered in the work performed by
Kubat and Smith (2005). The non-split WRALP considered here is a NP-hard problem
and was formulated as an Integer Programming (IP) problem and two simple heuristics
(namely: (i) Greedy and (ii) Linear Program (LP) relaxation) are proposed to solve it.
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Both heuristics seem to perform fairly well.
Cho et al. (2005) considered the WRALP either with or without load splitting on an RPR.
For the load splitting problem, they characterised its optimal solution to develop an
efficient algorithm - the min-max algorithm. For the non-split loading problem, they
suggested two heuristic algorithms based on the min-max algorithm and the short-way
routing concept and showed their efficiency by using various numerical examples. One
of the authors of the same paper, Joo (2005), also published a paper which considers the
routing problem without load splitting on a RPR. For the non-split routing problem, they
also suggested the two construction type heuristic algorithms mentioned above, based on
characterisation of the split problem and the short-way routing concept.
In this study we only present solutions for the non-split WRLP. Since non-split WRLP
with varied integer weights is a NP-hard problem, the instances with a large number of
nodes and positive demand values between pairs cannot be optimally solved within a
reasonable amount of time. Thus, many heuristic algorithms have been developed in
order to find a near optimal solution in a reasonable computational time. In this study, the
purpose is different - we want to compare the performance of the proposed algorithms
with others in the achievement of the best-known solution. It was only found in literature
two works that have had the same objective. The works performed by Karunanithi and
Carpenter (1994), and Kim et al. (2008) for the non-split WRELP had the same purpose.
Karunanithi and Carpenter (1994) examine the suitability of a GA to solve the non-split
WRELP. The GA was also used in our study, using identical instances to solve the nonsplit WRELP. The results obtained were compared with several other metaheuristics
proposed in this Thesis.
Recently, Kim et al. (2008) presented an ACO algorithm using different strategies to
solve non-split WRELP. Unfortunately, we could not have access to the full version of
this paper. It was also proposed in this Thesis a HACO algorithm; however it is
impossible to say that this algorithm is better than the other ACO variants already used in
literature.
In (Bernardino et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008b, 2008g) the authors used the
algorithms GA, DE and SA to solve the Frequency Assignment Problem (FAP), a NPhard problem. The goal of FAP is to find a frequency assignment for every requested call
in such a way that no unacceptable interference occurs, using a minimum number of
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frequencies. Each assignment should satisfy the following constraints: (1) co-channel
constraint - the same frequency cannot be assigned to a pair of cells within a specified
distance simultaneously; (2) adjacent channel constraint - adjacent frequencies cannot be
assigned simultaneously to adjacent cells; and (3) co-site constraint: the distance between
any pair of frequencies used in the same cell must be larger than a specified distance. The
algorithms proposed were used to solve instances of the Philadelphia problem - a channel
assignment problem (or FAP) based on a hypothetical, but realistic cellular telephone
network covering the region around this city. GA and DE obtained very good results in
comparison with other algorithms from literature used to solve the same instances and
this was the motivation to apply them to solve the WRLP.
GAMO and HDEM were also applied by Bernardino et al. (2008f, 2010f) to the Terminal
Assignment Problem (TAP). In their work they used the integer representation. For the
WRLP we use the binary representation. We apply the multiple operators/strategy using
the same base, however with different combination of operators/strategies (see Sections
4.3.2.4 and 4.3.2.5).

3.2 SONET Design Problems
Goldschmidt et al. (2003a) studied the SRAP and shown that it is NP-hard. The authors
proposed three polynomial-time heuristic algorithms to solve the problem, namely the
edge-based, the cut-based and the node-based heuristics. The authors have tested the
three greedy algorithms on a set of 160 benchmark instances - class C1 (see Section 5.2
for more information about the instances), with a number of customers between 15 and
50. Some of these instances were randomly created and others are real instances from the
telecommunications field.
Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005b) solved SRAP with metaheuristic algorithms mainly
based on Tabu Search. The authors introduce an objective function that depends on the
current search status, and use a strategic oscillation, obtained through the swap of two
neighbourhoods. Comparisons among different diversification strategies applied to the
benchmark instances proposed in Goldschmidt, et al. (2003a) are presented; all the
studied algorithms perform better than those proposed in Goldschmidt et al. (2003a),
when the same computing time is given to all algorithms. This work, performed by
Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005b) extends the seminal ideas introduced by Aringhieri,
et al. (2001) for the solution of SRAP, and applies them to IDP.
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Macambira et al. (2005) studied the k-SRAP problem. In terms of network design
application, k-SRAP has the same input data as SRAP with the additional parameter k.
However, there are two important differences between these problems. First, k-SRAP
does not constrain the capacity of the federal ring to be B. Instead, the objective is to
minimise the amount of traffic that would be put on the federal ring. The second
difference is that the number of rings is fixed to k. The authors proposed an integer linear
programming formulation to solve k-SRAP.
In (Macambira et.al., 2006) the authors have reformulated SRAP as a set partitioning
model with an additional knapsack constraint. The new formulation has an exponential
number of columns and, to solve it, they implemented a branch-and-price/ column
generation algorithm. They used the instances C1 and C2.
Bastos et al. (2005a) proposed GRASP for the SRAP. The procedure is based on a
relative neighbourhood structure and the use of a variable objective function. Bastos
(2005), and Bastos et al. (2005b) also proposed a GRASP-PR to solve SRAP. They
compared their results with previously proposed GRASP. Bastos and Ochi (2008) also
proposed a GA-EvPR to solve SRAP. They compared their results with the standard GA.
In all these works were used the instances C1 and C2.
Recently, Soares (2008), Silva (2008), Silva et al. (2009) and Oliveira (2010) have
studied the SRAP. Soares (2008) used TS with a Vocabulary Building. The Vocabulary
Building will be started if the Tabu Search does not reach the best solution for an
instance. Three approaches had been implemented: one that only uses vocabulary's parts
deriving from TS, other that only uses vocabulary's parts randomly generated and the last
that uses a half from the elite and the other half randomly generated. In (Soares, 2008)
were used the instances C1 and C2 to prove the efficiency of the algorithms.
Silva (2008) and Silva et al. (2009) developed two pure metaheuristic implementations –
GA and Memetic Algorithm (MA) – plus a third hybrid implementation – MA+VB – to
solve SRAP. They compared the three implementations and verified that MA+VB
obtained better results for instances C1 and C2.
Oliveira (2010) proposed a parallel EA to be applied to SRAP. Experimental results
illustrated the effectiveness of the parallel algorithm over other methods, to obtain
solutions for instances C1, C2 and C4 that are either optimal or very close to it. We
verify that, for some instances in (Oliveira, 2010), it was obtained a number of rings
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lower than Klb, and in our results that is not possible. Even if a determinate total amount
of traffic goes through the federal ring, this traffic is also part of the origin and
destination rings. This means that the total amount of traffic in all edges/B is the lower
bound possible. Oliveira (2010) refers in his work that, if through the federal ring goes
100Mbs of traffic in a total amount of 1000Mbs, in the other rings the traffic is only
900Mbs. In our case, the traffic is still 1000Mbs in the other rings. So the results
achieved in (Oliveira, 2010) cannot be compared with our results.
Lee et al. (2000) studied IDP with an additional constraint - the number of ADMs in each
ring must not exceed a given bound, say R. They formulate the problem as a mixedinteger programming model, develop a branch and-cut algorithm, and introduce an
effective heuristic procedure, called LSHK. The authors applied their algorithm to a set
of 40 test instances (class C3, see Section 5.2).
Laguna (1994) considered a problem that mixes the two designing techniques. Similar to
IDP, each customer may be connected to one or more rings, but it is not required that two
customers u, v with duv > 0 must be connected to the same ring. The network may
therefore need to transmit some inter-ring traffic. The technology used to connect the
rings is not specified; as a result, it is used an approximation of the corresponding cost,
proportional to the traffic amount. Laguna introduced a mixed-integer model for the
problem and described a simple short-term memory TS to select integer variable
configurations.
Goldschmidt et al. (2003b) considered the special case of IDP, in which all the edges
have the same weight. They showed that this problem is NP-hard and presented a lineartime-approximation algorithm. For even k values, they presented an approximation
scheme with a reduced ratio, but with increased complexity. In the IDP formulation
studied in this Thesis, the edges have different weights.
Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a) studied the SRAP and the IDP as it is presented in
this Thesis. They first described variable objective functions that depend on the transition
from one solution to a neighbouring one, then they applied several diversification and
intensification techniques, including two versions of Path Relinking (PR1 and PR2),
XTS, and SS. They also proposed a DMN algorithm. A set of extensive computational
results was used to compare the behaviour of the proposed methods and objective
functions. They used the instances C1, C2 and C3 in their work.
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The SRAP and IDP have been recently studied by Pelleau et al. (2009). Their work
extends the seminal ideas introduced by Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a). They
proposed a new fitness function and a new LS algorithm - DMN2 (a variant of the DMN
proposed in Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a)) to solve the C1 and C3 instances and
compared their method with the ones proposed by Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a).
We use the fitness function z5 proposed in (Pelleau et al., 2009) to evaluate SRAP and
IDP solutions (see Section 5.1.3).
In Bernardino et al. (2010g, 2010i, 2010j, 2012a) the authors used the algorithms HSS,
HBA, ABC and HHBMO to solve the TAP, a NP-hard CO problem. The main objective
of this problem is to assign a collection of terminals to a collection of concentrators. In a
large network, some concentrators are used to increase the networks’ efficiency. The
terminals are connected to a concentrator and each concentrator is connected to the
central computer. The purpose is to minimise the link cost to form a network by
connecting a given set of terminals to a given set of concentrators. The number of
concentrators and terminals and their locations are known. Each concentrator is limited
in the amount of traffic that it can accommodate. For that reason, each terminal must be
assigned to one node of the set of concentrators, in a way that no concentrator oversteps
its capacity. We can establish an association of TAP with SRAP and IDP studied in this
Thesis. Concentrators and terminals in TAP correspond to rings/partitions, and customers
in SRAP/IDP, respectively. For SRAP, IDP (studied in this Thesis) and also TAP was
used an integer representation. Based in preliminary studies, made by Bernardino et al.
(2010g, 2010i, 2010j, 2012a), we verified that using this type of representation, HSS,
HBA, ABC and HHBMO obtained very good results for TAP, and this was the
motivation to apply these algorithms to solve SRAP and IDP.
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4. Weighted Ring Loading Problem
In this Thesis, we consider two loading problems. For both problems we consider a ring
with n nodes and unidirectional weights that cannot be split. Since WRELP and WRALP
are related, and is used only a different fitness function to evaluate the solutions, we
describe in this chapter the two problems together. For more information about the
problem focus, see Sections 1.3 and 2.2.1.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 overviews the ring loading problems;
Section 4.2 presents the studied instances; Section 4.3 describes the algorithms used to
optimise the ring loading problems and also presents the experimental studies conducted
with each proposed algorithm; Section 4.4 discusses the results obtained for each
instance; and Section 4.5 summarises the concepts presented in this chapter.

4.1 Problem Overview
In the following subsections we present the definition of the two loading problems,
illustrate the representation adopted, and describe the fitness function used to evaluate
the solutions.

4.1.1 Definition of the Problem
The model used to represent the WRLP consists of the following components:
1. A set N of n distinct nodes, with node numbers between 1, …, n. Fig. 10 shows a
ring with 4 nodes;

Fig. 10. Examples of two possible WRLP solutions.
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2. A set M of numberPairs - distinct connection between a pair of nodes. The
maximum numberPairs is obtained through the formula: n*(n-1)/2. For a ring
with 4 nodes, there are at most 6 pairs;
3. A demand matrix Z, with the demand required for each pair. The demands are
represented by a positive integer. Table 2 shows one possible matrix demand;
Table 2. Demand matrix.

Nodes 1
0
1
15
2
3
3
6
4

2
15
0
15
6

3
3
15
0
14

4
6
6
14
0

Note that dsd = dds.
4. An L vector that represents the initial individual. For an EA/SI algorithm, it is
necessary to construct a matrix L of individuals. These individuals are created
without demand splitting.
For each candidate solution Li, we maintain some information in additional variables:
• A T vector with the total demand of each edge (for WRELP)/ arc (for WRALP).

This vector is used to calculate the fitness of the solution;
•

A variable TotalFitness with the fitness of the solution. See Section 4.1.3 for
more information about the fitness function.

4.1.2 Representation of the solution
In this Thesis, the WRLP solutions are represented using binary vectors (see Fig. 10 and
Table 3). If a position has the value 1, the demand flows in the clockwise direction,
otherwise 0.
The decision (assignment) variables are defined as:
 1 if demand flows by the clockwise direction
.
Li = 
 0 otherwise

We assume that the weights cannot be split, i.e., for some integer Li=1, 1≤ i ≤ m, the total
amount of data is transmitted along P+(si,di); for Li=0, the total amount of data is
transmitted along P-(si,di). The vector L=(L1, L2, …, Lm) determines a routing scheme for
Z.
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Table 3. Representation of the WRLP solution.

Pair(s, d)
1: (1, 2)
2: (1, 3)
3: (1, 4)
4: (2, 3)
5: (2, 4)
6: (3, 4)

Demand
 15
 3
 6
 15
 6
 14

n=numberNodes=4 m=numberPairs=6 C=clockwise CC=Counterclockwise
Pair1 Pair2 Pair3 Pair4 Pair5 Pair6
Representation WRLP

Example 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Example 2

1

0

0

1

0

1

4.1.3 Fitness Function
In resume, WRELP is formulated as follows:
wi,…,wm  demands of the pairs (si,di),…,(sm,dm)

(a)

Li, …, Lm = 0  P-(si,di)
1  P+(si,di)

(b)

Load on arcs:

∑w

Load(L, a k+ )=
i:

a k+

∑w

i
i
Load(L, a k− )=
∈ P (s i , d i )
i : a k− ∈ P − (s i , d i )

∀k=1,…,n; ∀i=1,…,m

+

(4)

Load on edges:
Load(L,ek) = Load(L, a k+ ) + Load(L, a k− )

∀k=1,…,n; ∀i=1,…,m

(5)

For a given ring, between each node pair (si,ti) there is a demand value >=0. Constraint
sets (a) and (b) state that each positive demand value is routed in either clockwise (C) or
counterclockwise (CC) direction.
For an edge, the load is the sum of wi for clockwise and counterclockwise direction
between nodes ek and ek+1 (Eq. 4 and Eq. 5). The purpose is to minimise the maximum
load on the edges of a ring (Eq. 6).
max {Load(L,ek)}

(6)

Likewise, for the WRALP, constraint sets (a) and (b) state that each demand is routed in
either clockwise (C) or counterclockwise (CC) direction. For an arc, the load is the sum
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of wi for clockwise or counterclockwise direction between nodes ek and ek+1 (Eq. 4). The
purpose is to minimise the maximum load on the arcs of a ring (Eq. 7) (Kubat and Smith,
2005).
max{max Load(L, a k+ ), max Load(L, ak− )}

(7)

Table 4 shows an example of how the total traffic computation of each ring is made.
Table 4. Total traffic computation of each ring for WRELP/WRALP.

Edge

Traffic
C

Traffic
CC

WRALP
Total Traffic

C
CC
Example 1
d12+d13+d14
0
d12+d13+d14 = 24
0
d13+ d14+d23+d24
0
d13+ d14+d23+d24 =
0
30
d14+ d24+d34
0
d14+ d24+d34 = 26
0
0
0
0
0
Maximum amount of traffic:
30
Example 2*
d12
d24
d12 = 15
d24 = 6
d23
0
d23 = 15
0
d34
d13
d34 = 14
d13 = 3
0
d14+d13+d24
0
d14+d13+d24= 15
Maximum amount of traffic:
15
* Example 2 is a better solution for WRALP and WRELP.

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

WRELP
Total Traffic
d12+d13+d14 = 24
d13+ d14+d23+d24 =
30
d14+ d24+d34 = 26
0
30
d12+d24 = 21
d23 = 15
d34+d13 = 17
d14+d13 +d24 = 15
21

4.2 Studied Instances
In an initial stage of this study we used a small set of instances. We evaluate the utility of
the algorithms using similar examples produced by Karunanithi, and Carpenter (1994).
The studied examples arisen by considering two different ring sizes with four different
demand distributions.
The four demand cases considered were:
• Case 1: complete set of demands between 1 and 100 with uniform distribution;
• Case 2: half of the demands in Case 1 set to zero;
• Case 3: complete set of demands between 1 and 500 with uniform distribution;
•

Case 4: complete set of demands between 1 and 500 but with a bimodal
distribution.

The bimodal case is constructed by sampling from two separate intervals within the 1500 range. The bimodal sample has 80% of its demands between 1 and 50 and the
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remaining 20% between 400 and 500.
Table 5. Nomenclature of the instances of class Ca.

Instance
Ca111
Ca121
Ca112
Ca122
Ca131
Ca132
Ca141
Ca142
Ca211
Ca212
Ca221
Ca222
Ca231
Ca232
Ca241
Ca242

Nodes
Ca
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Links
45
45
22
22
45
45
45
45
190
190
99
93
190
190
190
190

It was generated 2 different problem instances for each case. This yields 8 instances for
each ring size. For convenience, they are labelled Carij, where 1<r<2 represents the ring
size, 1<i<4 represents the demand case and 1<j<2 represents the instance within a case
(see Table 5).
Since Ca instances are relatively small we create another set with 19 instances - Cb.
These instances arisen by considering six different ring sizes: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30
nodes. A ring in a telecommunication network will typically contain between 5 and 15
nodes. Thus, the instances consider the 5, 10 and 15 node rings to be ordinary-sized rings
and the 20, 25 and 30 node rings to be extremely large rings. It is reasonable to assume
that in practice there might be many point-to-point demands. The pattern “from-to”
traffic demands have been randomly generated using the node list; the traffic demands
randomly selected between 1 and 500 Mb/s. The instances consider complete and partial
sets of demands. For a ring with n nodes, there are n*(n-1)/2 possible source and
destination pairs. This is a complete set of demands. Partial sets of demands were
generated by randomly setting some fraction of the possible demands to zero. In addition,
the instances consider two ranges for the demands: a low variance range over 5 and 100
units, and a high variance range over 1 and 500 units. The demand cases used to create
the instances were:
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• Case 1: complete set of demands between 5 and 100 with uniform distribution;
• Case 2: half of the demands in Case 1 set to zero;
• Case 3: 75% of the demands in Case 1 set to zero;
• Case 4: complete set of demands between 1 and 500 with uniform distribution.

This case was only used for the 30 nodes ring.
We studied 19 instances - 3 instances for the 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 nodes ring and 4
instances for the 30 nodes ring. For convenience, they are labelled Cbij, where 1<i<6
represents the ring size and 1<j<4 represents the demand case (see Table 6).
Table 6. Nomenclature of the instances of class Cb.

Instance
Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

Nodes
Cb
5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
20
20
20
25
25
25
30
30
30
30

Links
10
8
6
45
23
12
105
50
25
190
93
40
300
150
61
435
201
92
435

Other authors from literature used similar instances, but with smaller ring sizes or with
only a low variance range for the demands (Cho et al., 2005; Karunanithi and Carpenter,
1994; Kubat and Smith, 2005).

4.3 Technical Approach
All algorithms developed were implemented in Borland C++ 6.0. Was used the C++
object oriented programming language. All the algorithms developed to solve WRELP
and WRALP used the common classes: problem/individual/population that codify
respectively the methods associated with the problem, solution and set of solutions.
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Each simulation starts with the initialisation of the parameters of the problem and after
with the initialisation of the parameters of the algorithm. The source code used to create,
update and evaluate the characteristics of one solution is the same.
We perform comparisons between all parameters of the algorithms to establish the
correct combination of parameters using all instances. In this Thesis, we only report the
results obtained with instance Ca41, Cb32 and Cb41 (instances with average difficulty)
for the WRALP or for the WRELP (we verify that for both problems the parameters have
an identical influence). For these instances, the initial solutions were randomly created.
The purpose was to obtain the best combination of parameters. All the algorithms were
tested on Intel based, quad-core Q9450, running under Windows.
The main differences between the algorithms are in the steps performed by each
algorithm. We explain these differences in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Initial set of solutions
The initial WRELP/WRALP solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic
form, based in a SPA. The SPA is a simple traffic demand assignment rule in which the
demand will traverse the smallest number of segments.
The main steps of the heuristic algorithm used for WRLP are detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 1. Shortest Path Algorithm.
FOR c=1 TO m DO
IF (target-source = n / 2) THEN
r←Choose a random value [0,1]
IF (r=1) THEN
solution[c]←1
ELSE
solution[c]←0
END IF
ELSE
IF (target-source > n / 2) THEN
solution[c]←0
ELSE
solution[c]←1
END IF
END IF
END FOR

4.3.2 Algorithms used and their adaptations
In this section, we describe the algorithms used to solve WRLP instances. We also
present the experimental studies made for each algorithm.
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4.3.2.1

Iterated Local Search

ILS is a neighbourhood exploration paradigm that was introduced by Lourenço et al.
(2003). It is a simple and generally applicable stochastic LS method that iteratively
applies LS to perturbations of the current search point, leading to a randomised walk in
the space of local optima. The success of ILS lies in the biased sampling of this set of
local optima. How effective this approach turns out to be depends mainly on the choice
of the initial solution, the LS, the perturbations, and the acceptance criterion.
4.3.2.1.1

Algorithm description

ILS is based on the observation that LS algorithms are easily trapped in local minima. LS
is an algorithm which improves a solution in the search space. In most implementations
of ILS, LS can be chosen as an iterated descent LS. Perturbation mutates the current local
optimal solution S and generates an intermediate solution S’. Then, LS is applied to S’
and produces a new local optimal solution S’’. If S’’ wins S in acceptance criterion, then
S’’ will replace S and become the current optimal solution, otherwise, the search remains

at the previous optimal solution S. ILS works as follows:
Pseudo-code 2. ILS Steps.
S0 ← Generate Initial Solution
S ← LocalSearch(S0)
WHILE termination condition not met DO
S’ ← Perturbation (S)
S’’ ← LocalSearch (S’)
S ← AcceptanceCriterion(S, S’’)
END WHILE

Bellow we describe each step of the algorithm.
Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of perturbations (np),
maximum number of iterations without improvement (wi), and maximum number of
iterations (mi).
Initialisation of the solution
This algorithm was only applied to the WRELP in an initial stage of the Ph.D. studies. It
was used to solve Ca instances and the initial solution was randomly created. By
applying a greedy heuristic to create the initial solution, better solutions can be found in a
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shorter amount of time. However, it has been shown that this is only true in the shortterm. Longer running LS algorithms see no significant difference in solution quality
based on the initial solution (Stutzle, 1998).
Evaluation of the solution
To evaluate the WRELP solutions we use the fitness function Eq. 6.
Perturbation schema
The main drawback of local descent is that it gets trapped in local optima that are
significantly worse than the global optimum. Much like SA, ILS escapes from local
optima by applying perturbations to the current local minimum. We will refer to the
strength of a perturbation as the number of solution components which are modified.
The perturbation scheme takes a locally optimal solution and produces another solution
to start the LS from the next iteration. The desired perturbation scheme will return a
solution near a locally optimal value. If this is the case, the LS algorithm should take less
time to reach the next locally optimal value. Choosing the correct perturbation scheme is
important, because it has a great influence on the intensification/diversification
characteristics of the overall algorithm. Bellow we show the perturbation schema steps:
Pseudo-code 3. ILS Perturbation Schema.
nPert ← 1
WHILE nPert < nPertMax DO
pos ← random (lengthSolution)
solution[pos] ← 1 – solution[pos]
NPert ← nPert+1
END WHILE

Local Search
When the current solution is perturbed, the result is the new solution S’. S’ is then passed
to the search heuristic black-box. In principle any LS algorithm can be used, but the
choice of the particular LS may have a crucial influence on the final performance of the
ILS algorithm. In this Thesis, we consider the following LS procedure:
Pseudo-code 4. ILS Local Search procedure.
FOR pos=1 UNTIL lengthSolution DO
solution[pos] ← 1 – solution[pos]
IF FitnessNew < FitnessOld THEN
bestMove ← pos
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fitnessOld ← fitnessNew
END IF
solution [pos] ← 1 – solution[pos]
END FOR
solution[bestMove] ← 1 – solution[bestMove]

Acceptance criterion
For S’’ to be designated as the new “current solution” the resulting local optimum must
pass the acceptance criterion. Just as perturbation can range from too much
intensification (no perturbations) to too much diversification (perturb all elements of the
solution), the acceptance criterion choices affect the search in a similar way. In our work,
we only accept solutions that decrease the fitness of the previous solution.
Termination criterion
The algorithm is executed while the best solution has not changed for a predetermined
number of cycles (wi) or while a determinate number of iterations is not reached (mi).
4.3.2.1.2

Experimental Studies

To establish the correct combination of parameters for the ILS, TS and SA algorithms, it
was used the instance Ca41 (to solve the WRELP).
In the tests carried out with ILS, it was used a maximum number of 25 perturbations for
iteration. This algorithm found good results with a small number of iterations (see Fig. 11
– are used only 5 iterations). Independently of the number of perturbations, this method
reaches in almost all executions the optimal solution, in spite of being a little slow. The
LS that provides the backbone of the ILS method is the most time consuming because it
occurs at each iteration and explores a large number of neighbours.
8000
7800
7600
7400
7200
7000
6800
6600
6400
1

3
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7
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11

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

Fig. 11. ILS – Number of perturbations – Fitness values.

In comparison with random initial solutions, deterministic solutions reduce the run time
for the first local search application, since it reduces the search space.
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Tabu Search

The basic concept of TS was proposed by Glover (1989). The basic principle of TS is to
pursue LS, whenever it encounters a local optimum by allowing non-improving moves.
Cycling back to previously visited solutions is prevented by the use of memories, called
tabu lists, which record the recent history of the search, a key idea that can be linked to
Artificial Intelligence concepts.
A didactic presentation of TS and a series of applications have been collected by Glover
et al. (1993) and Glover and Laguna (1997). Their interest lies in the fact that success
with TS often implies that a serious effort of modelling needs to be done from the
beginning. The applications in Glover et al. (1993) and Glover and Laguna (1997)
provide many such examples together with a collection of references.
A huge collection of TS optimisation techniques have been suggested by a crowd of
researchers of different fields; an infinity of refinements have made these techniques
work on specific types of applications. All these procedures are based on some common
ideas that we describe in the next subsection.
4.3.2.2.1

Algorithm description

The TS algorithm allows the search to explore solutions that decrease the objective
function value, only in those cases where these solutions are not forbidden. This is
usually obtained by keeping track of the last solutions in terms of the action used to
transform one solution to the next. When an action is performed, it is considered tabu for
the next T iterations, where T is the tabu status length. A solution is forbidden if it is
obtained by applying a tabu action to the current solution. The basic steps of the TS
algorithm are described bellow:
Pseudo-code 5. TS Steps.
S ← S0 ← Generate Initial Solution
WHILE termination condition not met DO
S’ ← Select the best neighbour of Ň(S) - the “admissible” subset of
N(S) (i.e., non-tabu or allowed by aspiration)
IF fitness(S’)<fitness(S) THEN
S ← S’
END IF
Record tabu for the current move in TabuList
(delete oldest entry if necessary)
END WHILE
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Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of elements (ne), and
maximum number of iterations (mi).
Initialisation of the solution
The initial solution was randomly created, like in ILS.
Evaluation of the solution
To evaluate the WRELP solutions we use the fitness function Eq. 6.
Neighbourhood Search
The most common and simplest way to generate a neighbour is modifying the direction
of the demand pairs. In our case, we generate a neighbour by swapping the directions of
two pairs. The search algorithm consists in the following steps:
Pseudo-code 6. TS Neighbourhood Search.
FOR k=0 UNTIL lenghSolution DO
solution[k] ← 1-solution[k]
t ← RANDOM(lenghSolution)
solution[t] ← 1-solution[t]
If fitnessNew < fitnessOld AND
solution[k] AND solution[t] not tabu THEN
fitnessOld ← fitnessNew
bestMove1 ← k
bestMove2 ← t
ENF IF
solution[k] ← 1-solution[k]
solution[t] ← 1-solution[t]
END FOR

A candidate can be chosen as a new current solution if the pairs which directions are
exchanged are not the same as those in the tabu list. Normally in TS, if a neighbour is the
best solution found so far, it could be selected as a move, even when it is tabu. In our
implementation, we do not explore neighbours when the pairs chosen are in the tabu list,
just the neighbour not tabu that has a fitness value lower than the best is selected.
Acceptance criterion
The current solution is replaced if the best neighbour improves the current solution.
Otherwise, the current solution is maintained for the next iteration.
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Updating Tabu List
At each iteration, it is necessary to record the current move. In our implementation, are
recorded two elements, since two pairs are chosen as best moves. The pseudo-code is
detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 7. TS Updating Tabu List.
FOR i=1 TO 2 DO
IF pos = ne THEN
pos ← 0
ELSE
pos ← pos + 1
IF numberElements ≠ ne THEN
numberElements ← numberElements + 1
END IF
END IF
IF i = 1 THEN
TabuList[pos][0] ← bestMove1
TabuList[pos][1] ← 1-solution[bestMove1]
ELSE
TabuList[pos][0] ← bestMove2
TabuList[pos][1] ← 1-solution[bestMove2]
END IF
END FOR

Termination criterion
TS algorithm stops when a determinate number of iterations (mi) is reached.
4.3.2.2.2

Experimental Studies

Like the algorithm ILS, the TS algorithm was applied to the WRELP in an initial stage of
the Ph.D. studies. In this Thesis, we only report the Ca41 results with mi=100.

Fig. 12. TS – Number of Elements – Fitness values.

In the tests carried out with TS, it was verified that the number of elements in the tabu
list has not a significant influence on the efficiency and quality of search (see Fig. 12).
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However, if the number of elements is high, the search space will be small, which may
lead to a premature convergence of the algorithm. On the other hand, if the number of
elements is small, the search space will be large, which may take a long time to
converge.

4.3.2.3

Simulated Annealing

SA exploits an analogy between the way in which a metal cools and freezes into a
crystalline structure with minimum energy (the annealing process), and the search for a
minimum in a more general system. This was independently presented by Kirkpatrick et
al. in 1983, and by Cerny in 1985. It was originated as a generalisation of a Monte Carlo
method for examining the equations of state and frozen states of n-body systems,
invented by Metropolis, et al. in 1953. The name of the SA algorithm derives from the
fact that its behaviour is mainly controlled by a parameter T (temperature), which is
analogous to the temperature in the thermal annealing process. In each run, it attempts to
search the entire region of interest for the global minimum, rather than performing
multiple downhill optimisation runs, in which the selection of the various starting points
is automated.
Annealing a substance involves melting the substance at a very high temperature and
then cooling it slowly. At each temperature, it should be given enough time for the
system to reach a steady state. The lower the temperature, the higher the time given
should be. SA imitates this procedure by first identifying the correspondence between the
fluid and the optimisation problem, and then using the Metropolis' algorithm to simulate
each step of annealing. In each basic step of Metropolis' simulation the value of one of
the variables is perturbed by a small amount. If the new configuration has a lower cost,
the configuration will be accepted. If the new configuration has a higher cost, even then it
will be accepted with a certain probability. As the temperature of the system decreases
the probability of accepting a worse move is decreased. This is the same as gradually
moving to a frozen state in physical annealing. If the temperature is zero then only better
moves will be accepted, which effectively makes SA act like hill climbing.
To solve a particular problem with SA, the following steps are necessary:
1. Definition of an objective function;
2. Adoption of an annealing cooling schedule, whereby the initial temperature, the
number of configurations generated at each temperature, and a method to decrease it
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are specified;
3. At each temperature, stochastic generation of a pre-specified number of alternative
configurations;
4. Adoption of a criteria for the acceptance/rejection of the alternative configurations,
against the currently accepted state at that temperature;
5. Adoption of appropriate termination criteria.
Due to its simplicity and versatility, SA has the distinction of being one of the most
widely used techniques for both function and CO problems.
4.3.2.3.1

Algorithm description

The SA is normally applied to a solution that evolves along mi iterations. At each step,
the SA heuristic considers some neighbours of the current state, and probabilistically
decides between moving the system to that state, or staying in the previous state. The
probabilities are chosen so that the system ultimately tends to move to states of lower
energy. Typically this step is repeated until the system reaches a state which is good
enough for the application, or until a given computation budget has been exhausted. The
neighbours of a state derived from applying perturbations to the current individual.
The basic steps of the SA are detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 8. SA Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Generate initial solution S
Evaluate S
T ← T0
WHILE termination conditions not met DO
iteration ← 0
WHILE iteration<it DO
S1 ← Apply perturbation schema to S
Evaluate S1
IF fitness(S1) < fitness(S) THEN
S ← S1
ELSE
Accept S1 as new solution with probability p(T,S1,S)
END IF
iteration ← iteration + 1
END WHILE
Update(T)
END WHILE
Output the best solution

The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.
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Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: initial temperature (t0), iterations
for temperature (iT), final temperature (tf), annealing temperature reduction factor (α),
number of perturbations (pn), number of perturbations with success (ps), and maximum
number of iterations (mi).
Initialisation of the solution
This algorithm was applied to the WRELP in an initial stage of this study. It was used to
solve Ca instances and the initial solution was randomly created.
Evaluation of the solution
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6.
Perturbation schema
The neighbours of a state derived from applying perturbations to the current individual.
The perturbations have been made using the next algorithm:
Pseudo-code 9. SA Perturbation Schema.
testSolution ← oldSolution
pi ← si ← 0
DO
posi ← random (lenghSolution)
posj ← random (lenghSolution)
newSolution[posi] ← 1- testSolution[posi]
fitnessposi ← fitness(newSolution)
newSolution[posj] ← 1- testSolution[posj]
fitnessposj ← fitness(newSolution)
IF fitnessposj>fitnessposi THEN
newSolution[posj] ← 1- testSolution[posj]
END IF
IF fitness(newSolution)< fitness(testSolution) THEN
si ← si+1
testSolution ← newSolution
ELSE
newSolution[posi] ← testSolution[posi]
newSolution[posS] ← testSolution[posj]
END IF
pi ← pi+1
WHILE (pi<pn AND si<ps)

At each step, a neighbourhood solution is selected by performing exchanges in randomly
selected pairs. In each step of the perturbation schema two pairs of the solution are
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exchanged. The procedure continues until a certain number of perturbations (pn) is made
or until a certain number of perturbations with success is made (ps).
Acceptance criterion
The randomly generated neighbour solution is selected if it improves the current solution.
It is also selected according to a probability. The key principle of the method is to allow
occasional worsening moves, so that these can eventually help locate the neighbourhood
to the true (global) minimum. The associated mechanism is given by the Boltzmann
probability (see Eq. 8).
prob= exp(∆Ε/T)

(8)

E is the change in the energy value from one point to the next. For the purpose of

optimisation the energy term, E, refers to the value of the objective function
(fitness(oldSolution)- fitness(newSolution)), and the temperature, T, is the control
parameter that regulates the process of annealing. The consideration of such a probability
distribution leads to the generation of a Markov chain of points in the problem domain.
The acceptance criterion given by Eq. 8 is popularly referred to as the Metropolis
criterion (Metropolis et al., 1953).
A uniformly distributed random number r in the range [0.0, 0.1] is generated and
compared with the probability obtained by Eq. 8.
Update Temperature
At the beginning of the SA any move is accepted. This allows the algorithm to explore
the solution space. Then, the temperature is gradually reduced, which means that the
algorithm becomes more and more selective in accepting a new solution. By the end, in
practice only the improving moves are accepted.
A certain number of iterations (iT) are carried out at each temperature. This provides
good sampling statistics for the current temperature, and then the temperature is
decremented, and the entire process repeated until a frozen state is achieved at T=0.
The temperature is decreased using Eq. 9.
T=α*T

Termination criterion
The algorithm terminates if it meets any one of the following criteria:

(9)
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a. It reaches a pre-specified number of iterations (mi);
b. The temperature reaches a final value (Tf).
The maximum temperature is kept large enough to allow the process to terminate using
criterion a.
4.3.2.3.2

Experimental Studies

In the tests carried out with the algorithm SA, were considered a number max of 10
perturbations, 8 of which with success. With a higher number of perturbations for
iteration the algorithm is more time consuming. That was the reason to limit the number
of perturbations (see Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). The WRELP results presented in this section
were produced using the instance Ca41 with mi=1000.

Fig. 13. SA – Number of perturbations – Average fitness.

Fig. 14. SA – Number of perturbations with success – Average fitness.

In terms of initial temperature we set it to {1, 10, 100, 1000}. We studied the impact on
the average fitness (Fig. 15) using all parameter combination. With an initial temperature
equals to 100, the algorithm reaches a good average fitness.
We also studied the impact of the number of iterations for temperature. For the SA
algorithm, we used a growing number of iterations. The number was set to {10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. We studied the impact on the average fitness (Fig. 16) using
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all parameter combination. With a number of iterations for temperature between 80 and
100, the algorithm reaches a good average fitness in a reasonable amount of time.

Fig. 15. SA – Initial temperature – Average fitness.

Fig. 16. SA – Number of iterations for temperature – Average fitness/ Average time.

Finally, for the SA algorithm we also studied the influence of the α value. The best
results were obtained using the interval [0.8,0.99] (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17. SA – α values – Average fitness.

4.3.2.4

Genetic Algorithm with multiple operators

GAs are inspired by the natural process of reproduction (Holland, 1975). GAs have been
widely studied, experimented and applied in many fields in engineering worlds.
Not only GAs provide alternative methods for solving problems, as they consistently out
perform other traditional methods in most of the problems. Many of the real world
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problems proved to by very difficult for traditional methods but ideal for GAs (Eiben and
Smith, 2003).
GAs are a particular class of EAs that use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology
such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover (also called recombination). They
are based on an analogy with the genetic structure and behaviour of chromosomes within
a population of individuals using the following foundations (Goldberg, 1989):
•

Individuals in a population compete for resources and mates;

•

The individuals most successful in each competition will raise more offspring
than the individuals with a poor performance;

•

Genes from good individuals propagate throughout the population, so that two
good parents will sometimes raise offspring better than either parent;

• Thus, each successive generation will become more suited to their environment.

Metaphors as chromosomes and population stand for solutions and solution set,
respectively. Analogously, a single variable is often indicated as a gene. Mechanisms as
recombination and mutation give rise to new offspring by manipulating the current
population of solutions. Specially, mutation applies to a single solution (chromosome)
while crossover creates new solutions from a pair of solutions selected in the current
population. Following a standard Darwinian approach, selection extracts the most
promising individuals from the current population (Goldberg, 1989).
We have tried to combine GA with different LS methods implemented, but that led to
poor performance, mainly due to the size of the initial GA population.
4.3.2.4.1

Algorithm description

The GA works with a population. The individuals in the population are evaluated in each
generation. The evaluation function provided gives the individuals a score based on how
well they perform at the given task. Two individuals are then selected based on their
fitness. In WRLP, the lower the fitness, the higher the chance of being selected. These
individuals then “reproduce” to raise new offspring, after which the offspring are
randomly mutated. This continues until a certain number of evaluations/generations have
passed.
The main steps of the GA are:
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Pseudo-code 10. GA Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Solutions (suitable solutions for the problem)
Evaluate Solutions
WHILE termination condition not met DO
Create a new population by repeating the following steps:
Selection  Select two parent chromosomes from a population
according to their fitness (the better fitness,
the bigger chance to be selected)
Crossover  With a crossover probability, crossover the parents
to form a new offspring. If no crossover was performed,
offspring is an exact copy of the parents
Mutation  With a mutation probability, mutate new offspring
Place new offspring in a new population
Evaluate solutions in the population
END WHILE
Output the best solution

Bellow we describe each step of the algorithm.
Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: population size (np), selection
operator, crossover operator, mutation operator, crossover probability, mutation
probability, and maximum number of generations (mi).
Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.
Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.
Selection
GA gives preference to better individuals, allowing them to pass on their genes to the
next generation. Some individuals are selected from the population to be parents to
crossover. Parents are selected according to their fitness. We implement three wellknown selection methods (Eiben and Smith, 2003): Roulette, Tournament, and
Tournament with Elitism (20% of the best individuals of the population are maintained in
the following generation; the others are selected with the Tournament method). Using
Roulette as the selection operator, the chance of a chromosome (individual of the
population) getting selected is proportional to its fitness (or rank). In Tournament, are
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selected 4 individuals and the best one is chosen to be included in the next population.
Crossover

Fig. 18. GA – Crossover Exchange positions.

Fig. 19. GA – Crossover Differential.

We implement seven crossover operators: “One point”, “2-points”, “4-points” and
“Uniform” are well-known and widely used in practice. The crossover operator
“Exchange positions” is based on the “2-points” operator. However in this case, 2 points
are obtained for each parent (Fig. 18). In the “Differential” crossover operator, if the
genes in the same position of the two parents have different values, their values are
exchanged; otherwise both values are changed to the opposite direction (Fig. 19).
In previous studies, we verified that the success of applying a crossover operator is
highly dependent of the problem studied and the instance used. To dynamically apply the
best crossover operator to solve an instance, we create a new crossover operator –
“Multiple”. In the “Multiple” crossover operator, a set of available crossover operators is
initially established. The crossover set contains the six crossover operators applicable to
the problem. In the initialisation phase, each crossover operator has the same probability
of being selected. From thereon and after each recombination, a fitness value is assigned
to the respective crossover operator based on its contribution to individuals’ fitness. This
operator fitness value is used for recombination selection. The recombination operators
are selected using a tournament selection. The program chooses three random operators
where the operator with the highest fitness will win. After a predefined number of
recombinations (NUM_PREV_OPS_RECOMB), the probabilities of each crossover
operator are updated, based on their contributions in the last recombinations. The pseudocode of the Multiple Recombination is detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 11. GAMO Multiple Recombination.
fitIni1 ← fitness(individual1)
fitIni2 ← fitness(individual2)
IF(first time) THEN
initialise numberOperationsR
initialise fitPrevGensR
initialise fitnessActualR

Vector numberOperationsR– number of times where
each operator is applied in previous generations.
Vector fitPrevGensR– total fitness achieved by each
strategy in previous generations.
Vector finessActualR– fitness achieved by each
operator using the numberOperationsR.
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num_operations_totalR ← 0
ELSE
IF (num_operations_totalR = NUM_PREV_OPS_RECOMB) THEN
num_operations_totalR ← 0
FOR i=1 TO NUM_OPERATORS DO
fitnessActualR[i] ← fitPrevGensR [i] / numberOperationsR[i]
END FOR
initialise numberOperationsR
initialise fitPrevGensR
END IF
END IF
num_operations_totalR ← num_operations_totalR + 1
operator ← random(NUM_RECOMB_OPERATORS)
FOR op = 1 TO 3 DO
op ← chooseRandomOperator()
IF (fitnessActualR[op] > fitnessActualR[operator]) THEN
operator ← op
END IF
END FOR
SWITCH(operator)
CASE 1: recomb ← Recombination1Point
CASE 2: recomb ← Recombination2Points
CASE 3: recomb ← Recombination4Points
CASE 4: recomb ← RecombinationUniform
CASE 5: recomb ← RecombinationExchangePositions
CASE 6: recomb ← RecombinationDifferential
END SWITCH
run(recomb, individual1, individual2)
fitPrevGensR [operator] ← fitPrevGensR [operator] +
max(fitIni1,fitIni2)–max(fitness(individual1),fitness (individual2))
numberOperationsR[operator] ← numberOperationsR[operator] + 1

Mutation
We implement four mutation operators: “Change direction”, “Change order”, “Change
direction-order”, and “Multiple”.
In “Change direction”, one gene is randomly selected and its direction is exchanged. In
“Change order”, two genes are randomly selected and their directions are exchanged. In
“Change direction-order”, in 70% of the cases, “Change direction” is applied, in the
remaining “Change order”.
We also apply a “Multiple” mutation operator to automatically select the best mutation
operator. A set of available mutation operators is initially established. The mutation set
contains the three mutation operators. In the initialisation phase, each mutation operator
has the same probability of being selected. From thereon and after each mutation, a
fitness value is assigned to the respective mutation operator, based on its contribution to
individual fitness. This operator fitness value is used for mutation selection. The
mutation operators are selected using a tournament selection. The program chooses two
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random operators where the operator with the highest fitness wins. After a predefined
number of mutations (NUM_PREV_OPS_MUT), the probabilities of each mutation
operator are updated based on their contributions.
The pseudo-code of the Multiple Mutation is detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 12. GAMO Multiple Mutation.

Vector numOperationsM– number of times where each
mutation operator is applied in previous generations.

fitIni ← fitness(individual)
Vector fitPrevGensM– total fitness achieved by each
IF (first time) THEN
initialise numberOperationsM mutation operator in previous generations.
initialise fitPrevGensM
Vector fitnessActualM– fitness achieved by each
initialise fitnessActualM
mutation operator considering the numOperationsM.
num_operations_totalM ← 0
ELSE
IF(num_operations_totalM = NUM_PREV_OPS_MUT) THEN
num_operations_totalM ← 0
FOR i=1 TO NUM_OPERATORS DO
fitnessActualM[i] ← fitPrevGensM [i] / numberOperationsM[i]
END FOR
initialise numberOperationsM
initialise fitPrevGensM
END IF
END IF
num_operations_totalM ← num_operations_totalM + 1
operator ← random(NUM_MUT_OPERATORS)
FOR op = 1 TO 2 DO
op ← chooseRandomOperator()
IF(fitnessActualM[op] > fitnessActualM[operator]) THEN
operator ← op
END IF
END FOR
SWITCH(operator)
CASE 1: mut ← MutationChangeDirection
CASE 2: mut ← MutationChangeOrder
CASE 3: mut ← MutationChangeDirectionOrder
END SWITCH
run(mut, individual)
fitPrevGensM [operator] ← fitPrevGensM [operator] + fitIni –
fitness(individual)
numberOperationsM[operator] ← numberOperationsM[operator] + 1

We have used crossover/mutation operators in the multiple operators that can be applied
to all kind of binary problems. Since the best crossover/mutation operators are highly
dependent of the problem or instance to be solved, the purpose is to extract the best
operators adapted to the instance resolution.
These multiple operators were also applied to the TAP by Bernardino et al. (2008f). In
our work was used the binary representation. TAP uses the integer representation.
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Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of generations (mi) is reached.
4.3.2.4.2

Experimental Studies

For the GAMO and the following algorithms used to solve the WRELP and the WRALP,
we only report the results obtained with instance Cb41 (instance with average difficulty)
for the WRALP (except for BPSO where the instance used is Cb32). For this instance,
using the GAMO were used 50 iterations.
In the tests carried out with the GAMO, it was verified that the selection method
“Tournament” obtains solutions with smaller fitness values and in a smaller execution
time (Fig. 20). The best crossover methods used are: “Uniform” and “Multiple” (like in
HDPSO – see Section 4.3.2.8) with probability in the range [0.6 - 0.9] (Fig. 21). The best
mutation strategy was “Multiple” with probability in the range [0.5 - 0.7] (Fig. 21).

Fig. 20. GAMO – Selection operators – Average fitness.

Fig. 21. GAMO – Crossover/ Mutation probabilities – Average fitness.

Like in other algorithms, for the GAMO, we used a growing number of individuals in the
initial population. The number was set to {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}. We studied the
impact on the execution time (Fig. 22b) and on the average fitness (Fig. 22a) using all
parameter combination. With a number of individuals between 200 and 300, the
algorithm reaches a good average fitness in a reasonable amount of time.
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Fig. 22. GAMO – Population size – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

4.3.2.5

Hybrid Differential Evolution with multiple strategy

DE algorithm was introduced by Storn and Price (1995). It is a method of mathematical
optimisation of multidimensional functions, and belongs to the class of EAs. DE explores
the candidate solutions encoded in chromosomes and iteratively exploits those with
better fitness until it reaches the stop condition (Storn and Price, 1997).
The HDE algorithm combines global and local search using an EA to perform
exploration, while the LS method performs exploitation. The combination of global and
local search is used in many successful global optimisation approaches. These types of
algorithms are known as Memetic Algorithms, Hybrid EAs, etc. (Moscato, 1989;
Thangaraj et al., 2011), and have been proved to be of practical success in several
problem domains. In this Thesis, we propose a HDE with a multiple strategy - HDEM to
solve WRELP and WRALP.
4.3.2.5.1

Algorithm description

DE is a population based algorithm like GAs, using similar operators: crossover,
mutation and selection. It resembles the structure of a GA, but differs in the generation of
new candidate solutions and by the use of a ‘greedy’ selection scheme. The main
difference in building solutions is that our implementation of the GA relies on the
crossover operation, while DE relies on the mutation operation. The algorithm uses the
mutation operation as a search mechanism, and the selection operation to direct the
search toward the prospective regions in the search space.
The DE algorithm also uses a non-uniform crossover. The crucial idea behind DE is a
scheme to generate trial parameter vectors. By using the components of the existing
population members to build trial vectors, the recombination operator effectively shuffles
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information about successful combinations, enabling the search for a better solution
space (Fig. 23).

Fig. 23. HDEM algorithm – Creating a new solution (Bernardino et al. 2010f).
Table 7. DE Strategies.

Name

Mutation

Rand1bin

Pi = ind1 + F * (ind2 – ind3)

Best1bin

Pi = best + F * (ind1 – ind2)

Rand2bin

Pi = ind1 + F * (ind2 + ind3 – ind4 – ind5)

Best2bin

Pi = best + F * (ind1 + ind2 – ind3 – ind4)

RandBest2Bin

Pi = old + F * ((best – old) + (ind1 – ind2))

Rand1exp

Pi = ind1 + F * (ind2 – ind3)

Best1exp

Pi = best + F * (ind1 – ind2)

Rand2exp

Pi = ind1 + F * (ind2 + ind3 – ind4 – ind5)

Best2exp

Pi = best + F * (ind1 + ind2 – ind3 – ind4)

RandBest2Exp Pi = old + F * ((best – old) + (ind1 – ind2))
Current2Rand

Pi = old + CR * (ind1 – old) + F * (ind2 – ind3)

Best3Bin

Pi = best + F * (ind1 + ind2 + ind3 – ind4 – ind5 – ind6)

RandRandBin

Pi = ind1 + z * (ind2 – ind3); z is N(0,1) Gaussian variable

There are several strategies with different approaches that can be used to solve the
loading problems (Table 7). DE has a specialized nomenclature that describes the
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adopted strategy. This takes the form of x/y/z, where x represents the solution to be
perturbed - “rand” (a randomly chosen solution) or “best” (the solution with the lowest
cost from the current population). The y is the number of difference vectors considered
for perturbation of x. Finally, z denotes the crossover scheme, bin for binomial and exp
for exponential.
The proposed HDEM algorithm can be summarised in the following pseudo-code steps:
Pseudo-code 13. HDE Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Solutions (suitable solutions for the problem)
While termination condition not met DO
Perform mutation and crossover operations using a defined strategy
(Table2) as explained in the DE algorithm (Price and Storn, 2005)
on all the population members:
Selection  For each parent, select three (or more) distinct
vectors randomly from the current population. The
selected vectors must not be the same as the parent
vector.
These
vectors
combine
to
produce
an
offspring
Mutation  Calculate new mutation vector using the formula of the
corresponding strategy selected initially
Crossover  Perform crossover using one of the two crossover
methods:
Bin
Binomial
crossover
or
Exp
–
Exponential crossover
Apply LS method
Evaluate new offspring and check if it is better or equal to the
parent. Replace the parent with offspring in the
next generation if the offspring is better or equal
to the parent, otherwise, the parent proceed to the
next generation
END WHILE
Output the best solution

The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.
Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: population size (np), crossover
constant (CR), scaling factor (F), strategy, and maximum number of generations (mi).
Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.
Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.
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Selection
Parameter vectors ind1, ind2, ind3, … (usually three, depending on the strategy chosen)
are selected from the population. Note that all vectors in this step are distinct from each
other.
Mutation
Basically, DE adds the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third
vector to create a mutated vector Pi (Table 7, Fig. 23). F is the mutation factor and is
selected between 0 and 2.
Crossover
At the recombination step, new individuals are created by combining the mutated vector
with the old individual vector (parent). The combination takes place according to the
applied strategy (Price et al., 2005).
After recombination, if a gene (pair) of the final test individual (Fig. 23) has a value
outside of the allowed range [0, 1], it is necessary to apply the following transformation:
Pseudo-code 14. HDEM Gene value transformation.
IF currentValuegene > 1 THEN
currentValuegene ← 1
ELSE
IF currentValuegene < 0 THEN
currentValuegene ← 0
END IF
END IF

Multiple Strategy
Based on preliminary observations of the performance of the strategies we verify that the
best strategies are the binomial ones (see Section 4.3.2.5.2), but to solve some instances,
some strategies are better than others. To automatically select the best strategy, we create
a new “Multiple” strategy. In “Multiple” strategy, a set of available strategies is initially
established. The strategy set contains the best six binomial strategies applicable to the
problems. In the initialisation phase, each strategy has the same probability of being
selected. From thereon and after each generation, a fitness value is assigned to the
respective strategy based on its contribution to the individual’s fitness. This fitness value
is used for strategy selection. The strategies are selected using a tournament selection.
The application chooses three random strategies and the strategy with the highest fitness
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wins. After a predefined number of generations (NUMPREVGENS), the probabilities of
each strategy are updated based on their contribution in the last generations.
The pseudo-code of the Multiple Strategy is detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 15. HDEM Multiple Strategy.
fitIni ← fitness(individual)
Vector numGensS – number of times where each
IF (first time) THEN
initialise numGensS
strategy is applied in previous generations.
initialise fitPrevGens
initialise fitnessActual
Vector fitPrevGens – total fitness achieved by each
numGens ← 0
strategy in previous generations.
END IF
ELSE
IF (numGens = NUMPREVGENS) THEN
numGens ← 0
FOR i=1 TO NUMSTRATEGIES DO
fitnessActual[i] ← fitPrevGens[i] / numGensS[i]
END FOR
initialise numGensS
initialise fitPrevGens
END IF
END IF
numGens ← numGens + 1
strat ← random(NUMSTRATEGIES)
FOR op = 1 TO 3 DO
op ← random(NUMSTRATEGIES)
IF (fitnessActual[op] > fitnessActual[strat]) THEN
strat ← op
END IF
END FOR
SWITCH(strat)
CASE 1: st ← Best1Bin()
CASE 2: st ← Best2Bin()
CASE 3: st ← Best3Bin()
CASE 4: st ← Rand1Bin()
CASE 5: st ← Rand2Bin()
CASE 6: st ← RandBest2Bin()
END SWITCH
run(st, individual)
fitEnd ← fitness(individual)
fitPrevGens[strat] ← fitPrevGens[strat] + fitIni – fitEnd
numGensS[strat] ← numGensS[strat] + 1

An identical multiple strategy was also applied with success to TAP by Bernardino et al.
(2010f), using a different set of strategies.
Local Search
HDEM uses a DE algorithm to explore several regions of the search space and it
simultaneously incorporates a mechanism (LS) to enhance the search around some
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selected regions (Fig. 23). The LS algorithm by itself explores the solution space making
specific moves in its neighbourhood. It only applies a partial neighbourhood
examination. Some pairs of the solution are selected and their directions are exchanged
(partial search). The LS only accepts neighbourhoods that improve the actual solution
(deterministic). This method can be summarised in the following pseudo-code steps:
Pseudo-code 16. HDEM Local Search.
FOR t=0 TO numberPairs / 4 DO
p1 ← random (number of pairs)
p2 ← random (number of pairs)
N ← neighbourhoods of ACTUAL-SOLUTION (one neighbourhood results of
interchange the direction of p1 and/or p2)
SOLUTION ← FindBest (N)
IF ACTUAL-SOLUTION is worst than SOLUTION THEN
ACTUAL-SOLUTION ← SOLUTION
END IF
END FOR

The performance of the child vector and its parent is compared and the best one is
selected, as shown in Fig. 23. If the parent is still better, it is maintained in the
population.
Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of generations (mi) is reached.
More information on DE can be found in Price et al. (2005), and in Differential
Evolution Website.
4.3.2.5.2

Experimental Studies

To perform a comparison between parameters of the HDEM, were used 50 iterations,
like in the GA.
The best results obtained with HDEM use crossover probability (CR) and factor (F)
between [0.4 - 0.6] and [0.2 - 1], respectively (Fig. 24). The tests carried out
demonstrated that the strategies with the best results are the binomial ones (Fig. 25). The
“Multiple” strategy obtains a higher percentage of best-known solutions (Fig. 26). A
great advantage of the proposed “Multiple” strategy is that, through its execution, it
allows to select the strategies that are better adapted to the problem resolution.
When using the correct combination of parameters, the “Best1Bin” and “Multiple”
strategies obtain the best solution in almost all executions. We did not observe significant
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changes in the executing time using different strategies.

Fig. 24. HDEM – Crossover/ Factor F probabilities – Average Fitness.

Fig. 25. HDEM – Strategies – Average Fitness.

Fig. 26. HDEM – Population size/ Strategies – Percentage of best-known solutions.

For the HDEM, we used a growing number of individuals in the initial population. The
number of individuals was set to {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}. We studied the impact on
the number of best-known solutions obtained (Fig. 26) using all combination of
parameters. We also studied the impact on the average fitness and execution time using
the strategy “Best1Bin”. With a number of individuals between 100 and 200, the
algorithm reaches a good number of best-known solutions in a reasonable amount of time
(Fig. 27). We also verify that with only 50 individuals in the population and with the
correct combination of parameters, the algorithm reaches almost always the best-known
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solution.

Fig. 27. HDEM – Population size – Average Fitness (a)/ Average Time (b).

4.3.2.6

Hybrid Ant Colony Optimisation

ACO is a population-based optimisation method to solve hard CO problems. The first
ACO algorithm was presented by Dorigo, Maniezzo and Colorni (1991, 1996), Dorigo
(1991) and since then, many diverse variants of the basic principle have been reported in
literature (ACO Website).
ACO is essentially a system based on agents that simulate the natural behaviour of ants,
including mechanisms of cooperation and adaptation. This metaheuristic has shown to be
both robust and versatile. In this Thesis, we present an ACO algorithm coupled with a LS
– Hybrid ACO (HACO) to solve WRLPs. Our algorithm is based on the algorithm
proposed by Gambardella et al. (1999) to solve the Quadratic Assignment Problem
(QAP). The HACO uses pheromone trail information to perform modifications on WRLP
solutions, unlike traditional ant systems that use pheromone trail information to construct
complete solutions.
4.3.2.6.1

Algorithm description

In real life, ants indirectly communicate among them (with each other) by depositing
pheromone trails on the ground, influencing the decision processes of other ants. This
simple form of communication between individual ants causes complex behaviours and
capabilities of the colony as a whole. The real ants behaviour is transposed into an
algorithm by making an analogy between:
•

The real ants search and the set of feasible solutions to the problem;

•

The amount of food in a source and the fitness function;
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The pheromone trail and an adaptive memory (Gambardella et al., 1999).

The pheromone trails in ACO serve as a distributed, numerical information which the
ants use to probabilistically construct solutions to the problem to be solved and which
they adapt during the algorithm execution to reflect their search experience.
Gambardella et al. (1999) present a Hybrid Ant colony System coupled with a LS that
uses pheromone trail information to perform modifications on QAP solutions
(HAS_QAP). The simplest way to exploit the ants search experience is to make the
pheromone updating process a function of the solution quality achieved by each
particular ant. In HACO, only the best solution found during the search process
contributes to pheromone trail updating. This makes the search more aggressive and
requires less time to reach good solutions. Moreover, this has been strengthened by an
intensification mechanism that allows it to return to previous best solutions (Gambardella
et al., 1999). The algorithm proposed by Gambardella et al. (1999) also performs a
diversification mechanism after performing a predefined number of iterations without
improving the best solution found so far. This algorithm was applied with success to the
TAP by Bernardino et al. (2009c). In our work, we made several adaptations, since our
problems use the binary representation. We also verified that in our implementation of
the HACO algorithm the diversification mechanism does not produce better solutions,
mainly due to the LS method used.
The main steps of the HACO algorithm are given below:
Pseudo-code 17. Hybrid HACO Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Solutions (ants)
Evaluate Solutions
Apply Local Search Procedure
Evaluate Solutions
Initialise Pheromone Trails
WHILE termination condition not met DO
FOR each Solution in Population
Modify Solution using Pheromone Trails
Evaluate Solution
Apply Local Search Procedure
Evaluate Solution
Apply Intensification Mechanism
END FOR
Update Pheromone Trails
END WHILE
Output the best solution

In the following subsections, we describe each step of the HACO algorithm.
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Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of ants (na), value used to
initialise the pheromone trails (Q), probability exploration/exploitation (q), pheromone
evaporation rate (x1), pheromone influence rate (x2), number of modifications (nm), and
maximum number of iterations (mi).
Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.
Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.
Initialisation of pheromone trails
The set of pheromone trails is maintained in a matrix T of size 2*m, where each Tij
measures the desirability of assigning the direction i to the pair j. All pheromone trails Tij
are set to the same value (Eq. 10).
T0 = 1/(Q * Fitness(G))

(10)

G is the best solution found so far and Q a parameter (Gambardella et al., 1999).

Modification of solutions
The algorithm performs nm modifications. A modification consists in assigning a
direction d to a pair p. First, a pair p is randomly chosen (between 1 and m) and after a
direction d is chosen (clockwise or counterclockwise). A random number x is generated
between 0 and 1. If x is smaller than q (parameter), the best direction d is chosen in a way
that Tdp is the maximum. This policy consists in exploiting the pheromone trail.
If x is higher than q, the direction d is chosen with a probability proportional to the values
contained in the pheromone trail. This consists in exploring the solution space.
Local Search
The LS algorithm applies a partial neighbourhood examination. Some pairs of the
solution are selected and their directions are exchanged (partial search). This method is
the same used in HDEM (see Section 4.3.2.5.1).
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Intensification mechanism
The intensification mechanism allows exploring the neighbourhood in a more complete
way, and allows it to return to the previous best solutions. If the intensification is active
and the solution V in the beginning of the iteration is better, the ant comes back to the
initial solution V. The intensification is activated when the best solution found so far has
been improved, and remains active while at least one ant succeeds on improving its
solution during the iteration.
Pheromone trails update
To speed-up the convergence, the pheromone trails are updated by taking into account
only the best solution found so far (Gambardella et al., 1999). The pheromone trails are
updated using Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.
Tij = (1 - x1) * Tij

0<x1<1

TiGi = TiGi + x2/fitness(G)

0<x2<1

(11)
(12)

x1 is a parameter that controls the evaporation of the pheromone trail, and x2 is a

parameter that controls the influence of the best solution G in the pheromone trail.
Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
More information about ACO can be found in Ant Colony Optimisation Website.
4.3.2.6.2

Experimental Studies

We perform comparisons between all parameters of the HACO using the instance Cb41
with 100 iterations to obtain the best combination of parameters.

Fig. 28. HACO – Parameter values – Average fitness (a)/ Number of best-known solutions (b).

The best results obtained with HACO use nm between m/4 and m/5 (m = number of
pairs), x1>0.6 and x2>0.7, Q=100, q >0.7 (Fig. 28) and number of ants = [30, 40]. The
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correct combinations of parameters proved to be good and robust for the problems tested.
In our experiments, we use a growing number of ants. The number of ants was set to {10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. We studied the impact on the execution time, the
average fitness and the number of best-known solutions using all parameter combination.
A higher number of ants significantly increases the algorithm execution time (Fig. 29a).

Fig. 29. HACO – Number of Ants – Average time (a)/ Number of best-known solutions (b).

With 30 and 40 ants, the algorithm can reach, in a reasonable amount of time, a good
number of best-known solutions (Fig. 29b), and a good average fitness (Fig. 30a). With a
higher number of ants, the algorithm can reach a better average fitness (Fig. 30a), but it is
more time consuming.

Fig. 30. HACO – Number of Ants – Average fitness (a)/ Convergence (b).

We also observe that a small number of ants allows an initial faster convergence, but a
worse final result, following an increased amount of suboptimal values (Fig. 30b). This
can be explained, because the quality of the initial best-located solution, depends highly
on the population size. It is necessary a bigger population diversity to avoid premature
stagnation.
For parameter nm, the number of swaps executed using pheromone trail information, nm
between [m/5 - m/4] has been shown experimentally more efficient (Fig. 31). In our
experiments, nm was set to {15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40}. In the case of a high nm the resulting
permutation tends to be closer to the best solution used to perform global pheromone trail
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updating, which makes it more difficult to generate new improving solutions. A high nm
has also a significant impact on the execution time (Fig. 31). On the other hand, a small
nm did not allow the system to escape from local minima, because after the LS, the

resulting solution was, in most cases, the same as the starting permutation.

Fig. 31. HACO – Number of modifications – Number of best-known solutions (a)/ Average time (b).

4.3.2.7

Particle Swarm Optimisation Algorithms

The PSO is a randomised, population-based optimisation method that was inspired by the
flocking behaviour of birds and human social interactions. This technique was developed
by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995, and it has been successfully applied to several realworld problems (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995). There is
little literature reported regarding its application to loading problems.
PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as GAs.
The system is initialised with a population of random solutions and searches for optimal
solutions by updating the generations. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly
through the problems' solution space following the current optimum particles. Whether
continuous or discrete, the original and most essential idea of PSO is: difference in
position leads to velocity and velocity leads to search.
We implement four variants of PSO to solve the WRLP. These variants are extensions of
the basic PSO, and were developed to solve discrete binary problems. In the following
subsections, we describe the basic PSO and the four variants used in our study.
In this Thesis we also propose a DPSO- a PSO redefined and modified by introducing
genetic operators, such as crossover and mutation to update the particles. This algorithm
is described in Section 4.3.2.8.
More information about PSO can be found in (Eberhart and Shi, 2001; PSO Website).
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4.3.2.7.1

Algorithms description

4.3.2.7.1.1

Basic Particle Swarm Optimisation
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The basic PSO is initialised with a group of random particles (solutions), and then
searches for optima by updating generations. In every iteration, each particle is updated
by following two "best" values. The first one is the best solution (fitness) it has achieved
so far. This value is called Pbest. Another "best" value that is tracked by the particle
swarm optimiser is the best value, obtained so far by any particle in the population. This
best value is a global best, and it is called Gbest. After finding the two best values, the
particle updates its velocity and positions.
To improve the performance of the PSO algorithms developed, we apply a separate LS
process to refine individuals.
The Hybrid PSO algorithm can be summarised in the following steps:
Pseudo-code 18. Hybrid PSO Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Solutions (particles)
Evaluate Solutions (fitness of each particle)
Update Best Position of each particle
Update Global Best Position
WHILE termination condition not met DO
Create a new population by repeating following steps until the new
population is complete:
Calculate particle velocity
Update particle position
Apply Local Search
Evaluate Solution
Update Best Position of each particle
Update Global Best Position
END WHILE
Output the best solution

Bellow we describe the steps of the HPSO algorithm.
Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of particles (np), inertia
weight (w), two constant numbers - which are often called the acceleration coefficients or
learning factors (C1 and C2), and maximum number of iterations (mi).
Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.
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Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.
Updating the positions
Supposing that the searching space is D-dimensional and the p particles form a swarm,
each particle is looked as a point in the D-dimensional space, and the ith particle
represents a D-dimensional vector Xi=(Xi1, Xi2,…, XiD).
According to the fitness value, the particle is updated by the corresponding operators to
move towards the best area, until the best point is found. In the iterative process, each
particle’s previous best position is remembered and denoted Pbesti=(Pi1, Pi2,…, PiD), and
the globally best position in the whole swarm is recorded as Gbest=(G1, G2,…, GD).
The ith particle’s “flying” velocity is also a D-dimensional vector, represented as Vi=(Vi1,
Vi2,…, VpD) (i= 1, 2,…, p).

At each step, the velocity of all particles is adjusted as a sum of its local best value,
global best value and its present velocity, multiplied by the three parameters W, C1 and
C2 respectively - demonstrated in Eq. 13; where the position of each particle is also

modified by adding its velocity to the current position, see Eq. 14.
t
t -1
t -1
t -1
t -1
t -1
Vij = w × Vij + C1 × r1 × (Pij − X ij ) + C 2 × r2 × (G j − X ij )

(13)

t
t -1
t -1
X ij = X ij + Vij

(14)

t represents the iteration number and r1, r2 are two random numbers selected from a

uniform distribution in [0.0–1.0].
Local Search
We use the same LS algorithm applied in HDEM (see Section 4.3.2.5.1).
Updating the Best Position
Pbest and Gbest (best position and global best position) were calculated using the

notation of Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). The best positions are updated by taking into
account the fitness of the particle X it , and also the fitness of the previous best
position Pbest it −1 . The personal best position of each particle is updated using Eq. 15.
t
Pbest i =

 Pbest it −1
 t
 X i

t −1
t
if(fitness (Pbest i
) ≤ fitness(X i ))
t −1
t
if(fitness (Pbest i
) > fitness(X i ))

(15)
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Updating the Global Best Position
The global best position is updated by taking into account the fitness of the best particle
position Pbestit , and the fitness of the previous global best position Gbest t −1 . The global
best position found so far in the swarm population is obtained using Eq. 16.

Gbest t −1

Gbest = 
t
PbestiMinFitness

t −1

t
) ≤ min Fitness(Pbest i..p ))

t −1

t
) > min Fitness(Pbest i..p ))

if(fitness(Gbest

t

if(fitness(Gbest

(16)

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
4.3.2.7.1.2

Discrete Binary Particle Swarm Optimisation

As the basic PSO operates in continuous and real number space, it cannot be used to
optimise a pure discrete binary combinational problem. To handle this problem, Kennedy
and Eberhart (1997) proposed a discrete binary PSO (DBPSO) algorithm, where the
particles take the values of binary vectors of length p, and the velocity defines the
probability of bit Xij to take the value 0 or 1.
The algorithm steps are the same ones of basic PSO. The only difference is in updating
the particles. DBPSO reserved the updating formula of the velocity (see Eq. 13), while
the velocity was constrained to the interval [0.0, 1.0] by a limiting transformation
function, which means that, the particle changes its bit value by Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 in
PBPSO.
S ( Vij ) = 1 /( 1 + e

−Vij

)

 1 if rand () ≤ S ( Vij )
X ij = 
 0 otherwise

(17)
(18)

The value of rand() is drawn from the interval [0.0, 1.0], and the function S(v) is a
sigmoid limiting transformation.
4.3.2.7.1.3

Constriction Coefficient Particle Swarm Optimisation

The constriction coefficient (CCPSO) was introduced by Clerc and Kennedy (2002) as an
outcome of a theoretical analysis of swarm dynamics. In this algorithm, the main
difference between the basic PSO is that velocities are constricted using Eq. 19.
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Vijt = κ × ( vijt −1 + ϕ 1 × r1 × ( Pijt −1 − X ijt −1 )
+ ϕ 2 × r2 × ( G tj−1 − X ijt −1 ))

(19)

κ is the constriction factor determined from Eq. 20 and Eq. 21.

ϕ = ϕ1 + ϕ 2 ; ϕ > 4
κ=

(20)

2
2 − ϕ − ϕ 2 − 4ϕ

(21)

However it should be noted that Clerc’s velocity (Eq. 19) is a special case of the original
velocity (Eq. 13) where the constants w, C1 and C2 are chosen according to (Eq. 20) and
(Eq. 21).
This algorithm also uses Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 to exchange the bit values of the particles.

4.3.2.7.1.4

Modified Discrete Binary Particle Swarm Optimisation

According to an information sharing mechanism of PSO, a modified discrete PSO
(MBPSO) was proposed by Shen and Jiang (2004) as follows - the velocity vij of every
individual is a random number in the range of [0.0, 1.0]; the resulting change in position
is then defined by the rule Eq. 22.
if ( 0 < Vij < α then X ijt = X ijt -1
if ( 0 < Vij < 1 2 ( 1 + α ) then X ijt = Pij

(22)

if ( 1 2 ( 1 + α ) < Vij < 1 then X ijt = G j

α is a random value in the range of [0.0, 1.0] named static probability.
To circumvent convergence to local optima and to improve the ability of the modified
PSO algorithm to overcome local optima, 5% of particles are randomly selected, and
each site of the selected particles has a probability of 0.5 to vary the value in a stochastic
manner.
Using decreasing static probability and some percent of randomly fling particles to
overcome local optima, the MBPSO continues having satisfactory converging
characteristics.

4.3.2.7.1.5

Probability Binary Particle Swarm Optimisation

Wang et al. (2008) propose a novel probability binary PSO (PBPSO). In PBPSO, a novel
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updating strategy is adopted to update the swarm and to search the global solution. The
variant equations Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 are reserved for iterative evolution in PBPSO, and it
is used a different formula to determine a binary bit pxij (see Eq. 23 and Eq. 24).
L( X ij ) = ( X ij − R min ) /( Rmax − Rmin )

(23)

 1 if rand () ≤ L( X ij )
pX ij = 
 0 otherwise

(24)

L(X) is a linear function, its output value belongs to (0,1); rand() is a stochastic number
selected from a uniform distribution in [0.0, 1.0]; and [Rmax, Rmin] is a predefined range
for gaining the probability value with L(X) function.
Compared to DBPSO, now the vector Xi is a real number vector rather than the binary
vector. To obtain a probability value distributed in [0.0, 1.0], it is used the linear function

L(X) to calculate it, which determines pxij to be 1 or 0. The binary vector pXi = (pXi1,
pXi2… pXiD) can be worked out, and then we can apply this binary vector into the CO
problem.

4.3.2.7.2

Experimental Studies

Since its conception, much work has been done to understand and develop the ideal
parameters for PSO implementation. The goal was to develop an algorithm with an
optimal balance between global exploration and exploitation of local optima. One of the
first issues encountered during PSO implementation was the ability to control the search
space explored by the swarm. Early work done by the DBPSO developers (mostly trial
and error) suggested that the best choice for C1 and C2 is 2.0 for each one (Eberhart and
Shi, 2001). This essentially became a standard in literature until recent results questioned
the values. Several values of inertial weights have been suggested, attempting to strike a
balance between global exploration and local exploitation. Larger inertial weights tend to
encourage global exploration. Conversely, a small inertial weight encourages local
exploitation (Eberhart and Shi, 2001). Eberhart and Shi (2001) suggested varying the
inertial weight linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 over the course of the run. It is necessary to be
careful when choosing a reasonable number of iterations. If the maximum number of
iterations is too large, the PSO may stagnate, waiting for the decrease in inertial weight
to begin exploitating of the minimum. Likewise, too little iteration could result in
exploitation of local optima before the swarm has had time to adequately explore the
solution space and to find the greater global minimum.
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Parametric studies, using CCPSO, have suggested that the optimal choice for φ1 and φ2
is 2.8 and 1.3, respectively (Carlisle and Doizier, 2001).
Shen and Jiang (2004) consider α=0.5 when using MBPSO. Static probability α,
normally starts with a value of 0.5 and decreases to 0.33 when the iteration terminates.
In the work of Wang et al. (2008), small values of Rmax and Rmin are harmful to
PBPSO, since the algorithm cannot perform well meticulous search, and the optimisation
results are the poorest in the tests made. The simulation results, in their work, showed
that Rmin=-50 and Rmax=50 may be encouraged for PBPSO, since with these values the
authors achived the best optimisation results. This was not the case in our tests (see Fig.
32a). Our PBPSO obtains the best results with small values.

Fig. 32. LS-PBPSO – Parameter values – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

Population size is another parameter that needs a careful selection. While providing the
most thorough exploration of the solution space, large populations increase the cost of
more fitness evaluations and computation time. For the PSO, it has been found that
relatively small populations can sufficiently explore a solution space while avoiding
excessive fitness evaluations. Parametric studies have found that a population size of
about 30 is ideal for many problems (Carlisle and Doizier, 2001).
Obviously, the parameters of the PSO variants will seriously affect the real optimisation
performance (see Fig. 32b). To identify the best PSO variants, we studied and tested all
the combination of parameters for the different variants. Previous works have proven that
the traditional values of parameters in PSO can keep algorithm work well, but since this
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problem has a different specificity we performed a new parameter study using the test
instance Cb32 (see Table 8) with mi=100.
Table 8. PSO - Best combination of parameters.

Problem
Parameters
DBPSO 0.5<w<0.9 0.8<C1=C2≤2 Descend ={true,false}
MBPSO 0.5<α<0.7
Descend = {true,false}
CCPSO
0.6<φ1<3.2
1.2<φ2<3.3
PBPSO
-20≤Rmin≤-1
1≤Rmax≤20

With or without varying linearly the inertial weight/α at the course of the run the results
produced are very similar. We also studied the impact of the population size on the
execution time, the average fitness and the number of best-known solutions found. The
results have shown that with 30 particles, the algorithms can reach, in a reasonable
amount of time, a high number of optimal solutions.

Fig. 33. PSO – Variants – Average number of iterations (a)/ Average time (b).

Fig. 34. PSO – Variants – Percentage of best-known solutions.

In comparison, when using the best parameter values and taking into consideration only
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the best-known solutions obtained, the LS-PSO variants use a smaller number of
iterations to reach the best-known solutions and the LS-PBPSO variant is the fastest
algorithm (see Fig. 33).
Table 9. PSO – Variants – Results – run times and number of iterations.

DBPSO
T
I
Cb11 <0.001 <5
Cb12 <0.001 <5
Cb13 <0.001
1
Cb21 <0.001 <15
Cb22 <0.001 <10
Cb23 <0.001 <5
Cb31
<0.3 <50
Cb32 <0.001 <15
Cb33 <0.001 <12
Cb41
<1
<130
Cb42
<0.2 <45
Cb43 <0.001 <10
Cb51
<1
<350
Cb52
<0.5 <250
Cb53 <0.05 <40
Cb61
<4 <1200
Cb62
<1.5 <200
Cb63
<0.2 <50
MBPSO
Instance
T
I
Cb11 <0.001 <5
Cb12 <0.001 <5
Cb13 <0.001
1
Cb21 <0.001 <60
Cb22 <0.001 <30
Cb23 <0.001 <10
Cb31
<0.3 <150
Cb32 <0.001 <30
Cb33 <0.001 <15
Cb41
<1.5 <400
Cb42
<0.3 <150
Cb43 <0.001 <30
Cb51
<3
<750
Cb52
<0.5 <250
Cb53
<0.3 <150
Cb61
<7 <2000
Cb62
<2
<400
Cb63
<0.3 <65
Instance

LS-DBPSO
T
I
<0.001 <5
<0.001 <3
<0.001 1
<0.001 <15
<0.001 <10
<0.001 <3
<0.3 <30
<0.001 <10
<0.001 <5
<0.5 <70
<0.1 <20
<0.001 <7
<1.5 <150
<0.2 <40
<0.1 <25
<5 <250
<0.75 <60
<0.2 <20
LS-MBPSO
T
I
<0.001 <3
<0.001 <3
<0.001 1
<0.001 <20
<0.001 <10
<0.001 <3
<0.3 <40
<0.001 <15
<0.001 <10
<0.5 <72
<0.1 <30
<0.001 <10
<2 <140
<0.3 <40
<0.3 <20
<7 <300
<0.75 <60
<0.15 <20

CCPSO
T
I
<0.001 <5
<0.001 <5
<0.001
1
<0.001 <20
<0.001 <15
<0.001 <5
<0.3 <80
<0.001 <20
<0.001 <12
<1
<250
<0.5 <110
<0.001 <15
<1.5 <600
<0.3 <100
<0.1 <70
<6 <1500
<2
<250
<0.1 <78
PBPSO
T
I
<0.001 <5
<0.001 <5
<0.001
1
<0.001 <15
<0.001 <5
<0.001 <5
<0.2 <30
<0.001 <10
<0.001 <10
<0.5 <90
<0.1 <40
<0.001 <6
<1
<500
<0.1 <100
<0.05 <40
<4 <1200
<0.6 <400
<0.1 <25

LS- CCPSO
T
I
<0.001 <3
<0.001 <3
<0.001 1
<0.001 <20
<0.001 <10
<0.001 <3
<0.3 <60
<0.001 <12
<0.001 <5
<1 <100
<0.3 <40
<0.001 <10
<2 <200
<0.4 <50
<0.1 <30
<6 <400
<1.5 <100
<0.15 <30
LS-PBPSO
T
I
<0.001 <2
<0.001 <2
<0.001 1
<0.001 <15
<0.001 <3
<0.001 <3
<0. 1 <20
<0.001 <8
<0.001 <5
<0.2 <40
<0.075 <20
<0.001 <5
<0.75 <70
<0.1 <25
<0,01 <15
<2 <100
<0.4 <40
<0.075 <15

The main advantage of including the LS algorithm is that it obtains almost always a good
solution with the correct combination of parameters. In 100 executions with the best
combination of parameters and the same number of iterations, it obtains a higher number
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of optimal solutions, as it can be seen in Fig. 34.
To establish the best PSO variant, all variants were tested using randomly initial
solutions and deterministic initial solutions. Table 9 presents the best-obtained results.
The first column represents the instance number (Instance), and the remaining columns
show the results obtained (T – run time in seconds, and I – number of iterations). The run
time corresponds to the average time that the algorithms need to obtain the best-known
solution. For each instance/variant, were performed 100 executions and the average
computation time of the algorithms was calculated using the 20 best results. For the
executions, were used different seeds and we just considered the best combination of
parameters. All the algorithms reached the optimal solution for all test instances.

4.3.2.8

Hybrid Discrete Particle Swarm Optimisation

The DPSO algorithm was proposed by Pan et al. (2008) to solve the no-wait flowshop
scheduling problem. The algorithm updates the particle position, based on discrete
permutations (Guner and Sevkli, 2008; Tasgetiren et al., 2007).
In this Thesis, we present a Hybrid DPSO algorithm (HDPSO) – a population-based
optimisation method coupled with a LS method. Our work presents the first application
of HDPSO to solve the WRELP and WRALP. The algorithm HDPSO can be
summarised in the following steps:
Pseudo-code 19. HDPSO Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Solutions (particles)
Evaluate Solutions (fitness of each particle)
WHILE termination condition not met DO
Create a new population by repeating following steps until the new
population is complete:
Update position using the genetic operators
Evaluate Solution
Apply LS method
Evaluate Solution
Update Best Position of each particle
Update Global Best Position
END WHILE
Output the best solution

The HDPSO presented in this Thesis uses a different algorithm model in comparison
with the other variants implemented (Section 4.3.2.7). Below we explain the steps that
are different from the basic formulation.
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Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of particles (np), mutation
probability (w), mutation operator (F1), crossover probabilities (C1 and C2), crossover
operators (F2 and F3), and maximum number of iterations (mi).

Updating the positions
Standard PSO equations cannot be used to generate binary/discrete values, since the
positions are real-valued. Pan et al. (2008) have presented a DPSO optimisation
algorithm to tackle the discrete spaces. The particles are updated using Eq. 25.
t
t −1
t −1
t −1
X i = C2 ⊕ F3(C1 ⊕ F2(w ⊕ F1(X i ), Pi
), G
)

(25)

Given that λj, and δi are two temporary particles, the update equation consists of three
operators:
•

The first operator is λit = w ⊕ F1(X it −1 ) , where F1 represents the destruction and
construction operator (mutation) with the probability of w. In other words, a uniform
random number r is generated between 0 and 1. If r is less than w, then the
destruction and construction operator is applied to generate a perturbed particle by

•

t
t −1
t
t −1
λi = F1(X i ) , otherwise, the current particle is kept as λi = X i .
The second operator is δit = C1 ⊕ F2(λit , Pit −1 ) , where F2 represents the crossover
operator with the probability of C1. Note that λit and Pit −1 will be the first and

second parents for the crossover operator, respectively. It results either in
t
t t −1
t
t
δi = F2(λi , Pi
) or in δi = λi , depending on the choice of a uniform random

number.
•

The third operator is X it = c2 ⊕ F3(δit , G t −1 ) , where F3 represents the crossover
operator with the probability of C2. Note that δit and G t −1 will be the first and
second parents for the crossover operator, respectively. It results either in
t
t t −1
t
t
X i = F3(δi , G
) or X i = δi , depending on the choice of a uniform random number.

For the crossover (F2 and F3) and for the mutation (F1), were used the same operators
used in the GA.

4.3.2.8.1

Experimental Studies

We perform comparisons between all parameters of the algorithm using all instances and
50 iterations. The results reported here were obtained using the instance Cb41.
The best results obtained with HDPSO use C1 > 0.6, C2 between 0.5 and 0.7, and w
between 0.1 and 0.5 (Fig. 35, Fig. 36, Fig. 37). The results shown in Fig. 35, Fig. 36 and
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Fig. 37 were produced using NP=40, crossover “Uniform” and mutation “Change
Direction”.

Fig. 35. HDPSO – C1 parameter – Average fitness (a)/ Number of best-known solutions (b).

Fig. 36. HDPSO – C2 parameter – Average fitness (a)/ Number of best-known solutions (b).

Fig. 37. HDPSO – w parameter – Average fitness (a)/ Number of best-known solutions (b).

In our experiments, for the HDPSO, we used a growing number of particles. This number
was set to {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. We studied the impact on the average
fitness (Fig. 38), execution time (Fig. 39) and the number of best-known solutions (Fig.
40) using all combination of parameters.
We observed that a small number of particles allows an initial faster convergence, but a
worse final result, following an increased amount of suboptimal values. With a number
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of particles between 30 and 60, the algorithm reaches a good number of best-known
solutions in a reasonable amount of time. With a higher number of particles, the
algorithm can reach a better average fitness, however it is more time consuming (Fig.
39). With the LS algorithm, the HDPSO produces a better average fitness (Fig. 38). The
time increases with the application of the LS algorithm, however the overall performance
is improved (Fig. 39). Without the LS method and even with 500 iterations, the algorithm
achieved a worst average fitness (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38. HDPSO – Number of particles/ LS method – Average fitness.

Fig. 39. HDPSO – Number of particles/ LS method – Average time.

The best crossover operators (F2 and F3) are: “Uniform” and “Multiple”. The best
mutation operators are “Multiple” and “Change Direction” (F1). With these operators,
the algorithm can reach a better average fitness (Fig. 41, np=40) and can also produce a
higher number of solutions (Fig. 42, np=40). With the multiple operators, independently
of the problem or instance to be solved if the chosen crossover/mutation operators are the
multiple, there is the guarantee that the best crossover/mutation operators will be selected
(based on their contributions to the fitness values). We also observed that the
combination of multiple mutation operators during the execution provides a positive
impact on the fitness of the solutions.
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Fig. 40. HDPSO – Number of particles – Number of best-known solutions obtained.

Fig. 41. HDPSO – Crossover/ Mutation operators – Average fitness.

We did not observe significant changes in the execution time using different
crossover/mutation operators.

Fig. 42. HDPSO – Crossover/ Mutation operators – Number of best-known solutions.
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Artificial Bee Colony

ABC was proposed by Karaboga (2005) for optimising numerical problems. The minimal
model of swarm-intelligent forage selection in a honey bee colony, that ABC algorithm
adopts, consists of three kinds of bees: employed bees, onlooker bees, and scout bees
(ABC Website; Basturk and Karaboga, 2006; Karaboga and Akay, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c;
Karaboga and Basturk, 2007a, 2007b, 2008). While onlookers and employed bees carry
out, in the search space, the exploitation process, the scout bees control the exploration
process (Karaboga and Akay, 2009c).
Our work presents the first application of ABC to solve the WRELP and WRALP.

4.3.2.9.1

Algorithm description

Employed bees are responsible for exploiting the nectar sources and giving information
to the other waiting bees (onlooker bees) in the hive about the quality of the food source
site which they are exploiting. Onlooker bees wait in the hive and decide a food source to
exploit depending on the information shared by the employed bees. Scouts randomly
search the environment in order to find a new food source depending on an internal
motivation or possible external clues or randomly.
The main steps of the ABC algorithm applied to the WRALP are detailed below:
Pseudo-code 20. ABC Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Initialise Employed Bee Colony
Evaluate Employed Bees
WHILE number of iterations < Max number of iterations DO
Employed Bees Phase:
FOR each Employed Bee in Colony DO
Apply Local Search Procedure
Evaluate Employed Bee
Compute Probabilities
END FOR
Onlooker Bees Phase:
FOR each Employed Bee in Colony DO
Compute number of Onlooker Bees
FOR each Onlooker Bee in Colony DO
Apply Neighbourhood Search
Evaluate Onlooker Bee
IF fitness(Onlooker)<fitness(Employed Bee) THEN
Replace Employed Bee
END IF
END FOR
END FOR
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Scout Bees Phase:
Create Scout Bees
Replace worst Employed Bees with Scout Bees
Memorise Best Solution (Bee)

Bellow we describe the steps of the ABC algorithm.

Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of employed bees (ne),
number of onlooker bees (no>ne), number of attempts (na), and maximum number of
iterations (mi).

Initialisation of Employed Bee Colony
In our implementation, the number of employed bees is exactly the number of solutions
in the population. The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic
form, using the SPA. See Section 4.3.1 for more details.

Evaluation of Employed Bees
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.

Employed Bees Phase
In ABC, an employed bee produces a modification on the position (solution) in her
memory, depending on the local information (visual information) and tests the nectar
amount (fitness value) of the new source (new solution). We use the LS procedure to
perform this modification. We create two different LS methods that can be chosen by the
user. The LS “Exchange Direction” (LS-ED) applies a partial neighbourhood
examination. Some pairs of the solution are selected and their directions are exchanged
(partial search). This method is the same used in HDEM (see Section 4.3.2.5.1).
In the LS “Exchange Max Arc” (LS-EMA), first it is necessary to establish the arc with
higher fitness. A set of neighbours is obtained by interchanging the direction of some
pairs that flow by the arc with higher fitness (partial search). This method can be
summarised in the following pseudo-code steps:
Pseudo-code 21. Hybrid LS “Exchange Max Arc”.
Define MaxArc
y1 ← random(number of pairs / 2)
y2 ← random(number of pairs / 2)
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FOR p=y1 TO y1+y2 DO
IF p flows by MaxArc THEN
N ← neighbourhoods of ACTUAL-SOLUTION (one neighbourhood results
of Interchange the direction of p)
END IF
END FOR
SOLUTION ← FindBest (N)
IF ACTUAL-SOLUTION is worst than SOLUTION THEN
ACTUAL-SOLUTION ← SOLUTION
END IF

If the nectar amount of the new solution is higher (with a smaller fitness value) than the
nectar of the previous one, the bee memorises the new position and forgets the old one.
Otherwise, the employed bee mantains the position of the previous position in her
memory. After all employed bees complete the search process, they share the information
related to the nectar of the food sources and their position with the onlooker bees. An
artificial onlooker bee chooses a food source, depending on the probability value
associated with that food source, pri. The probabilities are calculated using Eq 26.
ne
totalFitne ss = ∑ fit n
n =1

pri =

totalFitne ss − fit i
totalFitne ss

(26)

Onlooker Bees Phase
In this phase each onlooker bee selects a source depending on the quality of her solution,
produces a new food source in a selected food source site and exploits the better source.
An onlooker bee evaluates the nectar information taken from all employed bees and
chooses a food source with a probability related to its nectar amount. Our algorithm
computes the number of onlooker bees, which will be sent to food sources of employed
bees (Eq. 27), according to the previously determined probabilities:

noi = pri * no

noi =number of onlooker bees sent to food source i.

(27)

A neighbour is obtained by performing multiple attempts to improve the solution, which
length is specified as na (number of attempts). The algorithm performs na attempts to
find a new position for the onlooker bee. First the algorithm chooses a pair c randomly.
In 50% of the cases, it changes its direction to the shortest path; otherwise, it changes its
direction to the direction of the best bee of the population. The algorithm repeats this
process until at least one exchange with improvement is made or until the na is reached.
The general mechanism of the neighbourhood search is represented in the next pseudocode:
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Pseudo-code 22. ABC Neighbourhood Search.
FOR i=1 TO na DO
C ← random(number of pairs)
IF (random(2) = 0) THEN
IF (sc- tc) = n / 2 THEN
IF (random(2)=1) THEN
testSolution[c] ← CC
ELSE
testSolution[c] ← C
END IF
ELSE
IF (sc- tc) > n / 2 THEN
testSolution[c] ← C
ELSE
testSolution[c] ← CC
END IF
END IF
ELSE
testSolution[c] ← bestSolution[c]
END IF
IF fitnessTest < fitnessOld THEN
Break
END IF
END FOR
IF fitnessTest < fitnessNew THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
END IF

If the nectar amount of the solution is higher than the nectar amount of the previous one,
the bee memorises the new position and forgets the old one.

Scout Bees Phase
In this phase, the food source of which the nectar is abandoned by the bees is replaced
with a new food source by the scouts. In our implementation, this is simulated by
producing new solutions and replacing the worst employed bees. This means that the
food sources with lower nectar amounts are abandoned. In our implementation, the
artificial scout bees can be randomly created or using the SPA.
The worst employed bees as many, as the number of scout bees in the population, are
respectively compared with the scout solutions. If a scout bee is better than an employed
bee, the employed bee is replaced with the scout bee. Otherwise, the employed bee is
transferred to the next cycle without any change. In our implementation, we consider the
number of scout bees equal to 10 % of the number of employed bees (see Eq. 28).

ns = 0.1* ne

(28)
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Memorise best solution
In this step, the algorithm memorises the best solution achieved so far.

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
More Information about ABC can be found in ABC Website.

4.3.2.9.2

Experimental Studies

We perform comparisons between all parameters of the ABC, using the instance Cb41
with 50 iterations and randomly creating the artificial scouts.
We studied the influence of the two different LS methods (used to create new employed
bees) on the execution time, the average fitness and the number of best-known solutions
found using a growing number of na (Fig. 43). The “Exchange Direction” obtains a
better average fitness, however the “Exchange Max Arc” is less time consuming. We
verified that, at the same time, independently of the iterations number, the two LS
methods produce an identical number of best-known solutions.

Fig. 43. ABC – Number of attempts – Number of best-known solutions(a)/ Average fitness(b)/ Average
time(c).

Fig. 44. ABC – Number of Employed Bees – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

The best results obtained with ABC use na between 10 and 15 (Fig. 43). A high na has a
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significant impact on the execution time (Fig. 43).
In our experiments, the number of employed bees and the number of onlooker bees were
set to {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50}. We studied the impact on the execution
time, the average fitness and the number of best-known solutions found. The number of
bees has a significant impact on the execution time (Fig. 44 and Fig. 45).
The results show that the best-known solutions obtained with ABC use no>ne, being ne
between 10 and 20 and no between 25 and 35. With these values, the algorithm can
reach, in a reasonable amount of time, a reasonable number of best-known solutions.
With a higher number of bees, the algorithm can reach a better average fitness, however
it is more time consuming.

Fig. 45. ABC – Number of Onlooker Bees – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

4.3.2.10

Hybrid Discrete Differential Evolution

In this Thesis, we propose a HDDE algorithm to solve the non-split WRLP. Our
algorithm is based on the DDE algorithm, proposed by Pan et al. (2007) to solve the
permutation flowshop scheduling problem. The DDE algorithm first mutates a target
population to produce the mutant population. Then the target population is recombined
with the mutant population, in order to generate a trial population. Finally, a selection
operator is applied to both target and trial populations to determine who will survive for
the next generation (Pan et al., 2007).
We use a LS embedded in the DDE algorithm to improve the solution quality.
Our work presents the first application of HDDE to solve WRELP and WRALP.

4.3.2.10.1

Algorithm description

The DE algorithm is described in Section 4.3.2.5. It is a population-based algorithm
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using crossover, mutation and selection operators. The application of the DE on CO
problems with binary decision variables is not usual. One of the possible reasons is the
encoding scheme. Most of the discrete problems have solutions obtainable through
permutation vectors, while the DE maintains and evolves floating-point vectors. In order
to apply the DE to solve binary problems, the most important is to find a suitable
encoding scheme, which can perform a transformation between floating-point and
permutation vectors.
The HDEM algorithm (described in Section 4.3.2.5) applies a separate LS process to
improve individuals. It combines global and LS by using an EA to perform exploration,
while the LS method performs exploitation. The HDEM algorithm uses the binary
representation. After applying the standard equations, the algorithm verifies if the trial
solutions contain values outside the allowed range. If a gene (pair) is outside of the
allowed range, it is necessary to apply a transformation to binary. This transformation
significantly increases the algorithm execution time. To solve this problem, we use a
DDE algorithm (Pan et al., 2007). The solutions are based on discrete values and can be
applied to all types of CO problems (Tasgetiren et al., 2007a ).
The main steps of the HDDE algorithm are given below:
Pseudo-code 23. HDDE Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Create initial Population, P0
Evaluate Population P0
Find Best Solution in P0, Pg
WHILE stop criterion is not reached DO
Create Mutant Population, Pm
Create Trial Population, Pt
Evaluate Trial Population Pt
Make Selection and update target population, P
Find Best solution in P  Pg
Apply Local Search to Pg
END WHILE
Output Best Solution

Bellow we describe the steps of the HDDE algorithm.

Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of individuals (ni),
perturbation probability (pp), number of perturbations (np), crossover probability (pc),
and maximum number of iterations (mi).
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Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.

Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.

Mutant Population
A mutant individual is obtained by perturbing the best solution of previous generation in
the target population. To obtain the mutant individual, it is used the Eq. 29.

 DC ( P t −1 ) if ( r < pp )
t
Pm i =  np g
 MutationDi rection ( Pgt −1 )
P gt −1

(29)

is the best solution from the previous generation in the target population, and DCnp

is the destruction and construction procedure with the destruction size of np as a
perturbation operator; and MutationDirection is a simple mutation operator. With this
operator, one gene (pair) is randomly selected and its direction is exchanged.
A uniform random number r is generated between 0 and 1. If r is less than pp, then the
perturbation
t

operator
t −1

Pm i = DC np ( Pg

).

(DC)

is

applied

to

generate

the

mutant

individual:

Otherwise, the best solution from the previous population is perturbed

using a simple mutation operator.
The general mechanism of the DC procedure is the same used in ABC algorithm (see the
Neighbourhood Search in Section 4.3.2.9.1, where na in ABC corresponds to np in
HDDE). A new solution is obtained by performing multiple perturbations (np). Some of
the pairs of the solution are selected, and in 50% of the cases their direction is changed to
the shortest path; otherwise it changes its direction to the direction of the best solution of
the population. The algorithm repeats this process until the np is reached.

Trial Population
Following the perturbation phase, a trial individual is obtained using the Eq. 30.

 CR(Pm t ,P t −1 )
t
Pt i =  t i i
 Pmi

if(r < pc)

(30)

A uniform random number r is generated between 0 and 1. If r is lower than pc, then the
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crossover operator is applied to generate the trial individual. The crossover operator CR
adopted was “Uniform”, widely used in literature. The crossover operator produces two
children. In this study, we randomly selected one of the children. If r is higher or equal to
t

t

pc, then the trial individual is chosen as: Pt i = Pmi . The trial individual is made up,
either from the perturbation operator or from the crossover operator.

Selection
The selection is based on the survival of the fitness among the trial and target individuals,
using the following expression:

 Pt t
t
Pi =  ti−1
 Pi

if ( fitness ( Ptit )< fitness ( Pit −1 ))

(31)

Local Search
The LS algorithm applies a partial neighbourhood examination. We create two different
LS methods that can be chosen by the user. In the LS-ED, some pairs of the solution are
selected and their directions are exchanged (partial search). In the LS-EMA, first it is
necessary to establish the arc with the highest fitness. A set of neighbours is obtained by
interchanging the direction of some pairs that flow by the arc with the highest fitness
(partial search). We apply the same LS methods used in ABC algorithm (see Section
4.3.2.9.1).

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
Further information on DDE can be found in Differential Evolution Website.

4.3.2.10.2

Experimental Studies

We perform comparisons between all parameters of the HDDE, using the instance Cb41
with 50 iterations and randomly creating the initial solutions, to obtain the best
combination of parameters.
The best results obtained with HDDE use np between 5 and 10, pp>0.6 and pc<0.3 (Fig.
46) and ni=[50,100]. These parameters were experimentally found to be good and robust
for the problems tested.
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Fig. 46. HDDE – Influence of parameters.

We studied the influence of the two different LS methods developed on the execution
time, the average fitness and the number of best-known solutions found. The LS-ED
obtains a better average fitness, however the LS-EMA is less time consuming. We verify
that, at the same time, no matter the number of iterations, the two LS methods produce an
identical number of best-known solutions (Fig. 47, Fig. 48 and Fig. 49).

Fig. 47. HDDE – Number of Individuals – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

In our experiments, we use different population sizes. The number of individuals was set
to {10, 20, 30, …, 160}. We studied the impact on the execution time, the average fitness
and the number of best-known solutions found (Fig. 47 and Fig. 48). The best values are
between 50 and 100. With these values, the algorithm can reach a reasonable number of
good solutions in a reasonable amount of time (Fig. 48). With a higher number of initial
solutions, the algorithm can reach a better average fitness, but it is more time consuming
(Fig. 47b).

Fig. 48. HDDE – Number of Individuals – Number of best-known solutions.
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Fig. 49. HDDE – Number of Perturbations – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

For parameter np, the number of perturbations, np between 5 and 10 has been shown
experimentally to be more efficient (Fig. 49). In our experiments, np was set to
{1,2,3,…,30}. A small np did not allow the system to escape from local minima, because
the resulting solution was in most cases the same as the starting permutation. A high np
has a significant impact on the execution time (Fig. 49b).

4.3.2.11

Hybrid Population-Based Incremental Learning

PBIL is a population-based optimisation method to solve hard CO problems, proposed by
Baluja in 1994. PBIL combines characteristics from EAs and from the reinforcement
learning. It uses a stochastic guide search process to obtain new solutions based on the
directional information from the previous best solution. The PBIL maintains statistics
about the search space (learning probabilities) and uses them to direct its exploration
(Baluja, 1994, 1996a, 1996b).
Based on the analysis of the principle of PBIL algorithm, in this Thesis, we apply to our
loading problems an improvement version of the PBIL algorithm. The standard PBIL
algorithm uses learning probabilities to build complete solutions. In our HPBIL
algorithm,

we

use

the

learning

probabilities

to

perform

modifications

on

WRELP/WRALP solutions. We incorporate the PBIL with an intensification mechanism
to allow returning to previous best solutions.
HPBIL uses a modified PBIL to explore several regions of the search space and
simultaneously integrates a mechanism (LS algorithm) to intensify the search around
some selected regions. A HPBIL algorithm identical to the one described in this Thesis
was also applied to TAP by Bernardino et al. (Bernardino et al., 2010h).
This Thesis presents the first application of HPBIL to solve WRELP and WRALP.
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Algorithm description

The PBIL algorithm produces new solutions according to learning probabilities. A realvalued probability vector P is used to create a number of ns solutions.
The coding method of Baluja’s PBIL uses binary representation (Baluja, 1994; He et al.,
1999). Initially, the values of the probability vector are initialised to 0.5. As the search
proceeds, the values in the probability vector gradually shift to reflect the search
experience of the best solutions found in previous generations. The probability vector is
updated, taking the best solution B of the previous generation. After the probability
vector being updated, the vector is mutated and a new set of solutions is created by
sampling from the updated probability vector. The algorithm continues until the stop
criterion is reached (He et al., 1999).
The main steps of the standard PBIL are the following:
Pseudo-code 24. PBIL Steps.
Initialise parameters
Initialise the probability vector Pi
Update the probability vector: Pi ← 0.5
(1<=i<=m)
WHILE stop criterion is not reached DO
Generate ns sample solutions according to the probability vector P.
Evaluate ns solutions.
Find best solution B.
Update probability vector towards best solution B:
Pi ← Pi*(1.0-lr)+Bi*lr
Mutate probability vector:
IF (random(0,1)<mp) THEN

(1<=i<=m)

Pi ← Pi*(1.0-mutShift)+ random(0,1)*(mutShift)
END IF
END WHILE
Output Best Solution

1<=i<=m)

The probability vector in PBIL serves as distributed, numerical information, which the
algorithm uses to probabilistically construct solutions to the problem being solved and
which the algorithm adapts during the algorithm execution, to reflect the search
experience. The probabilities induce a probability distribution over the search space and
determine which parts of the search space are effectively sampled.
For the WRALP, the set of probabilities is maintained in a matrix T of size 2*m, where
the entry Tij measures the desirability of assigning direction i to pair j. The standard PBIL
algorithm uses the probability vector to construct complete solutions. Our HPBIL
algorithm uses the probabilities to perform modifications on WRELP/WRALP solutions.
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In HPBIL, we integrate a parameter q to control the exploration and exploitation
processes. We use these two processes to modify the solutions. The management of the
probabilities is the most important component of PBIL. Exploration is a stochastic
process, in which the choice of the component used to modify a solution to the problem
is made in a probabilistic way. Exploitation chooses the component that maximises a
blend of probability values and partial objective function evaluations.
In this HPBIL, we also use a LS to improve the solutions quality.
For the best solution B in some generation, the corresponding learning formula to update
the probabilities is defined by Eq. 32.

TiBi = TiBi + lr

(32)

HPBIL also uses an intensification mechanism, which allows returning to previous best
solutions.
The main steps of HPBIL are the following:
Pseudo-code 25. HPBIL Steps.
Initialise parameters
iteration ← 0
Generate initial population S
FOR s=1 to ns DO
Apply Local Search to Ss
END FOR
Evaluate Solutions in S
Find best global solution G in S
Initialise the probability matrix Tij:
Tij ← ½
(1<=i<=m), (1<=j<=2), m=numberPairs
intensification ← true
WHILE stop criterion is not reached DO
iteration ← iteration+1
FOR s=1 to ns DO
Modify s solution according to the probability matrix T:
S’s ← ModifyProcess(Ss)
Apply Local Search to S’s
cond ← true
IF (intensification=true) THEN
IF (fitness(S’s)>fitness(Ss)) THEN
S’s ← Ss
ELSE
cond ← false
END IF
END IF
END FOR
IF (cond=true) THEN //no solution improved
intensification ← false
END
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Find best solution B in S’
IF (fitness(B)<fitness(G)) THEN
G ← B
Intensification ← true
END IF
Update probability matrix towards best solution B:
TiBi ← TiBi + lr
Mutate probability matrix:
IF (random(0,1)<mp) END
Tij ← Tij*(1.0-mutShift)+ random(0 or 1)*(mutShift)
(1<=i<=m), (1<=j<=2)
END IF
S ← S’
END WHILE
Output Best Solution

The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.

Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of solutions in the
population (ns), mutation probability (mp), amount for mutation to affect the probability
matrix (mutShift), number of modifications (nm), exploitation/exploration probability (q),
and maximum number of iterations (mi).

Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.

Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.

Local Search
We use the same LS algorithm applied in HDEM (see Section 4.3.2.5.1).

Initialisation of probability matrix
All the values in the probability matrix are initialised with the same probability: Eq. 33.

Tij =1 / 2, (1<=i<=m), (1<=j<=2)

(33)

The possible two directions (clockwise or counterclockwise) have the same probability
of being selected.
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Modification of solutions
It consists in repeating nm modifications. The modification is done by assigning a
direction j to a pair i. First, a pair i is randomly chosen (between 1 and m) and then a
direction j is selected. Afterwards, a random number x is generated between 0 and 1. If x
is smaller than q (parameter), the best direction j is chosen in a way that Tij will be the
maximum. If x is higher than q, the direction is chosen with a probability proportional to
the values contained in the probability matrix.

Intensification mechanism
The intensification mechanism allows a more complete exploration of the neighbourhood
and allows returning to the previous best solutions. The purpose is to return towards
attractive regions to search them thoroughly. If the intensification is active and the
solution Si in the beginning of the iteration is better, the new solution S’i returns to the
initial solution Si. The intensification is activated when the best solution found so far has
been improved and it remains active while at least one solution succeeds on improving its
solution during the iteration. In the end of each iteration, if no solution improves its last
solution, the intensification is deactivated. The purpose is to explore other regions,
avoiding the algorithm to become trapped in a local minimum.

Probability matrix update
The probability matrix is updated by taking into account only the best solution of the
previous generation. The probability matrix is updated using Eq. 32.
Based on preliminary observations, we consider the value 0.5 for lr (learning constant).

Probability matrix mutation
Unlike most EAs, PBIL does not use a crossover operator and a selection mechanism.
Instead, the values in T are mutated once per iteration. During this step, a random number
between 0 and 1 is generated. If this random value is smaller than mp (mutation
probability), the probability is mutated using the formula Eq. 34.

Tij = Tij * (1.0 - mutShift) + random(0 or 1) * (mutShift)

(34)

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
More information on PBIL can be found in (Baluja, 1994, 1996a, 1996b; Baluja and
Caruana, 1995; He et al., 1999).
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Experimental Studies

We consider the instance Cb41 to show the comparisons between parameters of the
HPBIL. To compute the results, we use 50 iterations.
The best results obtained with HPBIL use nm between m/15 and m/6, mp>0.7 (Fig. 50)
and mutShift between 0.4 and 0.5 (Fig. 50), q > 0.4 (Fig. 50), and the number of solutions
between 30 and 50. These parameters were experimentally found to be good and robust
for the problems tested.

Fig. 50. HPBIL – Parameters – Average fitness.

In our experiments, we use a growing number of solutions. The number of solutions (ns)
was set to {10, 20, 30, 40, …, 100}. We studied the impact on the execution time and the
average fitness (Fig. 51). A high number of solutions significantly increase the algorithm
execution time (Fig. 51b). The results show that the best values are in the range [30,50].
With these values, the algorithm can reach, in a reasonable amount of time, a good
average fitness. With a higher number of solutions, the algorithm can reach a better
average fitness (Fig. 51a), but it is more time consuming. We also observe that a small
number of solutions allows an initial faster convergence, but a worse final result,
following an increased amount of suboptimal values. This can be explained, because the
quality of the initial best-located solution previous to the first restart highly depends on
the population size: they need more population diversity – it depends on the population
size – to avoid premature stagnation.
For parameter nm, the number of modifications nm between m/15 and m/6 has been
shown experimentally to be more efficient (Fig. 52). A high nm has a significant impact
on the execution time (Fig. 52b). A small nm did not allow the system to escape from
local minima, because in most cases after the LS, the resulting solution was the same as
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the starting solution.

Fig. 51. HPBIL – Number of solutions – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

Fig. 52. HPBIL – Number of modifications – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

4.3.2.12

Hybrid Scatter Search Algorithm

The SS is a metaheuristic that has recently been found to be promising to solve CO
problems. The SS was first introduced in 1977 by Fred Glover and extensive
contributions have been made by Manuel Laguna (2002). The SS operates on a small set
of solutions and makes only a limited use of randomisation as a proxy for diversification
when searching for an optimal solution.
Embedded in the SS algorithm we use a LS algorithm, to improve the solutions’ quality.
Our work presents the first application of HSS to solve the WRELP and WRALP.

4.3.2.12.1

Algorithm description

The SS derives from strategies proposed by Glover (1977) to combine decision rules and
constraints, and it was successfully applied to a large set of problems (Glover et al.,
2003). The basic idea is to create a set of solutions (the reference set), that guarantees a
certain level of quality and diversity. The iterative process consists in selecting a subset
of the reference set, combining the corresponding solutions through a strategy, in order to
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create new solutions and to improve them through a LS optimisation technique. The
process is repeated with the use of diversification techniques, until certain stopping
criteria are met.
In the SS algorithm it is built an initial set of solutions (reference set) and then the
elements of specific subsets of that set are systematically combined to produce new
solutions, which hopefully will improve the best solution (see Glover et al., 2003 for a
comprehensive description of the algorithm).
The basic algorithmic scheme is composed of five steps:
1. Generation and improvement of solutions;
2. Construction of the reference set;
3. Subset selection;
4. Combination;
5. Reference set update.
The standard SS algorithm stops when the reference set cannot be updated. However, the
scheme can be enhanced by adding new steps in which the reference set is regenerated.
Like in the SS algorithm proposed by Bernardino et al. (2010i), was used a
diversification mechanism after a predefined number of nid iterations without improving
the best solution found so far. The reinitialisation can be very useful to refocus the search
on a different search space region, and to avoid the early convergence of the algorithm.
The main steps of the HSS algorithm are detailed below:
Pseudo-code 26. HSS Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Generate initial set of Solutions
Evaluate Solutions
Apply Improvement Method
Generate Reference Set
WHILE stop criterion is not reached DO
Select subsets
Apply Combination Method
Apply Improvement Method
Update Reference Set
IF (no new solutions) THEN
Regenerate Reference Set
END IF
IF (nid iterations without improve best solution) THEN
Apply Diversification Mechanism
END IF
END WHILE
Output Best Solution
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The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.

Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of initial solutions (ni),
number of best solutions in the reference set (b1), number of most different feasible
solutions in the reference set (b2), number of iterations without improvement used for
diversification (nid), and maximum number of iterations (mi).

Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.

Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.

Generation of Reference Set
The best b1 solutions in the initial set of solutions are selected to be in the reference set.
The b2 feasible solutions in the initial set of solutions, that are the most different when
compared to the solutions already in the reference set, are also selected to be in the
reference set.
As a measure of the difference between the two solutions, we compute the total number
of different bit values between them.

Subset Selection
In literature, several methods can be applied to generate the subsets. In our
implementation, the subsets are formed by combining two solutions from the reference
set: (1,2), (1,3), (1,4),…, (1,b1+b2), (2,3),…, (b1+b2-1,b1+b2).
We adopt Type-1 (Glover et al., 2003). This method consists of ((b1+b2)2 - (b1+b2))/2
pair wise combinations of the solutions.
All pairs of solutions in the reference set are selected for the combination procedure.

Combination Method
This method combines the solutions in each subset to form new solutions. First a random
node is chosen and then the pairs of that node are exchanged between the two solutions.
Fig. 53 shows an example with n=4 (number of nodes) and m=6 (number of pairs). The
node chosen was “1”.
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Fig. 53. HSS – Combination Method – produces two combined solutions.

The combination method consists of the following steps:
Pseudo-code 27. HSS Combination Method.
node ← random(n)
FOR i=1 TO m DO
IF Solution1(i) has node OR Solution2(i) has node THEN
CombinedSolution1(i) ← Solution2(i)
CombinedSolution2(i) ← Solution1(i)
ELSE
CombinedSolution1(i) ← Solution1(i)
CombinedSolution2(i) ← Solution2(i)
END IF
END FOR

The combination method produces two combined solutions which go through the
improvement phase.

Improvement Method
A LS algorithm is applied to each solution in the initial set of solutions, in order to
reduce its cost, if possible. After the combination, the LS algorithm is also applied to
improve the quality of the combined solutions. This method is the same used in HDEM
(see Section 4.3.2.5.1). The improved solutions are considered for inclusion in the
reference set.

Reference Set Update
The purpose is to maintain a good level of quality and diversity. We adopted the dynamic
reference set update (Glover et al., 2003).
A new feasible solution immediately enters in the reference set, if its quality is better
than the quality of the worst solution, or if its diversity is greater than the diversity of the
less different solution. Solutions that are equal to others already in the reference set are
not allowed to enter, under any condition.
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If the reference set is not updated, then the algorithm restarts the reference set.

Regeneration of Reference Set
The algorithm creates another set of solutions - Ps (with the same size of the initial set of
solutions), that go through the improvement phase.
A new feasible solution immediately enters in the reference set, if its quality is better
than the quality of the worst solution.
The b2 solutions with greater diversity are erased from the reference set, and the b2
feasible solutions in Ps that are the most different when compared to the solutions
already in the reference set, are selected to be in the reference set.

Diversification Mechanism
This mechanism restarts the best b1 solutions in the reference set.
The algorithm creates another set of solutions - Pd (with the same size of the initial set of
solutions), that go through the improvement phase.
The best (b1-1) solutions in Pd are selected to be in the reference set. For the following
iteration, we kept the best solution.

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.

4.3.2.12.2

Experimental Studies

We consider the instance Cb41 to show the comparisons between parameters. To
compute the results, we used 50 iterations.
The best results obtained with the HSS algorithm use ni between 40 and 100, b1 between

4 and 10, b2 between 4 and 10, and nid between m/10 and m/2. These parameters were
experimentally considered good and robust for the problems tested.
The number of initial solutions was set to {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, …, 200}. We
studied the impact on the execution time, the average fitness, and the number of bestknown solutions found. The number of solutions has a significant impact on the
execution time (see Fig. 54b, b1 =[4,8] , b2=[4,8] and nid= [m/10, m/2]).
The best results obtained with HSS use ni between 40 and 100. With these values, the
algorithm can reach, in a reasonable amount of time, a reasonable number of best-known
solutions (see Fig. 55, b1 =[4,8] , b2=[4,8] and nid= [m/10, m/2]). With a higher number
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of solutions, the algorithm is more time consuming.

Fig. 54. HSS – Number of initial solutions – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

Fig. 55. HSS – Number of initial solutions – Number of best-known solutions.

Fig. 56. HSS – Number of best solutions in the reference set (parameter b1) – Average fitness (a)/ Average
time (b).

Fig. 57. HSS – Number of best solutions in the reference set (parameter b1) – Number of best-known
solutions.
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The number of solutions in the reference set is typically small - 20 solutions or less
(Glover et al., 2003). In our experiments, the number of solutions b1 and the number of
solutions b2 were set to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. We studied the impact on the
execution time, the average fitness and the number of best-known solutions found. The
number of solutions in the reference set has a significant impact on the execution time
(see Fig. 56, Fig. 57, Fig. 58 and Fig. 59 - ni =10).
The results show that the best results obtained use b1>=4 and b2>=4 (see Fig. 56, Fig.
57, Fig. 58, and Fig. 59). These parameters were experimentally found to be good and
robust for the problems tested. With b1+b2>20, the algorithm can reach a better average
fitness but it is more time consuming.

Fig. 58. HSS – Number of most different feasible solutions in the reference set (parameter b2) – Average
fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

Fig. 59. HSS – Number of most different feasible solutions in the reference set (parameter b2) – Number of
best-known solutions.

We observed that a small number of solutions in the reference set allows an initial faster
convergence, but a worse final result, following an increased amount of suboptimal
values. This can be explained, because the quality of the initial best-located solution
previous to the first restart highly depends on the reference set size: they need more
diversity to avoid premature stagnation.
For parameter nid, the number of iterations used for diversification, the values between
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m/10 and m/2 have been shown to be experimentally more efficient. Phenomena of
stagnation and insufficient intensification have been observed for values of nid lesser
than m/10 and greater than m/2.

4.3.2.13

Hybrid Bees Algorithm

The BA proposed by Pham et al. (2005) is a SI algorithm which mimics the foraging
behaviour of honey bees. In its basic version, the algorithm performs a kind of
neighbourhood search combined with random search. For neighbourhood selection, the
smallest fitnesses are chosen as selected bees. For recruitment, bees are assigned based
on the fitnesses associated with the sites they are visiting. Only the best bees are selected
in order to form the next generation of the colony.
Our work presents the first application of HBA to solve the WRELP and WRALP.

4.3.2.13.1

Algorithm description

In BA, after creating the initial population of bees (ns), bees are ranked according to the
fitnesses of their sites (Pham et al., 2007). The best nss of the ns sites are classified as
“selected sites”, and the best nbs of the nss sites are classified as “best sites”. The nbbs
bees are sent to the “best sites”, and the nbss bees are sent to the remaining (nss-nbs)
“selected sites”. These bees (nbss and nbbs) produce new sites in the neighbourhood of
the “selected sites”. Searches in the neighbourhood of the best sites, which represent
more promising solutions, are made by recruiting more bees to follow them than the
other selected bees. The remaining bees (ns-nss) are classified as scout and randomly
assigned. The basic form of the BA, uses a neighbourhood search to explore through the
selected sites (Pham et al., 2005). To improve the performance of the algorithm, we
incorporate a LS algorithm, which is used to improve the quality of the solutions in the
population.
The main steps of the BA are given below:
Pseudo-code 28. HBA Steps.
Initialise Parameters
Create initial Population of bees, P0
Evaluate Population P0
t ← 0
WHILE stop criterion isn't reached DO
Apply Local Search Procedure to all individuals in Pt
t=iteration
Select nss best bees in Pt, PBt
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Compute probabilities for nbs best sites
Compute probabilities for(nss-nbs) selected sites
FOR i=1 TO nss DO
IF (i<=nbs) THEN
Compute number of bees (nb) recruited for best site i
ELSE
Compute number of bees (nb) recruited for selected site i
END FOR
FOR j=1 TO nb DO
beej ← NeighbourhoodSearch (PBti)
Evaluate beej
Select best bee:
IF (fitness (beej) < fitness(PBti)) THEN
Pti ← beej
ELSE
Pti ← PBti
END IF
END FOR
END FOR
FOR i=nss+1 TO ns DO - Assign remaining bees
Create solution (bee), Pti
Evaluate Pti
END FOR
Pt+1i ← Pti
t++
END WHILE

The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm.

Initialisation of parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: number of scout bees (ns),
number of sites selected out of ns visited sites (nss), number of best sites out of nss
selected sites (nbs), number of bees recruited for the best nbs sites (nbbs), number of
bees recruited for the remaining selected sites nss-nbs (nbss), number of modifications
(nm), and maximum number of iterations (mi).

Initialisation of solutions
The initial solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form, using the SPA.
See Section 4.3.1 for more details.

Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 6 for the WRELP, and fitness
function Eq. 7 for the WRALP.

Local Search
We use the same LS algorithm applied in HDEM (see Section 4.3.2.5.1).
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Select best bees
The bees that have the smallest fitnesses are chosen as “selected bees” (PBt) and the sites
visited by them are selected for neighbourhood search.

Compute probabilities for nbs best sites
A bee is recruited for a best site i, depending on the probability value associated with that
site. The probabilities are calculated using Eq. 35.
nbs
t
totalFitness = ∑ fitness(PB x )
x =1

t
totalFitne ss − fitness(PB )
i
probi =
totalFitne ss

(35)

Compute probabilities for (nss-nbs) selected sites
A bee is recruited for a selected site i, depending on the probability value associated with
that site. The probabilities are calculated using Eq. 36.
nss
t
totalFitne ss =
fitness(PB x )
∑
x = nbs + 1

totalFitne ss − fitness(PB
prob i =

t
)
i

(36)

totalFitne ss

Compute number of bees
In our implementation, the algorithm computes the number of bees (nb) which will be
sent to a site, according to previously determined probabilities using Eq. 37.
IF i <= nbs THEN

nbi = probi * nbbs

ELSE

nbi = probi * nbss

(37)

Neighbourhood Search
The algorithm conducts searches in the neighbourhood of the selected sites, assigning
more bees to search near to the best nbs sites.
A neighbour is obtained by performing multiple moves (nm) to find a new solution. We
use the same neighbourhood search applied in ABC (see Section 4.3.2.9.1). na in ABC
corresponds to nm in HBA. The algorithm repeats the neighbourhood search until at least
one exchange with improvement is made or until the nm is reached.

Select best bee
Only the bee with the smallest fitness will be selected to the next population.

Assign remaining bees
In the standard BA, the remaining bees in the population (ns-nss) are randomly assigned.
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In our work, the scouts can be randomly created or using the SPA.

Termination criterion
The algorithm stops when a maximum number of iterations (mi) is reached.
Further information on BA can be found in Bees Algorithm Website.

4.3.2.13.2

Experimental Studies

In this Thesis, we only report the results obtained using HBA with instance Cb41. For
this instance, were used 50 iterations and the initial solutions were randomly created.
The best results obtained with the HBA use ns between 10 and 40 (Fig. 60), nss between

ns/2 and ns, nbs between nss/2 and nss, nbss between 30 and 60, and nbbs between 30
and 50.
In our experiments, we use an increasing number of bees (ns). The number of bees was
set to {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. We studied the impact on the average
fitness (Fig. 60a) and execution time (Fig. 60b). Small populations are very desirable to
reduce the required computational resources. The HBA has a good performance by
initially using a small population (Fig. 60).

Fig. 60. HBA – Number of Bees – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).

Fig. 61. HBA – Number of modifications – Average fitness (a)/ Average time (b).
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For parameter nm, the number of modifications nm between 3 and 6 has been shown
experimentally to be more efficient (Fig. 61a). In our experiments, nm was set to {0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, ..., 20}. A high nm has a significant impact on the execution time (Fig. 61b).
A small nm did not allow the system to escape from local minima, because the resulting
solution was, in most cases, the same as the initial permutation. The results are highly
improved if the scout bees (ns-nss) were created using the SPA (Fig. 60 and Fig. 61). The
best-known solution is obtained in a considerable reduced number of iterations and for
that reason it is less time consuming.

4.4 Results Obtained
In this section, we present the results obtained for the instances Ca and Cb with the
algorithms previously described. First we summarise the parameter values used for
comparison, then we present the best results achieved for each instance, and finally we
discuss the results obtained.

4.4.1 Parameter values used for comparison
Previous examinations on the performance of the algorithms (see Section 4.3.2) helped to
guide our choice of parameter values for ILS, TS, SA, GAMO, HDEM, HACO, LSPBPSO, HDPSO, ABC, HDDE, HBA, HSS, and HPBIL. We used the combination of
parameters presented in Table 10 to compare the efficiency of all algorithms.
The first five algorithms (ILS, TS, SA, GAMO and HDE) were used to solve the Ca
instances (small set). Due to the poor performance of the SA and ILS algorithms, we did
not apply them to the set Cb.
Table 10. WRELP/WRALP – Parameter values used for comparison.

Algorithm
ILS
TS
SA

GAMO

Parameter name
Number of perturbations
Number of elements in the tabu list
Number of perturbation
Number of perturbations with success
Initial Temperature
Number of individuals
α value
Number of individuals
Crossover probability
Selection operator
Mutation probability
Crossover operator
Mutation operator

Parameter values
[8,12]
[4,10]
[8,10]
[6,8]
[100]
[80]
[0.8, 0.95]
200
[0.6, 0.9]
“Tournament”
[0.5, 0.7]
“Uniform”
“Multiple”
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HDE

HDEM

HACO

LS-PBPSO

HDPSO

ABC

HDDE

HPBIL

HSS

HBA
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Number of individuals
Crossover probability
Factor F
Strategy
Number of individuals
Crossover probability
Factor F
Strategy
Number of ants
Q
Probability exploitation/ exploration
Pheromone influence
Pheromone evaporation
Number of modifications
Number of individuals
Constant C1
Constant C2
Inertia velocity w
Number of particles
Number of modifications
Crossover operator (F2, F3)
Mutation operator (F1)
Crossover probability C1
Crossover probability C2
Mutation probability w
Number of Employed Bees
Number of Onlooker Bees
Number of modifications
LS method
Scouts creation
Number of individuals
Number of perturbations
Perturbation probability
Crossover probability
LS method
Number of individuals
Mutation probability
MutShift
Number of modifications
Exploration/ exploitation probability
Number of individuals
Number of best solutions in the reference set
Number of most different feasible solutions
Number of iterations without improvement
Number of scout bees (ns)
Number of sites selected out of ns visited sites (nss)
Number of best sites out of nss selected sites (nbs)
Number of bees recruited for the best nbs sites
Remaining selected sites (nss-nbs)
Number of modifications

50
[0.3, 0.5]
[0.4, 0.7]
“Best1Bin”
50
[0.3, 0.5]
[0.4, 0.6]
“Multiple”
40
100
[0.7, 0.8]
[0.7, 0.8]
[0.6, 0.8]
30
40
1.49
1.49
[0.6, 0.8]
40
[3 … 10]
“Uniform”
“Multiple”
[0.6, 0.7]
[0.6, 0.7]
[0.4, 0.5]
[10, 20]
[25, 35]
[10, 15]
“Exchange Max Arc”
“Randomly”
50
5
[0.6, 0.8]
[0.1, 0.2]
“Exchange Direction”
[30,50]
[0.8,0.9]
[0.4,0.5]
m/8
0.6
50
[4,8]
[4,8]
[m/10,m/2]
[10, 15]
[10]
[5]
[30]
[30]
[3,5]

The initial solutions of all algorithms were created using random solutions. For the
instance Cb64, the SPA was used to create the initial populations.
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4.4.2 Best Results obtained
The stop condition for the algorithms is a predefined number of iterations. Like in
Bernardino et al. (2012) was also observed that EAs present a very poor performance
(higher average fitnesses and standard deviations) if compared in terms of number of
evaluations. This happens because the tested EAs need more population diversity.
Comparing with SI algorithms, in each iteration, the EAs perform a higher number of
evaluations. Was observed that SI algorithms can obtain very good results using small
populations. The improvements using larger populations are not significant; larger
populations are more time consuming and do not provide significant better solutions
using the SI algorithms. For that reason, it was considered that the number of evaluations
is not suitable to perform comparisons between EAs and SI algorithms.
In our work we also observed the execution time per iteration. When using the same
number of individuals in the population, it was observed that SI algorithms are more time
consuming, because they maintain probability vectors/matrices. Since SI algorithms use
smaller populations, the differences between SI and EAs in terms of execution time are
not relevant.
Table 11. Ca best obtained results.

Instance Nodes Pairs
Ca111
Ca121
Ca112
Ca122
Ca131
Ca132
Ca141
Ca142
Ca211
Ca212
Ca221
Ca222
Ca231
Ca232
Ca241
Ca242

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

45
45
22
22
45
45
45
45
190
190
99
93
190
190
190
190

Best Fitness
WRELP
639
721
325
449
3350
3791
1933
1035
2806
2849
1484
1447
12688
13327
6872
5993

Number
Iterations

5000

20000

We establish a determinate number of iterations (stop criterion for the algorithms) based
on preliminary observations on the convergence of the algorithms. The objective was not
to compare in terms of number of iterations, but in terms of efficiency and robustness,
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this is, the algorithm that achieves the best fitness in smaller times and with the smallest
standard deviation. By performing examinations using the number of iterations we verify
that it is possible to obtain the “best algorithm”.
Table 11 and Table 12 present the best obtained results. The first column represents the
instance number (Instance), the second and third columns demonstrate the number of
nodes (Nodes) and the number of pairs (Pairs), the fourth and fifth (only in Table 12)
columns demonstrate the minimum fitness values obtained for WRELP and WRALP,
and the last column demonstrates the number of iterations used to test each instance.
Table 12. Cb best obtained results.

Instance Nodes
Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
20
20
20
25
25
25
30
30
30
30

Pairs
10
8
6
45
23
12
105
50
25
190
93
40
300
150
61
435
201
92
435

Best Fitness
WRELP
185
137
137
583
352
199
1657
941
618
2745
1760
683
4304
2488
1015
5953
2901
4304
29245

Best Fitness
WRALP
161
116
116
525
243
141
1574
941
563
2581
1482
612
4265
2323
912
5762
2696
1453
27779

Number
Iterations
25
10
10
50
25
10
100
50
25
300
100
50
500
400
250
1500
1000
500
500

4.4.3 Comparison between the algorithms
In this Thesis, for the class Ca we only compared our results using ILS, TS, SA, GAMO
and HDE. This set was used in an early stage of this work and was used to solve the
WRELP. The instances of the class Cb were used to solve both WRELP and WRALP.
To this set were applied all the algorithms except ILS and SA.
Other authors from literature have used the GA (Karunanithi and Carpenter, 1994) and
the ACO algorithm (Kim et al., 2008) to solve the WRELP, but it was not possible to
compare our results with them, because they use different instances. In this Thesis we
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also applied a GA, with several improvements and a HACO algorithm. Kim et al. (2008)
proposed several variants of ACO, however it was not possible to obtain a full copy of
their paper and for that reason we do not have certain that our HACO algorithm is better.
Since our purpose is to obtain the best-known solution, it was not possible to compare it
with other heuristics from literature.
Fig. 62 presents the run time results obtained with the five algorithms for the Ca WRELP
instances. The run time corresponds to the average time that the algorithms need to
obtain the best feasible solution. The values presented have been computed based on 100
different executions for each test instance, using the best combination of parameters and
different seeds.

Fig. 62. Ca Results – Run times.

Table 13 presents the number of iterations obtained with the five algorithms for the Ca
WRELP instances. The first column represents the instance number (Instance), and the
remaining columns demonstrate the number of iterations necessary to obtain the best
feasible solution by the algorithms. The values presented have been computed based on
100 different executions for each test instance, using the best combination of parameters
and different seeds.
Fig. 63 shows the percentage of best-known solutions for the instance Ca231. The values
presented have also been computed based on 100 different executions for each test
instance, using the best combination of parameters and different seeds.
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Table 13. Ca Results – Number of iterations.

Instance GAMO HDE ILS TS
SA
Ca111
<10 <10 <3 <100 <20
Ca121
<10 <10 <3 <50
<50
Ca112
<5
<5 <2 <20
<10
Ca122
<10
<5 <2 <20
<10
Ca131
<10 <10 <5 <200 <200
Ca132
<10 <10 <5 <500 <40
Ca141
<5
<10 <5 <100 <10
Ca142
<20 <10 <5 <500 <30
Ca211
<100 <50 <5 <500 <5000
Ca212
<50 <30 <5 <500 <7500
Ca221
<25 <20 <3 <500 <500
Ca222
<25 <20 <3 <500 <500
Ca231
<250 <75 <10 <5000 <20000
Ca232
<300 <50 <10 <5000 <20000
Ca241
<100 <50 <3 <1000 <2000
Ca242
<50 <50 <5 <500 <500

Fig. 63. Ca Results – Problem Ca231 – Percentage of best-known solutions using the best parameters
combination.

Table 14 presents the best Cb WRELP results and Table 15 the best Cb WRALP results
obtained with the implemented algorithms. The first column represents the instance
number (Instance), and the remaining columns demonstrate the results obtained (run
times) by the algorithms. The values presented have been computed based on 100
different executions for each test instance, using the best combination of parameters
found and different seeds. Table 14 and Table 15 only consider the 30 best executions.
All the algorithms reach feasible solutions for all test instances and they all reach the
best-known solutions before the run times and number of iterations presented.
The HBA, HDEM, HDPSO and HSS obtain the best-known solution for larger instances
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in a smaller execution time. The TS is the slowest algorithm for the set Cb. HBA is the
fastest algorithm for larger instances. Since all results in Table 14 and Table 15 are
obtained in seconds, it is not possible to state that HBA is the best algorithm- we need to
compare the quality of the solutions to establish the best algorithm. We must observe the
standard deviations and average fitnesses.
Table 14. Cb WRELP results – run times.

Instance
Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

GAMO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.075
<0.001
1.5
0.15
0.01
2.25
0.3
0.075
0.3

HDE
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.075
<0.001
1.5
0.15
0.01
2.25
0.4
0.075
0.3

HDEM
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
1.25
0.15
0.01
2
0.3
0.075
0.25

HDPSO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
1
0.1
0.01
1.75
0.25
0.05
0.25

TS
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 2
0.002
<0.001
0.3
0.1
0.002
2
0.3
0.05
5
0.8
0.08
5

LS-PBPSO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
0.002
<0.001
0.15
0.06
<0.001
1.5
0.15
0.01
2.5
0.5
0.075
3

Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

ABC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.04
<0.001
1.25
0.1
0.01
1.85
0.25
0.05
0.25

HACO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.075
<0.001
1.5
0.15
0.01
2
0.3
0.075
0.3

HDDE
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
1.25
0.15
0.01
2
0.25
0.075
0.25

HBA
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 06
<0.001
<0.001
0.08
0.03
<0.001
0.75
0.08
0.008
1.25
0.1
0.04
0.15

HPBIL
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.06
<0.001
1.25
0.1
0.01
1.85
0.2
0.075
0.25

HSS
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
1.25
0.1
0.01
1.90
0.25
0.05
0.1
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Table 15. Cb WRALP results – run times.

Instance
Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

GAMO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.075
<0.001
0.75
0.1
0.01
1.75
0.2
0.075
0.3

HDE
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
0.75
0.1
0.01
1.75
0.25
0.075
0.25

HDEM
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.075
0.03
<0.001
0.5
0.075
0.0075
1.5
0.15
0.05
0.1

HDPSO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.08
0.04
<0.001
0.5
0.075
0.0075
1.25
0.15
0.05
0.1

TS
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.2
0.1
<0.001
1
0.2
0.05
3.5
0.8
0.08
1

LS-PBPSO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.2
0.075
<0.001
0.75
0.1
0.01
2
0.4
0.075
0.5

Cb11
Cb12
Cb13
Cb21
Cb22
Cb23
Cb31
Cb32
Cb33
Cb41
Cb42
Cb43
Cb51
Cb52
Cb53
Cb61
Cb62
Cb63
Cb64

ABC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.08
0.03
0.001
0.5
0.08
0.0075
1.5
0.15
0.05
0.1

HACO
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.2
0.075
<0.001
0.75
0.1
0.01
2
0.4
0.075
0.5

HDDE
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
0.5
0.1
0.01
1.5
0.25
0.06
0.1

HBA
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 06
<0.001
<0.001
0.08
0.03
<0.001
0.5
0.08
0.007
1
0.1
0.04
0.1

HPBIL
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
<0.001
<0.001
0.15
0.06
<0.001
0.5
0.1
0.01
1.5
0.2
0.075
0.25

HSS
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0. 1
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.05
<0.001
0.5
0.1
0.01
1.3
0.25
0.05
0.1

Table 16 presents the average fitness, and the average time obtained with all algorithms,
to solve WRALP, using a limited number of iterations for the instances Cb41, Cb51 and

Cb61 (harder instances). The first column represents the number of the instance
(Instance), the second column demonstrates the number of iterations used to test each
instance, and the remaining columns show the results obtained (AF – Average Fitness,

AT – Average Time, ST – Standard Deviation) by the algorithms. The results have been
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computed based on 100 different executions for each test instance using the best
combination of parameters found and different seeds.
Table 16. Cb WRALP results – Average Time/ Average Fitness/ Standard Deviation.

Inst

It

Cb41 50
Cb51 75
Cb61 100

Inst

It

Cb41 50
Cb51 75
Cb61 100

Inst

It

Cb41 50
Cb51 75
Cb61 100

GAMO
AF
AT
2587.62 0.17
4273.18 0.43
5784.62 1.34
TS
AF
AT
2635.28 0.16
4392.70 0.86
5963.14 3.71
HDDE
AF
AT
2582.06 0.16
4268.96 0.53
5781.52 1.39

HDE
SD
AF
AT SD
3.46 2584.31 0.27 1.15
2.97 4271.27 0.7 5.10
10.05 5783.18 1.87 7.45
LS-PBPSO
SD
AF
AT SD
20.83 2594.36 0.26 7.70
34.07 4291.52 0.86 16.85
41.93 5837.58 3.10 23.19
HBA
SD
AF
AT SD
1.18 2581 0.09 0
5.71 4265 0.56 0
9.78 5762 1.2
0

HDEM
AF
AT
2581.36 0.19
4266.46 0.73
5764.06 2.03
ABC
AF
AT
2581.5 0.21
4266.52 0.77
5764.36 2.1
HPBIL
AF
AT
2582.75 0.30
4266.19 0.82
5765.93 2.45

HDPSO
SD
AF
AT SD
0.85 2581.82 0.16 1.42
1.43 4266.81 0.58 2.05
3.75 5777.56 1.55 9.43
HACO
SD
AF
AT SD
0.93 2591.23 0.16 7.73
1.6 4279.49 0.76 10.10
5.23 5793.68 2.23 14.17
HSS
SD
AF
AT SD
1.50 2581.50 0.22 0.71
1.42 4265.68 0.65 1.16
3.75 5763.72 1.44 2.25

Fig. 64 shows the percentage of best-known solutions found for the instance Cb41. The
values presented have also been computed based on 100 different executions for each test
instance, using the best combination of parameters and different seeds.

Fig. 64. Cb Results – Problem Cb41 – Percentage of best-known solutions using the best parameters
combination.

4.4.4 Discussion
For Ca instances, the five algorithms reach feasible solutions. In comparison, the HDE
obtains better solutions for larger instances. TS and SA are the slowest algorithms
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because they explore many neighbours by iteration, for which the algorithms slow down.
The HDE algorithm has a great capacity of convergence. It begins to converge in the first
generations. The premature convergence is a disadvantage if the algorithm is trapped in
local optima. This happens many times with standard DE and TS; nevertheless, the LS
algorithm used in DE prevents this problem.
In preliminary observations of the performance of the GA, we verify that it is faster
comparing with the standard DE. While the crossover probability in GA is applied to
each individual, in DE the crossover probability is applied to each gene, generating many
perturbations by evaluation, for which the DE slows down. The hybridisation of the DE
algorithm proves to be very effective, because it is possible for harder instances to obtain
a good solution faster than GA. We also tried to apply the same LS method to GA,
however the results were not significantly improved. Since GA is normally applied to
large populations, the LS slows down its performance.
The ILS algorithm finds better results with a lower number of iterations. Independently
of the number of perturbations, this method achieves, in almost all executions, the bestknown solution; in spite of that it is a little slow. The local search that provides the
backbone of the ILS method is the most time consuming, because it explores a large
quantity of neighbours.
The main advantage of the HDE algorithm is that it obtains almost always a good
solution with the correct combination of parameters. With the same number of iterations
it obtains a higher number of feasible solutions, as can be seen in Fig. 63.
For Cb instances, the HBA is the algorithm that presents the best average fitness, the best
standard deviation and the best running time. Other algorithms like HDPSO, ABC,
HDDE are also fast and they also present a good average fitness (Table 16).
The HDEM and HBA algorithms produce a higher number of best-known solutions using
the same number of iterations (Fig. 64). Comparing with HDEM, the HDPSO, ABC,
HDDE and HSS algorithms obtain a reasonable number of best-known solutions in a
better running time (Fig. 64, Table 16). We verify that the HDPSO needs a higher
number of iterations comparing with the ABC; however it produces solutions for some
harder instances in smaller times. The SA, ILS and TS are the slowest algorithms. TS
obtains for class Cb a smaller number of best-known solutions comparing with the other
algorithms (Fig. 64, Table 16).
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When using the SPA to create the initial solutions, the times and number of iterations
decreases - instance Cb64. This instance is computationally harder than the Cb61
instance, however the best-known solution is obtained faster. Based on preliminary
observations, we consider to be more efficient to initially apply a SPA and after, the
metaheuristic to improve the solutions.
Some instances of the WRELP are computationally harder to solve, comparing with the
WRALP. Nevertheless the proposed algorithms prove to be very effective to solve both
problems.

4.5 Summary
In this Thesis, we present several metaheuristic algorithms with new operators and new
modifications to improve the final results. We propose an ILS algorithm, a TS algorithm,
a SA algorithm, a GAMO, a HDEM algorithm, a HACO algorithm, a LS-PBPSO
algorithm, a HDPSO algorithm, an ABC algorithm, a HDDE algorithm, a HBA
algorithm, a HSS algorithm, and a HPBIL algorithm to solve two well-known loading
problems: the WRALP and the WRELP without demand splitting. The performance of
the proposed algorithms is compared.
The algorithms proposed were tested on two sets of instances. The algorithms were
thoroughly tested with different parameter values to establish the correct combination of
parameters and to obtain the best solution possible. These tests proved the computational
efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
Experimental results and comparisons performed with the algorithms, demonstrate that
the proposed algorithms are effective and competitive approaches in composing fairly
satisfactory results with respect to solution quality and execution time for the problems
studied. HBA provides a higher number of best-known solutions, a better average fitness
and a better standard deviation using the same number of iterations. With the correct
combination of parameters, this algorithm achieved always the best known solution. It
means that the HBA is more robust than the other algorithms.
HDPSO, ABC, HDDE and HSS also presented a good performance.
Besides its good convergence properties, the TS, ILS and SA algorithms have the
advantages of their conceptual simplicity and ease of use.
The different methods of crossover, mutation and selection implemented to GA have
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driven to acceptable results. The multiple operators implemented for GA and DE proved
to be very effective.
The hybridisation with LS of several algorithms: DE, ACO, DPSO, PBPSO, DDE, BA,
PBIL and HSS have lead to very good results.
It was not possible to compare our results with other results from literature because we
use different test instances and the platform used to test the instances is also different.
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5. SONET Design Problems
As we explained before (see Section 2.2.2), our objectives are to find a feasible solution
for SRAP and IDP (to guarantee that the customer’s demands, in terms of bandwidth, are
satisfied) and to minimise the total cost of the network. In the following subsections, we
describe the two design problems studied and we present efficient solutions for them. For
more information about the problem focus see Sections 1.3 and 2.2.2.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 describes technical aspects related to
SRAP and IDP; Section 5.2 presents the studied instances; Section 5.3 describes the
algorithms used to optimise SRAP and IDP and also presents the experimental studies
conducted with each proposed algorithm; Section 5.4 discusses the results obtained for
each instance; and Section 4.5 summarises the concepts presented in this chapter.

5.1 Problem Overview
In the following subsections we describe the models used for the problems SRAP and
IDP. We illustrate the representations adopted, and describe the fitness functions used to
evaluate the solutions.

5.1.1 Definition of the Problem
The models for the problems SRAP and IDP are based on graphs, consisting of the
following components:
1. A set N of n distinct nodes that represent the customers;
2. A set C of m communication requests. A communication between two customers

s and d (a pair) correspond to the weighted edge/pair (s, d) in the graph, where the
weight dsd is the fixed traffic demand. Note that dsd = dds, and that dss = 0;

3. The link capacity B. The traffic volume on any ring is limited by the link capacity
B;
5. An L vector that represents the initial individual. For an EA/SI algorithm it is
necessary to construct a matrix L of individuals.
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For each candidate solution Li we maintain some information in additional variables:
•

A T vector with the total demand of each ring. It has the dimension klb+1 (see
Section 5.3.1). This vector is initialised after creating the initial solution and is
updated after performing a modification to the solution. In the evaluation process,
we simplify the fitness function using this vector (see Section 5.1.3). The
computational costs of the fitness function are reduced;

•

A variable TotalADMs is also defined for IDP. This variable is initialised after
creating the initial candidate solution and it is updated after performing a
modification to the solution. This variable is also used to reduce the cost of the
evaluation process;

•

A variable TotalFitness with the fitness of the solution. See Section 5.1.3 for
more information about the fitness function.

5.1.2 Solution Representation
In this work, the SRAP and IDP solutions are represented using integer vectors. We
describe the two representations in the following subsections.
5.1.2.1

SONET Ring Assignment Problem

In SRAP each vector position corresponds to a customer and the value of that position
corresponds to the ring to which it is connected to (see Fig. 65 and Table 17).
Table 17. Representation of the SRAP solution.

Demand
 20
 20
 10
 20
 10
 20

Edge(s,d)
1: (1, 2)
2: (1, 3)
3: (1, 4)
4: (2, 3)
5: (2, 4)
6: (3, 4)

n=numberCustomers=4 m=numberEdges=6 T=totalDemands=100 B=80
Customer1 Customer2
Representation SRAP

Customer3 Customer4

Example 1

1

2

2

2

Example 2

1

1

2

2

We assume that weights of the traffic demands cannot be split and that each customer is
assigned to one ring.
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Fig. 65. Examples of a SONET SRAP network.

5.1.2.2

Intraring SONET Design Problem

In IDP each vector position corresponds to an edge and the value of that position is
related with the partition to which is associated. The size of a solution in IDP is higher
than in SRAP (see Fig. 66 and Table 18).

Fig. 66. Examples of a SONET IDP network.
Table 18. Representation of the IDP solution.

Edge(u,v)
1: (1, 2)
2: (1, 3)
3: (1, 4)
4: (2, 3)
5: (2, 4)
6: (3, 4)

Demand
 20
 20
 10
 20
 10
 20

n=numberCustomers=4 m=numberPairs=6 T=totalDemands=100 B=80
Edge1 Edge2 Edge3 Edge4 Edge5 Edge6
Representation IDP

Example 1

1

2

1

2

1

2

Example 2

1

1

2

2

2

1

In IDP, the weights of the traffic demands cannot also be split.

5.1.3 Fitness Function
To evaluate how good a potential solution is regarding other potential solutions, we use a
fitness function. The fitness function returns a positive value (fitness value) that reflects
how optimal the solution is. For SRAP and IDP, Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a)
introduced four objective functions. Let z0 be the basic objective function, counting the
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number of rings of a solution for SRAP, and the total number of ADMs for IDP, and let
BN be the highest load of a ring in the current solution. α ≥ 1 and β≥ 2 are two fixed
parameters, and RingLoad(r) is the load of the ring r.
z1 = z0 + max {0, BN - B}
 α ⋅ RingLoad (r)
z2 = z1 + 
0

if the last move has created a new ring r
otherwise
z 3 = z 0 ⋅ B + BN

 z 4a
z
 4b
z4 = 
 z 4c
 z 4d

= z0 ⋅ B + BN( = z 3 )

(a) : from feasible to feasible

= (z 0 + 1)BN

(b) : from feasible to unfeasible

= z0 B

(c) : from unfeasible to feasible

= βz 0 BN

(d) : from unfeasible to unfeasible

(38)
(39)
(40)

(41)

The first function z1 (Eq. 38) minimises the basic function z0. If BN > B, it also penalises
the unfeasible solutions. In addition to the penalty for the unfeasible solutions, z2 (Eq. 39)
penalises the moves that increase the number of rings. Function z3 (Eq. 40) encourages
solutions with small z0, while among all the solutions with the same value of z0, it prefers
the ones in which the rings have the same loads. The last objective function z4 (Eq. 41) is
an adapting technique that modifies the evaluation according to the status of the search. It
is a variable objective function having different expressions for different transitions from
the current status to the next one.
In our work, we used the fitness function z5 (Eq. 42) introduced by Pelleau et al. (2009).
The authors have implemented the five fitness functions. The z5 function achieved better
solutions than the other ones.
z 5 = z0 +

∑ violations (p )

(42)

p ∈ partitions

capacity (p) - B
violations (p) = 
0

if the load of p exceed B

(43)

otherwise

The objective function z5 minimises the basic function z0 and penalises the unfeasible
solutions. In this objective function, every constraint violated (partition with total load
higher than B) has a certain cost (the current load of a partition minus B). Summing all
the violations of the current solution, the total violation is obtained (Eq. 43). As z0 is
much smaller than the load of a ring, a feasible solution with 4 rings will be preferred to
an unfeasible solution with 3 rings. In z5, the partitions are all the rings (in the case of the
SRAP, the federal ring is also included). Table 19 and Table 20 show examples of how
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the total traffic computation of each ring is made for SRAP and IDP, respectively.
The evaluation process is the most time-consuming step of the algorithm, which is
usually the case in many real-life problems. For IDP and SRAP, the studied algorithms
include some important improvements. After modifying a solution, the algorithm does
not perform a full examination to calculate the new fitness value - it only updates the
fitness value based on the modifications made to create the solution, so the running time
is considerably reduced. This is made using the vector T and the variable TotalADMs that
are updated when a solution is modified. We only update the positions of the vector T
that were modified. The total number of ADMs is updated in at most two units, when a
single modification is done to a solution (a pair is composed of two customers - if we
modify an edge from one ring to another, the source ring can keep with less two ADMs
and the destination ring can keep with two more ADMs).
Table 19. Total traffic computation of each ring for SRAP.

Ring

Internal Traffic

i
ii
Federal Ring
i
ii
Federal Ring

External Traffic
Total Traffic
Example 1
d13+d14+d34
d12+d23+d24
d13+d14+d34+d12+d23+d24 = 100 *
0
d12+d23+d24
d12+d23+d24 = 50
d12+d23+d24 = 50
Example 2
d12
d13+d14+ d23+d24
d12+ d13+d14+ d23+d24 = 80
d34
d13+d14+ d23+d24
d34+d13+d14+ d23+d24 = 80
d13+d14+ d23+d24= 60
* Example 1 is an unfeasible solution.

Table 20. Total traffic computation/ number of ADMs of each partition for IDP.

Partition

Total Traffic

Total ADMs
Example 1
7*
I
d12+d14+d24 = 40
3 (1, 2, 4)
ii
d13+d23+d34 = 60
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)
Example 2
8
i
d12+ d13+ d34 = 60
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)
ii
d14+ d23+d24 = 40
4 (1, 2, 3, 4)
* Example 1 is a better solution, with a lower number of ADMs.

5.2 Studied Instances
For SRAP, we used four sets of instances; the first one, class C1, was introduced by
Goldschmidt et al. (2003a). They have generated 80 geometric instances, based on the
fact that customers tend to communicate more with their close neighbours, and 80
random instances. These subsets have both 40 low-demand instances, with a ring
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capacity of B = 155 Mbs, and 40 high-demand instances, where B = 622 Mbs. The traffic
demand between two customers, u and v, is determined by a discrete uniform random
variable, corresponding to the number of T1 lines required for the anticipated volume of
traffic between u and v. A T1 line has an approximate capacity of 1.5 Mbs. The number
of T1 lines is randomly picked in the interval [3, 7], for low-demand cases, while it is
selected from the range [11, 17], for the high-demand cases. The graphs generated have
|V | ∈ {15, 25, 30, 50}. In the 160 instances generated by Goldschmidt et al. (2003a), 42
instances have been proven to be unfeasible for SRAP by Aringhieri and Dell’Amico
(2005a) using CPLEX 8.0.
Class C2 is composed of all instances tested by Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a),
excluding those already in C1. This second set of instances was obtained by randomly
modifying the 42 instances in C1 that were unfeasible for SRAP. The authors have
created 230 new and harder feasible instances (Aringhieri and Dell’Amico, 2005a). The
characteristics of an instance in C1 or C2 can be deduced from its name. Instance names
always start with two letters. The first letter is either G or R, meaning that the instance
belongs respectively to the geometric or to the random subdivision. The second letter is
either L or H, depending if the ring capacity is 155 Mbs or 622 Mbs.
Table 21. Nomenclature and Capacity of the instances of the classes C1, C2 and C3.

Class
C1

C2

C3

Group
Capacity (B)
GL (Geometric low)
155 Mbs
GH (Geometric High)
622 Mbs
RL (Random Low)
155 Mbs
RH (Random High)
622 Mbs
Total instances of Class C1:
new.GL (Geometric Low)
155 Mbs
new.GH (Geometric High)
622 Mbs
new.RL (Random Low)
155 Mbs
new.RH (Random High)
622 Mbs
Total instances of Class C2:
LSHK
48 Mbs
Total instances of Class C3:
* Unfeasible instances for SRAP

Total instances
23 + 17*
27 + 13*
31 + 9*
37 + 3*
118 + 42*= 160
70
70
70
20
230
2 + 38* =40
40

The third set of instances, class C3, has been presented by Lee et al. (2000). They have
generated 40 instances with a ring capacity of B = 48 Mbs. The number of T1 lines
required for the traffic between two customers has been chosen in the interval [1, 30].
The traffic density for the test problems of class C3 was selected as less than 20%, since
the traffic density of real-world problems is usually no more than 10% (Lee et al., 2000).
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The graphs considered have |V| ∈ {15, 20, 25}, and |E| = {30, 35}. Most of the instances
in this set are unfeasible for SRAP (only two are feasible).
The nomenclature of the classes C1, C2 and C3 is described in Table 21.
Bastos (2005) generated the instances of class C4. It was used two algorithms to generate
higher instances. The generation of instances with large number of customers is a
complex task, due to the limited capacity of the federal ring, given by B. That is, given an
algorithm that randomly distributes traffic demands through the edges of a graph, and
given the capacity B, as bigger the number of customers, higher the total demand of the
graph. On the other hand, as bigger the total demand, higher the minimum number of
rings required to generate a viable solution. A large number of rings implies a large
amount of traffic passing through the federal ring, and possibly an unfeasible instance.
Bastos (2005) tried to deal with this problem by increasing the value of B or reducing the
number of edges with positive demand values. The first algorithm proposed to generate
the instances was called Random by Traffic Density (RTD), which consisted in the
generation of a random graph with a percentage of traffic density. Thus, a density of
100% produces a graph 100% complete, and a density of 0% generates a graph 100%
disconnected. Given the number of customers and the capacity B, as lower the traffic
density is, greater the probability of generating a feasible instance. However, an
extremely low density of traffic can generate an instance that can be easily solved. The
algorithm RTD does not guarantee that an instance generated is feasible and, moreover, it
was time-consuming and inefficient. In an attempt to solve the main shortcomings of the
algorithm RTD, it was developed a new algorithm called Random with Target Number of
Rings (RTNR), which purpose was to generate feasible instances and also to provide a
viable solution for each instance created. The algorithm RTNR was supplied with a target
number of rings to generate an initial solution vector (base solution). Then the algorithm
tried to produce one instance RTNR, which base solution belongs to its set of solutions,
and thereby ensure that it is feasible. The construction of the instance was made step by
step, through random distribution of traffic demands between the edges of the graph.
Besides the target number of rings for the base solution, the algorithm took the desired
density of the graph as input. In general, a higher density produces an instance in the
graph more difficult to be solved. Moreover, the greater the number of customers, more
difficult is the instance created.
Through the RTNR algorithm, were generated 105 instances with feasible solutions
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known (Bastos, 2005). The nomenclature of these instances is not related with the ability
of the rings given by B, but by the number of customers in the instance. Thus, there are
solutions in class C4 named by prefixes: RTNR_100, RTNR_150, RTNR_200,
RTNR_250, RTNR_300, and RTNR_400 followed by the instance number. For example,
instance RTNR_300_06 has 300 customers and is the sixth instance of this group. The
values of B used to generate these levels ranged between 51.84 Mbs (STS-1) and
39813.12 Mbs (STS-768) (see Table 22).
Table 22. Nomenclature and Capacity of the instances of class C4.

Group

RTNR_100

RTNR_150
RTNR_200

RTNR_250
RTNR_300
RTNR_400

Instance
number
[01 ... 10]
[12 ... 16]
[11 and 17 ...
26]
[27 ... 31]
[32 ... 36]
[37 ... 41]
[42 ... 46]
[01 ... 10]
[01 ... 10]
[11 ... 15
[16 ... 21]
[22 ... 26]
[27 ... 31]
[01 and 02]
[03, 05 and 06]
04
[01 ... 06]
[01 ... 06]
Total:

Capacity (B)

Total instances

2488 Mbs
9953.28 Mbs
51.84 Mbs
155.52 Mbs
622.08 Mbs
2488.32 Mbs
39813.32 Mbs
2488 Mbs
9953 Mbs
] 51.84 Mbs
155.52 Mbs
2488.32 Mbs
39813.32 Mbs
622 Mbs
2488 Mbs
9953.28 Mbs
622.08 Mbs
2488.32 Mbs

46

10
31

6
6
6
105

Because they are larger and denser than the instances of C1, C2 and C3, the instances of
the class C4 are also more difficult. For these instances, the values of optimal solutions
are not yet known.
For IDP, we only studied the instances of the C1 and C3 sets. We want to compare our
results with others from literature. Pelleau et al. (2009) provided their results for this two
set of instances (they have specified the number of ADMs obtained for each instance).
Aringhieri and Dell’Amico (2005a) also solved IDP using class C2; however they only
present the number of optimal solutions. For our work, it is necessary to know the exact
number of ADMs obtained for each instance to make an effective comparison.
All the instances can be feasible for IDP - it is possible to assign each demand to a
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different partition (see Section 5.1.2.2).
For more details on how these instances were generated so as their properties, we refer
the interested reader to the original papers where they were introduced (Aringhieri and
Dell’Amico, 2005a; Bastos, 2005; Goldschmidt et al., 2003a; Lee et al., 2000).

5.3 Technical Approach
Like for WRALP and WRELP all algorithms developed for solving SRAP and IDP were
implemented in Borland C++ 6.0 and was also used the C++ object oriented
programming language. The source code needed to process the data of the problem is
similar to all algorithms. All the algorithms were tested on Intel based, dual-core T2300,
running under Windows.
The main differences are in the steps performed by each algorithm that we explain in the
following subsections.

5.3.1 Initial set of solutions
The initial population (P0) can be randomly created or in a deterministic form. We create
a simple heuristic that builds balanced solutions based on the number of customers/edges
for each ring/partition. We consider an initial k = klb +1 (see Eq. 44).
 n −1
k lb = ∑
 u =1

n

∑d
v = u +1

uv


B


The main steps of the heuristic algorithm used in SRAP are detailed bellow:
Pseudo-code 29. Deterministic form used for SRAP.
FOR c=1 TO n DO
customer[c] ← -1
END FOR
FOR r=1 TO k DO
numberCustomers[r] ← 0
END FOR
c ← 0
WHILE c ≠ n DO
cr←Choose a random customer
IF customer[cr] = -1 THEN
customer[cr] ← c
c ← c+1
END IF
END WHILE
FOR c=1 TO n DO
rn ← choose a random ring

(44)
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FOR r=1 TO k DO
IF numberCustomers[r]<= n / k THEN
rn ← r
END IF
END FOR
solution[customer[c]]← rn
numberCustomers[rn]←numberCustomers[rn]+1
END FOR

For the IDP, the procedure is identical. In IDP numberCustomers = numberEdges and
customer = edge; instead of n (size of the solution) in IDP is used m.

5.3.2 Algorithms used and their adaptations
In this section, we describe the algorithms used to solve SRAP and IDP instances. We
also present the experimental studies made.

5.3.2.1

Hybrid Scatter Search Algorithm

Bernardino et al. (2010i) have applied the HSS to a similar assignment problem - TAP.
The authors compared their HSS with the TS, Hybrid GA, HDE and HACO, and all the
five algorithms reach feasible solutions for all test instances. All the statistics obtained in
(Bernardino et al., 2010i) show that the performance of HSS algorithm is superior. This
was the motivation to apply this algorithm to SRAP and IDP.
Embedded in the SS algorithm, it is used a TS algorithm to improve the solutions’
quality. The TS algorithm is a mathematical optimisation method, which belongs to the
class of LS techniques (Glover, 1989).
5.3.2.1.1

Algorithm description

The HSS algorithm has the same steps described in Section 4.3.2.12. For SRAP and IDP,
it was adapted to be applied to the integer representation (like in TAP). In our work, we
used a similar combination method and a slightly different improvement method that we
detail below.
Combination Method
The combination method applied to SRAP and IDP is similar to the one developed by
Bernardino et al. (2010i) for the TAP. This method combines the solutions in each subset
to form new solutions.
First a random ring/partition (concentrator in TAP) is chosen and then the
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customers/edges (terminals in the TAP) of that ring/partition are exchanged between the
two solutions. The combination method produces two combined solutions. Fig. 67 shows
an example with 8 customers and 3 rings. The random ring chosen was “2”.

Fig. 67. HSS – Combination Method used for SRAP and IDP.

The combination method consists in the following steps:
Pseudo-code 30. Combination Method for SRAP.
r ← random(k)
FOR i=1 TO n DO
IF solution1[i] = r OR solution2[i] = r THEN
combinedSolution1[i] ← solution2[i]
combinedSolution2[i] ← solution1[i]
ELSE
combinedSolution1[i] ← solution1[i]
combinedSolution2[i] ← solution2[i]
END IF
END FOR

For IDP, the only difference is that the size of the solution is m, instead of n in SRAP.
The combination method produces two combined solutions, which go through the
improvement phase.
Improvement Method
Like for TAP, a TS algorithm is applied to each solution in the initial set of solutions, in
order to reduce its cost, if possible. After the combination, the TS algorithm is also
applied to improve the quality of the combined solutions. In our implementation, like in
the other problems, the TS only exploits a part of the neighbourhood.
In SRAP the simplest way to generate a neighbour is to swap two customers in the
permutation. In this case the size of the neighbourhood is n*(n-1)/2, which would be big
for large-scale problems. This would waste a lot of computing time. Other way to
generate a neighbour is to assign one customer to other ring/partition. The size of the
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neighbourhood is n*(k-1), which is also big for large-scale problems. In our
implementation, we generate a neighbour by swapping two customers between two rings,
r1 and r2 (randomly chosen). The algorithm searches for a better solution in the initial set

of neighbours. If the best neighbour improves the actual solution, then the LS algorithm
replaces the actual solution with the best neighbour. Otherwise, the algorithm creates
another set of neighbours. In this case, one neighbour results on assigning one customer
of r1 to r2, or r2 to r1. The neighbourhood size is n(r1)*n(r2) or n(r1)*n(r2) +
n(r1)+n(r2).

The LS algorithm consists in the following steps:
Pseudo-code 31. LS algorithm used for SRAP and IDP.
r1 ← random (number of customers)
r2 ← random (number of customers)
NN ← neighbours of ACTUAL-SOL (one neighbour results of interchange one
customer of r1 or r2 with one customer of r2 or r1)
SOLUTION ← FindBest (NN)
IF fitness(ACTUAL-SOL)<fitness(SOLUTION) THEN
NN ← neighbours of ACTUAL-SOL (one neighbour results of assign
one customer of r1 to r2 or r2 to r1)
SOLUTION ← FindBest (NN)
IF fitness(SOLUTION)<fitness(ACTUAL-SOL) THEN
ACTUAL-SOL ← SOLUTION
END IF
ELSE
ACTUAL-SOL ← SOLUTION
END IF

The evaluation process is the most time-consuming step of the algorithm, which is
usually the case in many real-life problems. For IDP and SRAP, the TS algorithm has
some important improvements. After creating a neighbour, the algorithm does not
perform a full examination to calculate the new fitness value; it only updates the fitness
value based on the modifications made to create the neighbour. The running time is
considerably reduced.
The two rings which customers have exchanged are classified as tabu attributes. A
candidate can be chosen as a new current solution, if the rings where customers are
exchanged are not the same as those in the tabu list. In our implementation, like in TAP,
we don’t explore neighbours when the two rings chosen are in the tabu list. In aspiration,
just the best neighbour not tabu with a fitness value lower than the best is selected.
The TS ends when a maximum number of iterations is reached. Based on preliminary
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observations, we consider 10 iterations. With a higher value of iterations, the algorithm
slows down. We also observed that a high number of iterations does not produce
significant better results.
Based on preliminary observations we consider n/20 elements for the tabu list. Note that
for IDP, the size of the solution is m, and in the LS method, the number of customers
corresponds to the number of edges in IDP.
The improved solutions are considered for inclusion in the reference set (see Section
4.3.2.12).
5.3.2.1.2

Experimental Studies

The best results obtained by Bernardino et al. (2010i) with the HSS algorithm for TAP
use ni between 30 and 100, b1 between 5 and 10, b2 between 5 and 10 and nid between
n/15 and n/2. These parameters were experimentally considered good and robust for the

instances tested. We also consider these HSS combination of parameters for the SRAP
and IDP.
The initial population was created using the deterministic algorithm. Based on
preliminary observations we verified that for each execution, using the same number of
iterations or using a limited number of seconds the deterministic algorithm obtains a
better average fitness when comparing with a random initial population. We also observe
this fact in the Bees-inspired algorithms (see Section 5.3.2.2.4).
5.3.2.2

Hybrid Bees-inspired Algorithms

The bees’ colonies exhibit many features that can be used as models for intelligent
systems

(Karaboga

and

Akay,

2009a).

These

features

include

bee

dance

(communication), bee foraging, queen bee, task selection, collective decision making,
nest site selection, mating, floral/pheromone laying, and navigation systems.
In this Thesis, we consider the ABC algorithm and the BA to optimise SRAP and IDP.
Both algorithms simulate the foraging behaviour of bees using a different algorithmic
model. We also consider the HBMO algorithm that is also a bees-based optimisation
algorithm, which simulates the mating process of real honey bees.
To improve the performance of the BA and HBMO algorithms, we incorporate a LS
algorithm. The LS is used to improve the quality of the solutions in the population. In
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ABC, an employed bee produces a modification on the solution also using a LS
procedure.
Bernardino et al. (2010g, 2010j, 2012a) have applied several bio-inspired algorithms,
including EAs and SI algorithms in their works, and good results were obtained with
ABC, HBA and HHBMO. Previous results in related problems, such as TAP, WRALP
and WRELP, suggest that these algorithms will also obtain promising results for SRAP
and IDP. The hybridisation of the algorithms proved to be very effective.
In this work, the performance of ABC, HBA and HHBMO is compared to each other on
varying dimensions from low to high.
5.3.2.2.1

Artificial Bee Colony

The main steps of the algorithm are detailed in Section 4.3.2.9. It was used the same
parameters and the same model applied to WRALP and WRELP. For SRAP and IDP, we
have applied different LS methods and different Neighbourhood Search methods that we
detail below.
Local Search
In the “Employed Bees Phase”, we use the LS procedure to perform modifications on the
solutions. The LS algorithm is applied to each solution in each iteration to reduce its cost,
if it is possible. In our implementation, the LS only exploits a part of the neighbourhood
(like in the HSS algorithm). For SRAP and IDP, we create the LS methods “Exchange
one customer” and “Exchange two customers”.
In “Exchange one customer”, we generate a neighbour by assigning one customer
(randomly chosen) to another ring (randomly chosen). The size of the neighbourhood
used was n/10. The algorithm searches for a better solution in the initial set of
neighbours. If the best neighbour improves the actual solution, then the LS algorithm
replaces the actual solution with the best neighbour.
In “Exchange two customers”, we generate a neighbour by swapping two customers
between two rings, r1 and r2 (randomly chosen). The algorithm searches for a better
solution in the initial set of neighbours. If the best neighbour improves the actual
solution, then the LS algorithm replaces the actual solution with the best neighbour.
Otherwise, the algorithm creates another set of neighbours. In this case, one neighbour
results on assigning one customer of r1 to r2, or r2 to r1. The neighbourhood size is
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n(r1)*n(r2), or n(r1)*n(r2) + n(r1)+n(r2), where n is the number of customers assigned

to that ring. This algorithm is identical to the one used in the HSS algorithm (see Section
5.3.2.1).
For IDP we also implement the LS methods: “Exchange Max Partition” and “Exchange
Min Partition”. In “Exchange Max Partition”, a customer of the partition with the
maximum amount of traffic is randomly selected and assigned to other ring. In
“Exchange Min Partition”, a customer not assigned to the partition with the lowest
amount of traffic is randomly selected and assigned to that partition. The size of the
neighbourhood used for the last two methods was n/20. If the best neighbour improves
the actual solution, then the LS algorithm replaces the actual solution with the best
neighbour.
Neighbourhood Search
The algorithm conducts searches in the neighbourhood of the selected sites, assigning
more bees to search near to the best nbs sites.
A neighbour is obtained by performing multiple moves (nm) to find a new solution.
We create two different procedures for SRAP and IDP. In SRAP, we first try to exchange
the ring of a random customer to the ring with the minimum amount of traffic. If the
solution does not improve, we exchange the rings of two customers randomly selected. If
the fitness of the solution still does not improve, we exchange the ring of a customer
assigned to the ring with the maximum amount of traffic, to the ring with the lowest
amount of traffic. The general mechanism of the neighbourhood search is represented in
the next pseudo-code:
Pseudo-code 32. Neighbourhood Search used for SRAP.
newSolution ← testSolution ← previousSolution
FOR i=1 TO nm DO
choose the ring with the lowest traffic – lowerR
testSolution ← exchange the ring of a random edge to lowerR
IF totalCapacity_testSolution_Ring_lowerR<B THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
ELSE
choose two customers C1 and C2, in different partitions
testSolution ← exchange the rings of C1 and C2
IF totalCapacity_testSolution_Ring_C1<B AND
totalCapacity_testSolution_Ring_C2<B THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
ELSE
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IF i=nm-1 AND cond =true THEN
choose the ring with the lowest traffic – lowerR
choose the ring with the highest traffic – biggerR
choose a random customer C1 of the ring biggerR
testSolution ← exchange the ring of C1 to lowerR
IF totalCapacity_testSolution_Ring_lowerR<B THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
END IF
END IF
END IF
IF fitness_testSolution<fitness_previousSolution THEN
i ← nm
END IF
END FOR

In IDP, we separate the neighbourhood in two sets (70% and 30%). In 70% of the cases,
it changes the solutions based on the modifications of two edges of different partitions or
based on the modifications of the edges of two partitions randomly selected. In 30% of
the cases, it changes one edge randomly selected to the partition with the lowest traffic or
it changes the edges of a random partition. The general mechanism of the neighbourhood
search is represented in the next pseudo-code:
Pseudo-code 33. Neighbourhood Search used for IDP.
newSolution ← testSolution ← previousSolution
For 70% of the solutions:
FOR i=1 TO nm DO
choose two edges e1 and e2, in different partitions
testSolution ← exchange the partitions of e1 and e2
IF totalADMs_testSoution < totalADMs_previousSolution OR
totalCapacity_testSolution_Partition_e1<B AND
totalCapacity_testSolution_Partition_e2<B THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
ELSE
IF i=nm-1 AND no modifications with improvement THEN
choose two partitions p1 and p2
t ← 0
DO
testSolution ←exchange the edget to p1 or p2 if one of
the two customers of the edge is in that partition
WHILE totalCapacity_p1<B AND totalCapacity_p2<B
AND t<numberEdges
END IF
END IF
IF fitness_testSolution<fitness_previousSolution THEN
i ← nm
END IF
END FOR
FOR the remaining 30%:
FOR i=1 TO nm DO
choose the partition with the lowest traffic – lowerP
testSolution ← exchange the partition of a random edge to lowerP
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IF totalADMs_testSoution < totalADMs_previousSolution OR
totalCapacity_testSolution_Partition_lowerP<B THEN
newSolution ← testSolution
ELSE
choose one partition p1
t ← 0
DO
testSolution ← exchange the edget to p1 if one of the two
customers of the edge is in that partition
WHILE totalCapacity_p1<=B AND t<numberEdges
END IF
IF fitness_testSolution<fitness_previousSolution THEN
i ← nm
END IF
END FOR

The above procedures are repeated until at least one exchange with improvement is
made, or until the nm is reached.
5.3.2.2.2

Hybrid Bees Algorithm

The main steps of the algorithm are detailed in Section 4.3.2.13. It was used the same
parameters and the same model applied to WRALP and WRELP. For SRAP and IDP, we
have applied the same LS methods and the same Neighbourhood Search methods
described in Section 5.3.2.2.1.
5.3.2.2.3

Hybrid Honey Bees Mating Optimisation

Abbass (2001a, 2001b) presented an optimisation algorithm model - the HBMO. This
algorithm is inspired by the process of mating in real honey bees. A honey bee colony
typically consists of three kinds of bees: the queen, the drones (the fathers of the colony),
and the workers (specialised in brood care).
The model simulates the evolution of honey-bees starting with a solitary colony (single
queen without a family) to the emergence of a eusocial colony (one or more queens with
a family).
The standard HBMO algorithm consists of the following 6 main steps:
1. The drones are randomly generated to form the initial population;
2. The algorithm starts with the mating flight, where a queen (best solution)
probabilistically selects drones to form the spermatheca (list of drones). A drone is
then randomly selected from the list for the creation of broods;
3. Creation of new broods (trial solutions) by crossovering the drone's genotypes
(randomly selected) with the queens;
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4. The workers are selected to conduct local search on each brood;
5. Adaptation of worker's fitness, based on the amount of improvement achieved on
broods;
6. Replacement of weaker queens by fitter broods. If one brood does not replace the
queen, then in the next mating flight of the queen this brood will be one of the drones.
We have adopted a different model, proposed by Bernardino et al. (2010g). The
algorithm only works with one queen. In nature there is only one queen at each moment
in a bee colony.
The mating flight can be considered as a set of transitions in the environment where the
queen moves among different states in some speed and probabilistically mates with the
drone at each step. A drone mates with a queen probabilistically using an annealing
function (Abbass, 2001a, 2001b).
ProbQD = exp( − AvgQDFit() / speedQ)

(45)

In Eq. 45, ProbQD is the probability of adding the sperm of drone D to the queen’s
spermatheca (i.e., the probability of a successful mating); AvgQDFit() is the absolute
difference between the drone’s fitness and the queen’s fitness; and speedQ is the queen’s
speed at a time.
Bernardino et al. (2010g) verified that this probability will exclude the most part of the
drones since the differences in terms of fitness values (queen and drone) can be very
high. It was changed the Eq. 45, to consider the absolute average difference between all
drones and the queen (AvgTotalFit) – Eq. 46. A drone with a smaller fitness value will
have more probability to be selected (Abbass, 2001b).
ProbQD = exp((-AvgQDFit()/AvgTotalFit() ) / speedQ)

(46)

The probability of mating is high either when the queen is still at the beginning of her
mating flight, therefore with higher speed, or when the drone’s fitness is good compared
to the queen’s and to other drones’ fitness in the population. After each transition in
space, the queen’s speed and energy decays (see subsection “Mating Flight”).
In nature, the workers are specialised in brood care and are not separate members of the
population. In HBMO, the workers are used as LS procedures in order to improve the
broods (Abbass, 2001a, 2001b). In our hybrid implementation, like in Bernardino et al.
(2010g), we use two workers to improve the broods’ quality. The two workers are always
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applied to each brood. For that reason, it was deleted the 5th step from the basic
algorithm. The first worker performs a neighbourhood search and the second a LS.
In the 6th step, the best broods that do not replace the queen will be selected as drones in
the next matting flight. In our implementation, the number of broods can be smaller than
the number of drones. In case of numBroods<numDrones all the broods (except the
brood that replaces the queen) will be selected as drones to the next mating flight
(Bernardino et al., 2010g). The remaining drones are created by means of the
deterministic algorithm used to create the initial population.
The Hybrid HBMO algorithm consists of the following steps:
Pseudo-code 34. HHBMO Steps.
Initialisation of parameters
Generation of initial population of drones
Evaluation of Drones
Select best solution Q (queen)
Mf0
WHILE (mf<numMatingFlights) DO
Matting Flight:
speedQ ← generateSpeed(0.1, 1)
energyQ ← generateEnergy(0.5, 1)
elemS ← 0
WHILE (elemS<sizeSper and energyQ>0) DO
D ← selectDrone()
probQD ← exp((-AvgQDFit() / AvgTotalFit()) / speedQ)
IF (rand()<=probQD) THEN
addSpermatheca(D)
elemS ← elemS+1
END IF
speedQ ← speedQ*alfa
energyQ ← energyQ-energyReduce
END WHILE
Creation of broods and Workers Phase:
b ← 0
WHILE (b<numBroods) DO
D ← selectDroneSpermatheca()
addBrood(crossover(Q,D))
applyWorker1()
aplplyWorker2()
b ← b+1
END WHILE
Best brood selection:
Evaluation of Broods
orderBroods()
bestB ← selectBestBrood()
b ← 0
IF (fitness(bestB)<fitness(Q))
Q ← bestB /*replace queen*/
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b ← 1
END IF
Drones replacement:
d ← 0
WHILE (d<numDrones and b<numBroods)
replaceDrone(d, selectBrood(b))
b ← b+1
d ← d+1
END WHILE
WHILE (d<numDrones)
generateGreedyDrone(d)
d ← d+1
END WHILE
mf++
END WHILE

Variables: mf – number of matting flights at a moment; energyQ – queen’s energy;
speedQ – queen’s speed; elemS – number of drones in the spermatheca; b – number of

broods, and d – number of drones.
The next subsections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.
Initialisation of Parameters
The following parameters must be defined by the user: a factor between 0 and 1 (alfa),
amount of energy reduction after each transition (energyReduce), spermatheca size
(sizeSper), representing the maximum number of mating in a single mating flight,
number of possible fathers (numDrones), number of broods that will be borne by the
queen (numBroods), crossover operator (cr), number of modifications (nm), and
maximum number of iterations or number of mating flights (mi).
Generation of initial population of drones
For SRAP and IDP the solutions can be randomly created or in a deterministic form. See
Section 5.3.1 for more details.
Evaluation of bees
To evaluate the solutions, we use the fitness function Eq. 42. See Section 5.1.3 for more
details.
Mating Flight
Initially the queen’s speed is randomly generated between 0.1 and 1, and the queen’s
energy is randomly generated between 0.5 and 1 (Eq. 47 and Eq. 48).
speedQ = generateSpeed(0.1, 1)

(47)
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(48)

In the beginning of each mating flight the queen selects a drone using the probabilistic
rule in Eq. 46. If the mating is successful (i.e., the randomly generated number is less or
equal than the probabilistic value), the drone’s sperm is stored in the queen’s
spermatheca.
After each transition in the space, the queen’s speed and energy decreases according to
Eq. 49 and Eq 50.
speedQ = speedQ * alfa

(49)

energyQ = energyQ - energyRedu ce

(50)

The mating flight ends when the queen’s energy reaches the value zero or when the
spermatheca is full.
Creation of broods and Workers Phase
For a required number of broods (numBroods), the queen is fertilised with a randomly
selected sperm from her spermatheca. By using a crossover operator, the queen’s and the
drone’s genotypes are recombined and a new brood is created. The new brood can be
later improved by employing workers to drive the local search.
In this Thesis, we have studied 5 crossover operators: one point, 2-points, 4-points,
uniform, and “exchange ring”. One point, 2-points, 4-points and uniform are very wellknown and widely used in practice. In “exchange ring”, one ring is randomly selected
and the customers/edges of that ring are exchanged.
As explained before, the algorithm uses two workers, which are always used in an effort
to improve the broods. The first worker uses a neighbourhood search algorithm. The
second worker uses a LS algorithm. For SRAP and IDP, we have applied the same LS
methods and the same Neighbourhood Search methods described in Section 5.3.2.2.1.
Best brood selection
The algorithm selects the best brood. If this brood is better than the current queen, it
replaces the queen. The best drones that do not replace the queen will be selected to the
next matting flight as drones.
Drones Replacement
The algorithm selects the best broods to be drones in the next mating flight. If the
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number of drones is higher than the number of broods, the remaining drones are
generated using the deterministic algorithm.
Termination criterion
See Section 5.3.3.
5.3.2.2.4

Experimental Studies

Bernardino el al. (2010g, 2010j, 2012a) have applied HBA, ABC and HHBMO to TAP.
In TAP, the solutions are also represented using integer vectors. The suggestions from
literature, namely the TAP parameter setting, and previous results obtained for the
WRELP and for the WRALP using the ABC algorithm and the HBA, helped us to guide
our choice of parameter values for SRAP and IDP.
The best results obtained with ABC use nm between 3 and n/10. In case of a high nm, the
new solution tends to be random, which makes it more difficult to generate new
improving solutions. A high nm has also a significant impact on the execution time. On
the other hand, a small nm did not allow the system to escape from local minima, because
the resulting solution was, in most cases, similar to the starting solution.
The number of bees has a significant impact on the execution time for both algorithms. In
ABC, the best results obtained use no>ne. We consider ne between 20 and 30, no
between 40 and 60 for ABC, and ns between 10 and 20 for HBA. With a higher number
of bees, the algorithms can reach a better average fitness, however it is more time
consuming. Small populations are very desirable to reduce the required computational
resources. HBA and ABC have a good performance by initially using a small population.
The best results obtained with the hybrid HHBMO algorithm use alfa>=0.90,
energyReduce<=0.1, numDrones between 10 and 100, numBroods>=100, sizeSper

between 10 and 30, cr={“One-point”, “Uniform”} and nm<=10. In general, experiments
have shown that the proposed parameter setting is very robust to small modifications.
The initial population was created using the deterministic algorithm. Based on
preliminary observations, we verified that for each execution, using the same number of
iterations or using a limited number of seconds, the deterministic algorithm obtained a
slightly better average fitness comparing with a random initial population (see Fig. 68,
instance RTNR_100_6, SRAP).
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Fig. 68. HBA – Comparison between an initial random population and an initial deterministic population.

We also perform comparisons between the LS methods used for SRAP and IDP. The best
LS method for SRAP is “Exchange two customers”, and the best LS methods for IDP are
“Exchange two customers” and “Exchange Min Partition”. With these LS methods, the
algorithms achieved the best/optimal solutions in smaller times.

5.3.3 Termination Criterion
The algorithms stop when a maximum number of iterations (mi) or a maximum number
of seconds (ti) is reached. For SRAP, the algorithms also stop if the value klb is reached.

5.4 Results Obtained
In this section, we present the results obtained for the instances C1, C2, C3 and C4 with
the algorithms previously described. First we summarise the parameter values used for
comparison, then we present the best results achieved for each instance. Finally we
discuss the results obtained.

5.4.1 Parameter values used for comparison
Previous examinations on the performance of the algorithms (see Section 5.3.2) helped
us to guide our choice of parameter values for the HSS, ABC, HBA and HHBMO
algorithms. We use the parameters combination presented in Table 23 to compare the
efficiency of all algorithms.
The initial solutions of all algorithms were created using deterministic solutions.
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Table 23. SRAP/IDP - Parameter values used for comparison.

Algorithm
Parameter
HSS
Number of initial solutions
Number of best solutions in reference set
Number of most different solutions in the reference set
Number of iterations without improvement
Number of Employed Bees
ABC
Number of Onlooker Bees
Number of modifications
Number of scout bees
Number of selected sites
Number of best sites
HBA
Number of bees sent to selected sites
Number of bees sent to best sites
Number of modifications
HHBMO Alfa
Energy reduce
Number of drones
Number of broods
Spermatheca size
Crossover operator
Number of modifications

Values
[30,50]
[8,10]
[8..10]
[n/15, n/2]
[20,30]
[40,60]
[3,6]
[10,20]
[10,20]
[5,10]
[10,20]
30
[4,6]
[0.9,1]
[0.01,0.1]
30
100
10
“Uniform”
[2,4]

5.4.2 Best Results obtained
For each SRAP C1 and C2 instance considered in our experiments, we fix a solution
target value equal to the optimal solution. In Macambira et al. (2006), the authors
implemented an exact algorithm that provided optimal solutions for the two classes C1
and C2 (in almost all instances klb+1). In class C3, there are only two feasible instances,
and for them we consider the lower bound klb. In class C4, we also consider the lower
bound klb. For IDP, we also consider a number of partitions equals to klb.
We gave a limited number of seconds to each run of the algorithms. However, we
observed that the average time to find the best solution is smaller for the two problems.
Obviously, in SRAP, the algorithms terminate if the current best solution found is equal
to the optimal solution – class C1 and C2. If the optimal solution is not reached, we
define as a high-quality solution a solution for which the evaluation of the objective is
equal to klb+1.
Table 24 presents the number of seconds used to test the SRAP and IDP instances.
To solve an IDP instance, it normally takes much more iterations/time to improve the
fitness value than in SRAP. In SRAP, the size of the solutions is smaller.
For SRAP, the optimal values for class C1, C2 and C3 are known. The studied
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algorithms did not found the optimal solution for just one instance – new.GH_50_3.4.
The optimal solution is 5 and the proposed algorithms obtained the value 6. We
requested an optimal solution for the instance new.GH_50_3.4 to the authors Macambira
et al. (2006), which presented the optimal results for C1 and C2. However the authors
could not provide these results, because they did not have the results with them. Palleau
et al. (2009) obtained the same fitness value for this instance that was obtained in our
study. Since we did not obtained the optimal results for this instance, we performed
extensive examinations, running the algorithms, with the best combination of parameters,
during 24 hours in order to obtain a better solution, however we do not achieved an
improved solution.
Table 24. SRAP/IDP - Number of seconds.

Class

Group

C1
C2
C3

RTNR_100
RTNR_150
RTNR_200
RTNR_250
RTNR_300
RTNR_400

C4

HSS
HBA
SRAP IDP SRAP IDP
30
60
10
60
40
20
30
60
10
60
40
20
120
60
1000
500
1000
500
1500
750
2000
1000
-

ABC
SRAP IDP
20
60
30
20
60
30
90
750
750
1200
1500
-

HHBMO
SRAP IDP
30
60
40
30
60
40
120
1000
1000
1500
2000
-

Table 25 shows the number of rings obtained for class C4 (m – number of customers, T –
traffic volume of an instance). For this class, the optimal results are not known.
Table 25. Results for C4 class.

Class C4
RTNR
Nodes Instance
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

m

T (Mbs)

B (Mbs) klb

398
11859
386
11507
400 12370.5
599 11919.5
612
12383
2488
424 12399.5
404 12011.5
608
12033
630
12413
627 12384.5
80
151.58
51.84
403 38768.63 9953.28

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
4

SRAP
Rings
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
5
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100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

411 39552.46
4
408 39563.42
4
417 39598.2
4
409 39606.69
4
152.95
3
152.65
3
152.93
3
153.53
3
201.53
4
82
51.84
202.24
4
253.32
5
253.6
5
258.12
5
257.61
5
465.7
3
454.33
3
488 462.66
155.52 3
456.59
3
457.35
3
2481.46
4
2474.79
4
638 2468.78 622.08 4
2472.51
4
2463.04
4
9037.94
4
8152.36
4
941 9928.94 2488.32 4
9907.48
4
9921.91
4
158437.4
4
152404.7
4
660 158233.4 39813.1 4
158474.1
4
158185.9
4
12292.5
5
12391.5
5
12425
5
12316
5
12421
5
410
2488
14648
6
14884
6
14848
6
14895.5
6
13519.5
6
47133
5
59555
6
59534
6
59671
6
1618 49666.5
9953
5
39684.5
4
59583.5
6
64594
7
59611.5
6

5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
7
6
5
7
8
7
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200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
250
250
250
250
250
250
300
300
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400
400
400

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

106

128

512

2348

244
481
2012
709

1278

5151

49591
202.02
201.29
255.47
252.86
259.05
258.32
613.98
612.14
613.06
607.37
612.58
9886.38
9876.51
9861.88
9859.47
9834.79
229278.1
238305.7
234618.4
237419.1
237824
2309
2279
9101
48106.82
9446
9039
2482.98
2482.99
3103.9
3104.53
3109.21
3108.82
9948.29
9946.61
12435.92
12433.33
12441.08
12440.35

51.84

155.52

2488.32

39813.1

622
2488
9953.28
2488

622.08

2488.32

5
4
4
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
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6
4
4
6
6
6
6
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
6
6

For IDP, we performed identical examinations. With the proposed algorithms, we have
obtained an identical number of ADMs for all the instances studied by Pelleau et al.
(2009) using DMN (this algorithm obtains better solutions for IDP) and DMN2. Pelleau
et al. (2009) indicate that for IDP they have obtained better results for 15 instances – we
have obtained the same values.
The results obtained for SRAP – class C1, C2 and C3, and for IDP – class C1 and C3 can
be found in Appendix C.
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5.4.3 Comparison between the algorithms
In Table 26, we compare the SRAP results obtained by HSS, HBA, ABC and HHBMO
with the results taken from Bastos et al. (2005b), Bastos and Ochi (2008), Pelleau et al.
(2009) and Silva et al. (2009). The first two columns show the instance class and number
of feasible solutions, the following columns give the percentage of optimal solutions
found in literature by other algorithms. The presented values obtained with HSS, HBA,
ABC and HHBMO algorithms have been computed based on 100 different executions for
each test instance, using the best combination of parameters found and different seeds (in
almost all executions, the algorithms obtain the best solution). We do not present the
results for class C4 in Table 9, since all the proposed algorithms have obtained the same
fitness values, and it was not possible to compare our results with others from literature.
Table 26. Results for SRAP.

Class
C1
C2
C3
Class
C1
C2
C3

FS GRASP GRASP-PR GA GA-EvPR EB. CB. NB DMN
118 100 *
100*
98.3
100
97.46
100
230 98.69
99.57
85.7
98.26
98.26
2
100
FS DMN2
MA+VB
HSS
HBA
ABC
HHBMO
118 97.46
100
100
100
100
100
230
99.57
99.57
99.57
99.57
99.57
2
100
100
100
100
100
* The authors only consider 111 feasible instances

In Table 27 we show the results obtained by the algorithms HSS, HBA, ABC and
HHBMO in terms of the average time to reach the best solution.
Table 27. Average time to reach the best SRAP and IDP solutions.

Class

Group

C1
C2
C3

RTNR_100
RTNR_150
RTNR_200
RTNR_250
RTNR_300
RTNR_400

C4

HSS
HBA
SRAP
IDP
SRAP IDP
0.06
18.24
8.71
0.03
1.87
0.76
0.04
6.97
2.35
0.02
6.11
4.32
17.96
9.87
121.20
61.53
96.55
45.31
200.21
95.47
289.38
145.25

ABC
SRAP
IDP
0.05
13.09
1.32
0.03
4.85
5.36
14.27
100.25
70.85
137.56
229.63
-

HHBMO
SRAP
IDP
0.06
16.09
1.62
0.04
5.85
5.93
16.27
118.41
82.76
189.39
268.72
-

For more details about the results obtained with the proposed algorithms see Appendix C.
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5.4.4 Discussion
The results show that GRASP-PR, MA+VB, HSS, HBA, and ABC present better results
in terms of solution quality for SRAP, and that also DMN, HSS, HBA, ABC and
HHBMO obtain better results in terms of solution quality for IDP.
Our algorithms did not find the optimal solution for just one instance – new.GH_50_3.4.
Pelleau et al. (2009) indicate that for IDP, they have obtained better results for 15
instances - we have obtained the same values in a smaller execution time. In their work,
they used a limit of 5 minutes - we have obtained our results with less than 60 seconds.
In 7 instances of the 200 instances studied for this problem, it was necessary klb+1 rings
to obtain the smallest number of ADMs.
Comparing computational times (to achieve the best/optimal solution) among HSS,
HBA, ABC and HBMO, HBA is the fastest algorithm (see Table 27). MA+VB obtains
identical SRAP results, however with higher times (around 15 seconds for C1 instances
and 34 seconds for C2 instances – we have obtained our results in an average time less
than 2 seconds). We do not perform comparisons in terms of time with other algorithms,
because the experiments were performed in different equipment, but we believe that
HBA is faster.
Even for hard instances - RTNR_400, the proposed algorithms were very efficient,
producing feasible solutions in a relative small computational time.

5.5 Summary
In this Thesis, we present a SS algorithm and three Bees-inspired algorithms to solve two
well-known SONET network design problems: the SRAP and the IDP without demand
splitting.
The SS algorithm is an optimisation technique, able to perform simultaneous local and
global search. ABC and BA simulate the foraging behaviour of bees using a different
algorithmic model. HBMO is inspired by the marriage process in real honey bees.
We hybridise the basic form of these algorithms with LS in order to produce better
solutions. In the HSS it is used a TS algorithm. In HHBMO, we use two workers which
perform a neighbourhood search and LS. In ABC, we use the LS procedure to modify the
positions of the employed bees.
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These modifications to the basic form of the algorithms were made to have very fast and
efficient algorithms, able to reduce the computational times, making the algorithms
suitable to solve very large scaled problems in short computational times.
Extensive computational experiments were done with benchmark instances from
literature. The performance of' HSS, ABC, HBA and HHBMO algorithms is compared
with several algorithms: DMN, DMN2, HSS, GA, GA-EvPR, GRASP, GRASP-PR and
MA+VB used in literature to solve the SRAP and the IDP.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are effective and
competitive approaches in composing good results regarding the solution quality and
execution time for the problems studied.
HSS, ABC, HBA and HHBMO obtained the same results in different execution times.
HBA is faster comparing with HSS, ABC and HHBMO. HSS is the slowest algorithm.
In literature, the application of HSS, ABC, HBA and HHBMO for these two problems is
nonexistent, for that reason this Thesis demonstrates their enforceability in the resolution
of these problems.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this Thesis, we study four problems that arise in optical networks. Two of them are
ring loading problems - the WRELP and the WRALP. The other ones are network design
problems - the SRAP and the IDP. We propose several metaheuristics to solve these
problems.
The ring loading problem addresses a significant issue in survivable network design,
namely, whether and where SONET/RPR rings are economically viable for
telecommunications transport networks.
We have also described two techniques used in the design of telecommunication
networks, when a ring-based topology is adopted. Both techniques can be modelled
through a graph and correspond, respectively to a vertex partitioning problem (SRAP),
and to an edge partitioning problem (IDP), both with capacity constraints.
Metaheuristics are powerful algorithmic approaches which have been applied with great
success to the problems studied in this Thesis. One advantage of using metaheuristics is
that they can easily handle the difficult constraints found in real-life applications
(Gendreau and Potvin, 2005). Nevertheless, this does not mean that metaheuristics can be
blindly applied to any new problem. It is required significant knowledge about the
problem to develop a successful metaheuristic implementation. In particular, in our work,
the generic search scheme provided by metaheuristics was carefully adapted to the
specific characteristics of the problems (e.g. by choosing an appropriate search space and
effective neighbourhood structures).
For WRELP, we apply the algorithms: TS, SA, ILS, GAMO, HSS, HDE, HDDE,
HDEM, HPBIL, HACO, DPSO, LS-PBPSO, ABC, and HBA. For WRALP, we apply the
algorithms: GAMO, HSS, HDE, DDE, HDEM, HPBIL, HACO, DPSO, several BPSO
variants, ABC, and HBA. For SRAP and IDP, we apply the algorithms: HSS, ABC, HBA
and HHBMO. The algorithms have been tested on problems randomly generated and
from real-world data.
Our algorithms had a stronger performance, improving in some cases, the results
obtained by previous approaches. The HBA algorithm obtained the best results - it gave
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100% success in almost all test cases for the four problems in smaller times.
Comparing with other algorithms from literature, we cannot say that HBA is the fastest
algorithm for IDP and SRAP, because we have implemented and executed it in other
platform, however we can say that it is competitive with the best heuristics in literature in
terms of solution quality. Recent works (Pelleau et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2009) produced
solutions in significant higher times. Even if they have been implemented on a different
platform, our computational times are better with a significant difference (<1/5). We did
not find in literature all the necessary SRAP/IDP results to fully compare our results. It
will be interesting to do it in the future.
One of the main contributions of this Thesis is to show that nature-inspired algorithms
can be used in hybrid synthesis with other heuristics for the solution of the problems. The
application of a separate LS method in several nature-inspired algorithms like DE, ABC,
BA and SS (between others) proved to be very effective. Designing a hybrid
metaheuristic is not trivial, as some parameters in the interplay of the evolutionary
(nature-based) part and local search must be chosen appropriately. For a simple memetic
algorithm, we have considered the local search depth and the local search frequency to
balance the computational effort dedicated to the evolutionary and the local search. The
expanding neighbourhood search strategy is used in order to improve the solutions of
each particle/solution in the swarm/population. The hybridisation of algorithms is an
interesting and promising field that gave us more insights regarding the behaviour and
potential advantages and disadvantages of different metaheuristics. For example, the
hybridisation of the BA proved to be efficient. In GA that was not the case. The present
study may motivate and help the researchers working in the field of nature-inspired
algorithms to develop new hybrid models or to apply the existing algorithms to new
application areas. New opportunities for combining the strengths (and easing the
weaknesses) of these methods will emerge, thus leading to even more powerful search
models for difficult CO problems.
A second contribution is the application of multiple operators/strategy in the algorithms
GA, HDPSO, HDEM and HDDE. A great advantage of the proposed “Multiple”
strategy/operators is that, through their execution, they allow to select the strategy or the
crossover/mutation operators that are better adapted to the problems' resolution.
We also proved that, when using the SPA for WRELP and WRAP, or a deterministic
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algorithm for SRAP and IDP to create the initial solutions, the best solution is obtained
faster.
Except TS, in literature the application of the algorithms developed (with their modified
versions) to solve these four problems is nonexistent. For that reason, this Thesis
demonstrates their enforceability in the resolution of these problems.
Despite of the good results brought by this study, there are still research and
implementation opportunities for improving this work. The most straightforward
development is the implementation of parallel algorithms, principally for the SONET
design problems - instances of class C4 (complex instances). Other developments may
include the development of new fitness functions; the inclusion of more elaborate local
search methods; and the use of a set of rules that can evaluate the evolution of the
population so as choosing the best type of operator/parameter value at a given time.
Optimisation can be viewed as one of the major quantitative tools in the network of
decision making, in which decisions have to be taken to optimise one or more objectives
in some set of circumstances. Considering the practical utility of optimisation problems,
there is a need for efficient and robust computational algorithms, which can numerically
solve on computers the mathematical models of medium as well as large size
optimisation problems arising in different fields. The results obtained lead to the
conclusion that the computational complexity of evolutionary algorithms, hybridisations,
and swarm intelligence remains an interesting, challenging, and fruitful research area. An
interesting topic for future work is to apply the algorithms studied in this Thesis to the
analysis of combinatorial problems, similar to the present area of research, like shortest
paths, travel salesman problems, quadratic assignment problems, spanning tree problems,
vehicle routing problems, or other ring problems like ring wavelength assignment, ring
grooming and other network design problems.
There may be many other areas in which the finding of this thesis could be applied areas of high complexity which, at the present are in early stages of research.
One factor which inhibits research in this area is the computation cost (namely for
WRELP and WRALP). For each network level, the optimisation of the network topology
is required and balancing the computational expense against the quality of the solution
will continue to be an area that requires further research.
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Appendix B. Resumen en Español
Las aplicaciones de Internet necesitan de una cantidad considerable de ancho de banda
con el fin de garantizar el acceso a diferentes aplicaciones con retrasos mínimos. Las
redes en anillo son adecuadas para ofrecer una gran cantidad de ancho de banda de una
manera fiable y de bajo costo.
Un equilibrio de carga óptima es de importancia primordial, ya que aumenta la capacidad
del sistema y mejora el rendimiento global del anillo. En este contexto, un problema de
optimización importante es el problema de equilibrio de carga en anillos (WRLP). El
objetivo del problema de equilibrado de carga consiste en decidir el sentido que sigue el
tráfico entre cada par de nodos de tal forma que se minimice la capacidad de los enlaces
necesarios para albergar dicho tráfico. Este problema se ha estudiado en dos tipos de
anillos bidireccionales: SONET (WRELP) and RPR (WRALP). Dentro del anillo, el
tráfico entre dos nodos puede circular en dos posibles sentidos. En anillos RPR la carga
de un enlace se define como el peso total del tráfico en cada dirección (WRALP) y en
anillos SONET la carga de un enlace como el total de tráfico que atraviesan el enlace en
cualquier dirección (WRELP). En esta tesis se estudian estos dos problemas sin división
de carga.
El trabajo presentado en esta tesis se centra también en otros dos problemas que surgen
en el diseño de redes de telecomunicaciones ópticas, es decir, el problema SRAP y el
problema IDP. En SRAP, el objetivo es reducir al mínimo el número de anillos y en IDP
el objetivo es reducir al mínimo el número de ADMs. Ambos los problemas están sujetos
a una restricción de la capacidad del anillo.
Estos cuatro problemas son problemas de optimización NP-duros, por lo que su
resolución con técnicas exactas es inviable en general. En su lugar es necesario emplear
técnicas aproximadas que, si bien no aseguran encontrar una solución óptima, son
capaces de encontrar soluciones de buena calidad en un tiempo razonable. Es en este
contexto donde encajan las técnicas metaheurísticas pertenecientes al dominio de la
optimización. En esta Tesis se proponen varias metaheurísticas incluyendo heurísticas
bio-inspiradas como algoritmos evolutivos, algoritmos basados en inteligencia de
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enjambres y hibridaciones con búsqueda local.
Los objetivos principales de este trabajo fueron los de la definición/aplicación de nuevos
algoritmos para resolver los cuatro problemas abordados en esta Tesis, capaces de
producir mejores resultados en menor tiempo en comparación con los ya obtenidos en la
literatura. Fueran realizadas varias modificaciones en la estructura básica de los
algoritmos con el fin de mejorar su eficacia. Los resultados obtenidos a través de
simulación verifican la eficacia de los algoritmos propuestos.
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Appendix C. Results obtained for SRAP and IDP
In this section, we present the best-results obtained for classes C1, C2 and C3 (Table 28,
Table 29, Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32).
Table 28. Results for C1 Low-Demand and High-Demand Geometric Graphs.

Nodes

Instance

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4

m
43
50
42
75
76
41
36
52
48
39
57
52
50
64
86
91
71
63
63
88
72
75
78
72
73
87
94
92
75
57
110
130
143
102

Class C1
GH (B=622 Mbs)
GL (B=155 Mbs)
SRAP IDP
SRAP IDP
T (Mbs) klb
m
T
klb
Rings Adms
Rings Adms
921
2
3
19
41 313.5 3
3
18
1032
2
3
18
52 378 3
23
888
2
2
17
39 330 3
21
1590
3
26
41 295.5 2
3
16
1603.5 3
27
60 454.5 3
26
871.5
2
2
16
46 343.5 3
22
739.5
2
2
17
44 313.5 3
3
20
1110
2
3
20
55 403.5 3
24
1023
2
3
20
344 247.5 2
3
18
790.5
2
2
16
62 474 4
27
1191
2
3
28
54 403.5 3
4
29
1069.5 2
2
27
61 480 4
31
1032
2
2
27
49 354 3
3
30
1323
3
3
28
59 429 3
4
27
1830
3
35
61 484.5 4
32
1878
4
35
74 561 4
37
1515
3
4
32
49 325.5 3
3
28
1326
3
3
28
57 445.5 3
4
31
1309.5 3
3
29
63 471 4
33
1824
3
35
60 489 4
31
1504.5 3
3
33
57 424.5 3
4
34
1636.5 3
4
35
57 436.5 3
4
34
1665
3
4
36
57 408 3
4
33
1504.5 3
3
33
54 397.5 3
4
34
1546.5 3
4
34
58 391.5 3
3
33
1824
3
37
54 405 3
4
32
1995
4
41
57 412.5 3
4
34
1959
4
41
60 430.5 3
4
34
1585.5 3
4
34
57 418.5 3
4
32
1207.5 2
3
33
76 567 4
38
2310
4
5
57
85 616.5 4
5
54*
2716.5 5
59
92 729 5
57
3007.5 5
64
98 757.5 5
58
2140.5 4
4
54
84 649.5 5
6
55
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50
50
50
50
50
50

5
6
7
8
9
10

107
116
108
126
142
112

2226
4
5
55
90
2427
4
5
57*
92
2275.5 4
5
56
85
2697
5
59
86
3046.5 5
63
63
2428.5 4
59
87
* Results obtained with klb+1

708
694.5
601.5
646.5
499.5
652.5

5
5
4
5
4
5

5
5
4
-

54
58
52*
51
50
57

Table 29. Results for C1 Low-Demand and High-Demand Random Graphs.

Nodes Instance
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

m
48
58
53
38
47
45
39
41
43
58
62
53
52
61
67
62
51
66
41
49
50
67
52
56
82
70
67
62
60
64
81
68
89
89
66
67
90
80
73

Class C1
RH (B=622 Mbs)
SRAP IDP
T (Mbs) klb
Rings Adms
990
2
3
21
1203
2
23
1113
2
3
22
778.5
2
2
18
955.5
2
3
21
930
2
3
21
804
2
2
19
891
2
2
20
909
2
3
21
1197
2
22
1297.5 3
3
34
1069.5 2
3
32
1084.5 2
3
31
1314
3
3
35
1402.5 3
4
36
1296
3
3
35
1072.5 2
3
32
1353
3
4
36
831
2
2
28
997.5
2
3
30
1056
2
3
35
1402.5 3
4
41
1096.5 2
3
34
1185
2
3
34
1656
3
44
1482
3
4
41
1404
3
4
41
1332
3
3
38
1288.5 3
3
39
368
3
3
39
1738.5 3
4
59
1413
3
3
56
1872
4
4
64
1848
3
4
64
1380
3
3
54
1384.5 3
3
56
1876.5 4
5
65
1689
3
4
60
1573.5 3
4
57

m
32
43
28
38
40
34
51
36
32
40
51
42
54
50
44
51
49
40
47
48
44
66
58
55
47
56
47
54
63
53
70
85
65
66
61
62
71
81
68

RL (B=155 Mbs)
SRAP
T
klb
Rings
250.5 2
3
340.5 3
208.5 2
2
288 2
3
310.5 3
249 2
3
405 3
265.5 2
3
252 2
3
298.5 2
3
364.5 3
4
325.5 3
3
438 3
358.5 3
4
345 3
4
364.5 3
4
373.5 3
4
303 2
3
372 3
4
361.5 3
4
336 3
3
487.5 4
415.5 3
4
432 3
4
361.5 3
4
429 3
4
354 3
3
373.5 3
4
487.5 4
405 3
4
513 4
5
643.5 5
489 4
4
484.5 4
4
471 4
4
462 3
4
529.5 4
5
609 4
540 4
-

IDP
Adms
20
23
19
21
22
20
26
20
19
22
33
30
36
35
32
34
33
28
33
32
34
45
39
39
36
40
36
40
43
38
58
67*
58
58
53
57
60
65
57
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10

86

1870.5 4
4
61
62
* Results obtained with klb+1

459

3

4
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Table 30. Results for C2 Low-Demand and High-Demand Geometric Graphs.

Class C2
GH (B=622 Mbs)
Nodes Instance
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2

m
68
69
69
69
70
68
68
70
69
69
71
71
73
71
72
72
72
72
72
72
128
127
128
128
127
128
128
128
127
128
111
109
112
110
111
110
111
111
111
111
120
120

GL (B=155 Mbs)

T (Mbs) klb
1461
1465.5
1458
1461
1471.5
1450.5
1455
1470
1462.5
1453.5
1534.5
1521
1536
1521
1525.5
1536
1530
1522.5
1521
1528.5
2674.5
2662.5
2673
2667
2656.5
2665.5
2679
2668.5
2658
2667
2331
2326.5
2325
2329.5
2331
2311.5
2320.5
2323.5
2328
2326.5
2581.5
1580

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5

SRAP
Nodes Instance
Rings
4
15
3
1
4
15
3
2
4
15
3
3
4
15
3
4
4
15
3
5
4
15
3
6
4
15
3
7
4
15
3
8
4
15
3
9
4
15
3 10
4
15
6
1
4
15
6
2
4
15
6
3
4
15
6
4
4
15
6
5
4
15
6
6
4
15
6
7
4
15
6
8
4
15
6
9
4
15
6 10
6
25
9
1
6
25
9
2
6
25
9
3
6
25
9
4
6
25
9
5
6
25
9
6
6
25
9
7
6
25
9
8
6
25
9
9
6
25
9 10
5
25
10 1
5
25
10 2
5
25
10 3
6
25
10 4
5
25
10 5
5
25
10 6
5
25
10 7
5
25
10 8
5
25
10 9
6
25
10 10
6
30
10 1
6
30
10 2

m

T

klb

38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
40
40
40
40
41
40
40
40
40
40
49
48
50
49
49
51
48
48
47
48
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
68
67

325.5
324
322.5
325.5
324
324
325.5
322.5
324
325.5
297
298.5
292.5
298.5
298.5
294
297
291
297
294
364.5
361.5
367.5
367.5
363
364.5
364.5
364.5
363
366
483
480
481.5
480
480
480
481.5
481.5
481.5
481.5
504
499.5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

SRAP
Rings
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

121
121
121
120
121
120
121
120
106
104
105
106
106
106
106
107
106
106
107
108
107
107
107
107
108
108
108
108

2586
2581.5
2583
2569.5
2580
2580
2584.5
2578.5
2265
2262
2277
2280
2277
2277
2266.5
2271
2274
2280
2323.5
2344.5
2328
2325
2320.5
2334
2341.5
2337
2344.5
2334

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

67
68
67
66
68
67
68
68
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
82
81
81
83
81
82
81
82
83
82

508.5
507
499.5
504
508.5
504
507
508.5
687
690
685.5
688.5
687
684
687
684
685.5
687
613.5
615
615
616.5
612
610.5
616.5
610.5
619.5
615

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
6
5
5
5
6
5
6
6

Table 31. Results for C2 Low-Demand and High-Demand Random Graphs.

Class C2
RH (B=622 Mbs)

RL (B=155 Mbs)

Nodes Instance m T (Mbs) klb
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
72
72
72
73
73
72
73
73

1153.5
1156.5
1153.5
1147.5
1153.5
1156.5
1152
1147.5
1147.5
1156.5
1456.5
1464
1452
1474.5
1470
1462.5
1461
1462.5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

SRAP
SRAP
Nodes Instance m
T
klb
Rings
Rings
3
25
3
6 48 388.5 3
4
3
25
3
7 48 382.5 3
4
3
25
3
8 48 387 3
4
3
25
3
9 48 387 3
4
3
25
3 10 47 382.5 3
4
3
30
2
1 59 433.5 3
4
3
30
2
2 58 436.5 3
4
3
30
2
3 58 439.5 3
4
3
30
2
4 60 439.5 3
4
3
30
2
5 60 439.5 3
4
4
30
2
6 58 433.5 3
4
4
30
2
7 59 439.5 3
4
4
30
2
8 60 432 3
4
4
30
2
9 59 435 3
4
4
30
2 10 59 435 3
4
4
30
9
1 54 424.5 3
4
4
30
9
2 55 429 3
4
4
30
9
3 54 424.5 3
4

Appendices

30
30

5
5

9 73 1468.5
10 72 1465.5
RL (B=155 Mbs)

Nodes Instance m
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
25
25
25
25
25

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5

38
39
38
39
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
46
48
47
48
47

3
3

T

klb

300
306
301.5
306
304.5
301.5
303
301.5
306
306
300
301.5
300
301.5
301.5
301.5
300
301.5
300
301.5
384
388.5
384
390
390

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

4
4

30
30

9
9

4 55 424.5 3
5 56 429 3
RL (B=155 Mbs)

Instance

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6

4
4

SRAP
SRAP
Nodes Instance m
T
klb
Rings
Rings
3
30
9
6 55 429 3
4
4
30
9
7 55 432 3
4
3
30
9
8 55 429 3
4
3
30
9
9 55 423 3
4
3
30
9 10 54 426 3
4
3
50
2
1 76 573 4
5
4
50
2
2 74 568.5 4
5
3
50
2
3 74 571.5 4
5
4
50
2
4 75 568.5 4
5
3
50
2
5 75 567 4
5
3
50
2
6 74 567 4
5
3
50
2
7 75 568.5 4
5
3
50
2
8 76 573 4
5
3
50
2
9 76 571.5 4
5
3
50
2 10 76 574.5 4
5
3
50
8
1 78 588 4
5
3
50
8
2 78 589.5 4
5
3
50
8
3 79 594 4
5
3
50
8
4 79 592.5 4
5
3
50
8
5 78 588 4
6
4
50
8
6 78 586.5 4
5
4
50
8
7 78 589.5 4
5
4
50
8
8 78 592.5 4
5
4
50
8
9 79 592.5 4
5
4
50
8 10 78 589.5 4
5

Table 32. Results for C3 class.

Nodes

191

Class C3
LSHK (B=480 Mbs)
SRAP
IDP
m T (Mbs) klb
Rings Adms
30
237
5
28
30
247
6
28
30
248
6
28
30
225
5
27
30
236
5
27
30
250
6
28
30
211
5
27
30
242
6
28
30
186
4
25
30
190
4
26
30
240
5
32
30
203
5
29
30
227
5
29*
30
257
6
33
30
243
6
30
30
216
5
31

192

Appendices

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

7
30
238
5
8
30
203
5
9
30
198
5
10
30
186
4
11
35
232
5
12
35
309
7
13
35
227
5
14
35
232
6
15
35
210
5
16
35
215
5
17
35
241
6
18
35
198
5
19
35
234
5
20
35
221
5
1
35
252
6
2
35
219
5
3
35
212
5
4
35
210
5
5
35
268
6
6
35
245
6
7
35
271
6
8
35
205
5
9
35
274
6
10
35
238
5
* Results obtained with klb+1

6
6
-

32*
28
30
29
30
35*
32
34
31
30
33
30
33
30
36
36
35
35
37
37
36
34
37
36

